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The new iMac. 


It does the Internet. 


It does digital music. 


It does digital movies. 


It does digital photography. 


It burns CDs and DVDs. 


It even runs Microsoft Office7 


And because its flat screen 


effortlessly adjusts to any 


position you want, it does it 


all more personally than any 


other personal computer 


in the world. 


15" LCD flat screen. 800-MHz G4. CD/DVD-burning SuperDrive: Starting at $1,399: 
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There's a Xerox network printer tha1 
the page at a stunning 22 ppm. 

With Xerox color, details pop and get noticed. The Xerox white, but speeds out yow· first color page in just 13 seconds. I 
Phaser* 7700 tabloid color laser printer will surprise you in prints up to 11x17 full-bleed, with 1200 dpi for the photographic 
countless ways. It not only prints 22 ppm , color or black & color quality you and your clients demand. And PhaserMatch~ 

lt.l 2002 XEROX CORPORATION. All rights reserved. XEROX~ The Document Companv,9 tho dtgital X:" Phaser- and There's a new way to look a1 it are registered tradema1ks and PhaserMatch.. is a trademark at XEROX CORPORATION. 
• Estimated US retail price . Reseller price may vary. 36USC220506. 



X. 
C{.,Q}) XEROX 

delivers vivid color that leaps off 
There's a new way to look at it. 

To see what a difference detailed color can make, 
want are what you get. It's just what you'd expect 
color management software ensures the colors you 

simply give us a ca ll at 1-877-362-6567 ext. 1872 
from one of the full line of Xerox network printers. or visit us at xerox.com/officeprinting/frog1872 

Xerox Phaser 7700 TH E DOCCM ENT COMPANY 
$6,999' 

Choose 101 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 
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OPINION 
From the Editor's Desk 
RICK LEPAGE 

Mac users face tough choices-we can help. 


Feedback 
Readers respond. 

120 	 lhnatko 
ANDY IHNATKO 
How many cans of Coke does it take to compile 
open-source software? 

MAC BEAT 

18 	 Publishing pros and OS X, Flash MX, opinions 

on the new iMac, the ins and outs of DOR 
RAM, and an interview with Patrick Marchese 
of Markzware Software. 

SECRETS 

69 	 Macs without Limits 

SHELLY BRISBIN 

Learn more about utilities, hardware, and work

arounds for users with disabilities, and about 

federal accessibility guidelines. 


76 	 Open Excel to the Web 
JAMES BRADBURY 
Set up a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that can 
grab data from anywhere on the Web. 

80 	 Master Photoshop's Vectors 
DAVID BLATNER 
Achieve remarkable results by combining vector 
artwork with bitmaps in Adobe Photoshop. 

Control ViaVoice 
DAVID POGUE 
Our ti ps can help make IBM's ViaVoice for Mac 
OS Xfaster, more accurate, and more useful. 

84 	 Many Users, One Mac 
DAN FRAKES 
Understanding OS X's user accounts wil l help you 
achieve better security on your Mac. 

86 	 Mac 911 
CHRISTOPHER BREEN 

Turn here for tips on iTunes, iDVD, and the 

iPod. Also learn more about AOL compression, 

Entourage identities, and adjusting magnifica

tion in AppleWorks. 


www.macworld.com 

COVER STORY 

50 The Fast Crowd 

JASON SNELL AND RICK LEPAGE 
Want to know more about Apple's hot new hardware and how it 
compares with the company's other systems? Read our reviews of the 
flat-panel iMac; the BOOMHz, 933MHz, and dual-processor lGHz 
Power Mac G4s; and the 14.1-inch iBook. Then check out our advice 
on choosing the system that's right for you. 

FEATURE 

60 	 QuarkXPress versus lnDesign 

DAVID BLATNER 
The newly minted QuarkXPress 5.0 and Adobe lnDesign 2.0 are competing 
for the title of best page-layout application.We take a look at everything 
from table creation and Web design to print capabilities, and pick the top 
performer in each category.The results may surprise you . 
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REVIEWS 

28 Video-editing software 

00 Fina l Cut Pro 3 

29 Motion-graphics application 
00 After Effects 5.5 

31 Color-management tools 
00 GretagMacbeth Eye-One Pro with 
Eye-One Match 

32 3-D-authoring tools for the Web
••O Axel 1.5 

33 Image-processing application 
O•t DeBabelizer Pro 5 

35 FireWire CPU-upgrade card for iMac 
O•t Sonnet Technologies Harmoni G3 

36 5-megapixel prosumer camera 
...i Nikon Coolpix 5000 

37 5-megapixel professional camera 
••• Olympus E20N 

37 Backup utility 
... Backup Toolkit 3.0.5 

38 Music-visualization program 
... Onadime Composer 1.4 

39 Fax software 
..t Faxstf X 

41 CD/DVD-burning software 
...! Discribe 5.0 

40 Keller on Cameras 
JEFF KELLER 
Macworld's new digital-imaging column debuts
with a review of four 4-megapixel cameras: the 
Canon PowerShot G2, the Canon PowerShot S40, 
the Olympus C-4040 Zoom, and the Olympus 
D-40 Zoom. 

43 The Game Room 
PETER COHEN 
One thing this month's three games-Sheep, 
Myth Ill : The Wolf Age, and Harry Potter and 
the Sorcerer's Stone--have in common is that 
they're all extremely entertaining. 

On the Cover: 

Designer, Paul Carpenter; Photoshop Artist, Stephen Sugg 
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Now, when you've got 

mail, the whole freakin' 


neighborhood_:wlllknow. 
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iTunes: iMovie7 email. No matter what you do with your Mac; int sound infinitely better with our 40-watt USS-enabled 
SoundSticks· speakersystem. Get yours at www.harman-multimedia.com/soundsticks. harman/ kardon· 

H A Harman International Comcany ©2002 Harman Mult 1m~d1a. Mac 1s a re91stered trademark and 1Tunes and 1Mov1e arc trademarks of 
Apple Computer. Inc . registered in the U.S and other countries. Tott-free 877 -266-6202 

www.harman-multimedia.com/soundsticks


FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK BY 


From New Macs to Page-Layout Programs, Choosing Is Tough 

Decisions, Decisions 

YOU CAN BELIEVE THE HYPE-THE NEW iMAC IS A VERY 
cool machine. Shortly after I sat down for my first extended session on one, 
I wanted to take it home: its flat screen is wonderful and bright, its perfor
mance is quite good, and its overa ll feel is excell ent. 
I've heard some folks complain about the design, but 
I think it works. 

Then I played around on one of the new Power 
Macs with two 1GHz PowerPC G4 chips, and I 
walked away wanting one of those, too. 

And last year, we saw Apple return to the top of its 
game in the portables market-with the Titanium 
PowerBook G4, which is nearly as powerful as a desk
top Mac, and the iBook, an excellent compact laptop 
for all but the most-demanding tasks. 

While the Power Mac hasn't changed as much as 
Apple's portables or the iMac, the changes there-both 
in price and perforn1ance-have been soli d. But I keep 
finding myself drawn to the iMac, even though it lacks 
many of the things I want in a Mac: expandability, top
of-the-line perfonnance, and a large display. 

This new iMac is very different from its predecessor. 
When I first saw the original iMac, I thought that it 
was pretty cool, in a "this would be a good computer 
for my mom" sort of way. That's not the case with the 
new model: even the $1,300 iMac, with its CD-RW 
drive and 700MHz G4 processor, looks like a great 
machine for me in many ways. 

Apple's latest enhancements to its hardware line 
have made choosing a Mac harder than ever. In this 
issue, Jason Snell shows you what to consider when 
you're deciding where to plunk down your money. He 
also puts the top-of-the-line iMac through its paces, 
and I review the updated Power Macs. Granted, there 
are no big surprises in any of the new pro desktop 
models-but there is a potential sleeper hit in the 
$2,300 Power Mac G4/933, a screamer packed with 
all the right extras. 

Page-Layout Marathon 
Choosing a Mac is a big deal, but people get downright 
religious about their choice of applications, especially 
when the choice is in the publishing arena . This 
month, David Blatner looks at the near-simultaneous 
releases ofQuark.,"X:Press 5.0 and Adobe lnDesign 2.0. 

For the past decade, the real choice for publishing 
professionals has been between newer and older ver
sions of XPress . (And Quark has had its own prob
lems getting users to upgrade to new releases in a 
timely manner.) This time around, it truly is a free-

for-all, since Adobe appears to have its act together 
with lnDesign 2.0. I've been e;.qierimenting with that 
program, and I really like it- and I've been using 
XPress since 1990 and think that it's still a damned 
good product in its own right. 

The big problem for Adobe isn't how well InDesign 
2.0 stacks up against XPress 5.0, though; it's inertia. For 
good reason, designers, publishers, and service bureaus 
are reluctant to change from one product to another. 
That, and XPress's feature set, has helped Quark main
tain its position as the market leader for all these years. 
Adobe seems to understand this, and it has continually 
enhanced lnDesign with the right tools, fearures, and 
support. For the first time in years, there may actually 
be a horse race in the page-layout market-but it's 
going to be a long race, not a sprint. 

Covering Digital Cameras 
One of today's most vibrant product categories 
is digital imaging: given the rate at which new cameras, 
peripherals, and imaging-related software packages 
come out, we could fi ll Macworld's Reviews section every 
month with evaluations of digital-imaging products. 

We've been looking for a better 
way to cover this vital category, and 
this month we debut a new column 
in our Reviews section . In Keller on 
Cameras, Jeff Keller, the editor of 
the highly regarded Digital Camera 
Resource Page (www.dcresource 
.com), will periodically look at a 
group of new cameras and offer his 
valuable insights and advice. For his 
first column, Jeff takes a look at 

There will be a horse 
race in the page-layout 
market, but it'll be a 
long race, not asprint. 

new 4-megapixel cameras from Canon and Olympus. 
In addition to Jeff's coverage, we'll continue to dis

cuss and evaluate digital cameras throughout the 
magazine. This month, we've got reviews of Nikon's 
Coolpix 5000 and Olympus's E20N; next month's 
issue will feature an in-depth look at the digital photo 
studio, with a look at new photo printers, photo
printing services, and more. D 

Let me know what you think-good or bad-about Macworld in general or anything else Mac-related. 

You can drop me an e·mail , at rick_lepage@macworld.com, or join the discussions in our forums, at 

www.macworld.com. I'd love to hear from you. 
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My files are important. 


Very important. 


I only share my files 

with those I trust. 


I trust DAVE®. 


~ THURSBY
i:i Software 

al"lcA f.Vj"'t 
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New! Support for inkjet printing in OS X. 

Choose 124 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 
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Mac to PC, PC to Mac. 
Cross-platform file and 
print sharing is too 
vital to your business 
to risk. Trust Thursby, 
the company with 15 
years experience. Trust 
DAVE, the solution with· 
a proven track record . 
Share files and printers 
across a network with 
no barriers. DAVE 
installs on your Mac 
with no additional 
software required for 
the PC. It's fast, 
secure and easy to 
use. Download a free 
evaluation today! 

Trust DAVE'. 

www.thursby.com 
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Shanan (and the rest of our team) 
would be happy to help you 
configure your Anthro Workstation. 
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Manage your 

SUBSCRIPTION 

Macworld 
L Using our Subscriber Services Web site 

is the fastest way to take care of any 
of your Macworld subscription inquiries. 

Your online service options allow you to: 

Pay for your subscription 

Change your mailing address 

Sign up for continuous service 

Give a gift subscription 

Renew your subscription 

Inquire about missing/duplicate 
issues 

Contact us directly with your 
questions 

service.macworld.com 
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11 By far the coolest drives on the planet. 11 


" ... the nirvana of portable 
storage in the Mac 
environment." 

- Mac Home Magazine 

"It's a looker and a cooker ... 
Think fast. Think small. 
Think Firefly and you've 
got it all!" 

- Dingbatmag.com 

- John Manzione, MacNet2.com 

Actual Size! 

Firefly and Firelite, 5 GB to 40 GB 

USB and FireWire Hard Drives 


Macworld SF 2002 
Best In ShowlMacworld 

Edilor's Choice Awardsl =]=f.ji 
OF SHOW 

2C] a(] o~ 1 

"Fantastic product! Well 
worth your money and 
investment. The best of 
its kind." 

"Firelite provides an 
excellent combination of 
small size. high perform
ance and large storage 
capacity." 

- Steve Becker, 
MacEase.com 

Simplifying The Digital Lifestyle-

Available at www.smartdisk.com, the Apple Store 
and other fine Apple resellers. 

Choose 103 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 
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Prize Patrol 
In our February 2002 issue, we listed the winners of 25 Editors' Choice awards, which 
we'd handed out to makers of 2001 's outstanding hardware and software. But to hear 
some of our readers tell it, a few of our winners should have let someone else accept 
the trophies.And our readers have ideas for awards of their own: Best Display Choice 
(an LCD monitor); Strangest Ad Campaign (Microsoft Office v. X); and Most Talked
About New Product of 2002 (the redesigned iMac). Will Apple's flat-panel wonder take 
home top honors from next year's Eddy awards? You'll just have to wait and see. o 

Readers' Choice 

JEFFSCOTT 

By choosing the Epson Stylus C80 as the 
winner and the Stylus Photo 820 as the 
runner-up in the printer category ("The 
17th Annua l Editors' Choice Awards," 
February 2002), Mncwor/d left me and all 
other Stylus Scan 2500 owners hanging 
out to dry. Epson doesn't write OS X driv
ers for these printers; therefore, my per
sonal editor's choice is to never buy 
anything from Epson again. But thanks to 
Lexmark, my all-in-one, OS X prayers 
have been answered natively. 

VINCE ANGELONI 

You forgot one category in the Editors' 
Choice Awards: Most Microsoft-like T.1ctic. 
And the winner would have to be Apple, for 
its locked grip on DVD burning on the 
Mac. PC users can buy external DVD burn
ers that come loaded with DVD-authoring 
software, but if you own a pre-SuperDrive 
Mac, you're completely out of luck. Sure, 
you can buy an external SuperDrive to burn 
DVDs, but in addition to spending between 
$500 and $700 for the DVD burner, you 
must spend $1,000 on DVD Studio Pro. I 
might as well buy a new Mac. 

The Big Picture 
FRANK HASSLER Q 

Reading your review of monitors ("!Vlnc
wor/d's Ultimate Buyers' Guide: Monitors," 
Februa1y 2002), I was struck by the differ
ences in power consumption between a I 7
inch LCD and a 19-inch CRT. I did some 
quick math using your numbers (38 watts 
and 140 watts, respectively) and calculated 
that the LCD model uses about 75 percent 
less electricity than the CRT model, so the 
LCD costs about 75 percent less to operate. 

At 2,000 hours of use a year (8 hours a day, 
5 days a week, 50 weeks a year) and $0.09 
per kilowatt-hour, the LCD costs $18.36 
less to run per year. Over the lifetime of the 
monitor, the gap in price narrows between 
the LCD and CRT. Not only that, you're 
doing the earth some good when you save 
money on your electrical bill. 

JEFF BINDER Q 

The article about monitors says that the 
higher your monitor's resolution, the less 
VRAM is available for refresh rates. This 
isn't how it works. VRAi\11 docs store the 
image that's currently on screen, but that 
image can't come close to filling it up. (For 
example, recent computers have 16MB to 
64MB of VRAM, yet a l,600-by-1,200
pixel resolution at 16-bit color requires 
only 3.84MB). 3-D-accelerated games and 
applications use the rest of the VRAM for 
texture 111eino1y-storage of textures and 
other images. The monitor, not the 
amount ofVRAM, is what determines the 
maximum refresh rate at a given resolution. 
Just open the OpenGLinfo application, 
which comes with the OS X developer 
tools. It displays the amount of free texture 
memory. Ifyou change the refresh rate, the 
amount of available texture memory does 
not change. This makes sense. If you have 
a 17-inch monitor, it'll probably only man
age a l,280-by-1,024-pixel resolution at a 
low refresh rate. Ifyou get a 19-inch mon
itor, however, it should easily manage that 
resolution at a reasonable refresh rate, even 
with the same graphics card. 

Office Space 
MATIAS BILBAO Q 

Thank you for your article on Microsoft 
Office v. X (Reviews, February 2002). It 
explained Entourage's inability to syn

chronize with Palm's software, right as my 
OS X-incompatible Palm CD arrived in 
the mail. I returned it and saved $50. 

MARTIN M. MUNE Q 

For the most part, I agree with your review 
of Office v. X. One thing that really gets 
me, though, is the comment about Office 
checking for duplicate copies running over 
the network: "Macworld Lab has con
firmed that the check is contained within 
the LAN and does not send any informa
tion over the Internet to Microsoft, so this 
shouldn't raise privacy concerns." Why, 
after all these years of covering products 
from the likes of Adobe and Quark, have 
you suddenly decided to make privacy an 
issue? Companies have the right to protect 
their software- even Microsoft. Maybe 
you shou ld write an extensive article on 
why companies have gone to such lengths 
to protect their software. 

TOM HASTINGS 

Is it just me, or has anyone else noticed that 
in its ads for Office v. X, Microsoft seems to 
treat the product as if it were a virus? 

JAMES WYATT 

I'm a little baffled to have read such a pos
itive Office v. X review, which says that 
this program is fast. The main problem I 
have with the program is lack of speed . On 
my 500MHz iBook (2001 version), both 
Word and Excel are so slow at scrolling 
and typing that they fee l unresponsive. 
Even moving through text with the arrow 
keys causes visible delays. When I resize 
\vindows, the outline doesn't move along 
\vith the cursor. Like your reviewer, I have 
seen screen-redraw problems. Unlike 
your reviewer, I haven't consistently seen 
these go away when I stop scrolling. 
Often, when I open a new window in 
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Word, it opens behind another window. 
Auto Text also works poorly. Finally, Word 
X crashes much more frequently, in my 
experience, than Word 98. I'm seriously 
considering migrating back to Office 98. 

Small Tablet, Big Heart 
DAVID McKNIGHT Q 

In your review ofgraphics tablets (February 
2002), you say that the small size of the 
Graphire2's work area makes its included 
mouse of limited use. This surprises me 
because I find that the mouse is a real joy to 
use and far more valuable than the pen. The 
tablet's 4-by-5-inch live area easily accom
modates the real estate of a large monitor. 
Simply set acceleration and tracking speed 
to medium or high, and you won't need a 
big tablet. The lighter weight of the mouse 
and smaller live area of the tablet seem 
more ergonomic. While I do wish that 
Wacom would get rid of Graphire2's tablet 
cord, it's still a damn good tablet. 

Toolbar Time 
CARY McKEOWN @ 

Your article "Customize OS X's Finder 
Toolbar" (How-to, February 2002) failed to 
mention the toolbar's biggest failings. 
First, it's a global toolbar that you can't 
customize on a per-folder basis, as you can 
with Views in the Finder. Second, there 
should be a Customize Toolbar item in a 
contextual menu, when and if there is a 
contextual menu for the toolbar. Finally, 
you should be able to directly resize the 
toolbar, as you can with NextStep's Shelf 
or OS X's Dock. Like most of Aqua, the 
toolbar is overly basic, underpowered, and 
feature-poor. Why is Apple moving so 
slowly on fixing Aqua and OS X? 

New iMac, New Views 
DAVID MARICICH @ 

I've seen the new iMac. Impressive. I've 
heard all the hype and positive predic
tions. Exciting. But I can't figure out why 
Steve Jobs doesn't strike at the heart of the 
problem. Most people will not drop a 
grand on something that's not obviously 
compatible with the computer they use at 
work-a PC. With applications such as 
Virtual PC and the Unix-based OS X, why 
not introduce and market the Mac's abil
ity to run PC programs? Heck, let's call it 

the Mac iPC-a computer that seamlessly 
connects Mac and PC environments, two 
computers in one. 

BRUCE LAMMERS 
I am amused by reader comments in 
MaC'World and Time saying that 95 percent 
of the world uses Wmdows. Though my 
first computer was a Mac, I bought a PC 
because my company switched to PC-only 
software, and I bought one for my kids 
because they whined about the lack ofMac 
games. As it turns out, my kids tell me that 
for new games, Microsoft's Xbox and the 
Nintendo GameCube are the way to go. 
I've had better luck running my work soft
ware on my Power Mac G4 using Vrrtual
PC than on my PC laptop; and everything 
else I do on a computer involves the Inter
net, digital photography and video, and 
Quicken. My next computer will be a flat
panel iMac. Apparently, I'm not missing 
out on whatever 95 percent of the world 
does on their PCs. 

TIM HICKS 
Amidst the enthusiastic comments about 
the flat-panel iMac, there was no mention 
ofthe fuct that one of the new models ships 
with only 128MB of RAM. Am I wrong in 
thinking that you actually need 256MB of 
RAM to run OS X? This inadequate RAM 
configuration is just a scam to make the 
iMac's true price appear to be less than it is. 
It's like a carmaker advertising the price of 
a truck with a small four-cylinder engine, 
knowing that 99 percent of buyers will 
upgrade to the big V6. It looks like a great 
machine, but I wonder about its marketing. 

CHARLES KEFAUVER 
As I watched SteveJobs's opening keynote 
at San Francisco's Macworld Expo, my 
hopes were high that I'd finally have my 
own digital hub at a reasonable price. 
G4 processor, flat screen, SuperDrive: it 
seemed perfect. I'd finally be able to have a 
Mac connected to my stereo system and my 
TY. I could use it as an MP3, DVD, and 
DivX player. I could use it to watch my 
photos as slide shows on my 1V and even 
use it as a Web server. But when I visited 
Apple.com for the technical details, the 
ugly truth came out-no video-out port. 
The new iMac's VGA port (mirroring only) 
doesn't let you connect it to a TY. How can 
the iMac be a digital hub if you can't do 
something as basic as plug it into your TV? 

Timely Edits 
CAMERON J. YEE 

Thankyou for the article on low-res editing 
in Final Cut Pro 2.0 (How-w, January 2002). 
I had spent all morning looking through the 
manual for that very information and had 
essentially given up on it for the day. Fortli
nately, the office copy ofMaC'World showed 
up on my desk, giving me all the informa
tion and direction I was looking for. 

OS X-for Better or Worse? 
JEFF JOHNSON @ 

I am amazed by reader criticism of Apple 
and OS X in Macworld. I recently upgraded 
our small office systems to Wmdows XP 
and OS X, linked to an OS X server. The 
migration went smoothly, and we're now 
peacefully coexisting. As with the previous 
Mac OS, which forced me to suffer through 
incompatible third-party add-ons to make 
my Mac fully functional, the transition is 
worth the trouble. We've got the most 
advanced, securest, and stablest operating 
system in the world. Thanks, Apple, for 
having the guts to deliver it. 

MICHAEL PELTSMAN @ 

Unlike OS 9, OS X doesn't support a soft
ware base station for AirPort. I used to have 
my iMac connected to an iBook with Air
Port, without an AirPort Base Station. To 
use OS X, I have to spend another $300 just 
to return to the state I was in with OS 9. 
What a shamefully overhyped system. 

Fo/Juw instructions un the GDIF wtb site (http: 
/lh<mzepage.mac.cumlgdif!masqfirewall.html) 
to set up a software base statiun via Terminal. · 
Programs such as BrickHouse ($25; http:!! 
persunalpages. tds.netl-brian_hill/brickhouse 
.html) can alsa make the process easier.-&. 

Q Post comments on our forums (WWW 
.macworld.com), or send them by mall to 
@ Letters, Macworld, 301 Howard Street, 
15th Floor. San Francisco, CA 94105; via fax . 
to 415/442-0766; or electronically to 
letters@macworld.com. 
lndude areturn address and daytime phone 
number. Due to the high volume of mail 
received, we can't respond personally to each 
letter. We reserve the right to edit all letters 
and posts. All published letters arid forum 
comments become the property of Macworld. 
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PUBLISHING PROS MULL OVER THE JUMP TO OS X I 

Time to Dive into OS X? 


>> 

WHAT'S 

NEXT 

The Worldwide 
Developers Con
ference-Apple's 
annual conclave 
of Mac software 
makers-convenes 
on May 6 in San 
Jose, California. 
Past events have 
revealed the latest 
additions to OS X. 

It's been a little more than a year 
since Apple released Mac OS X. 
A series of updates have hammered 
out many of tl1e early kinks and 
brought improvements to tl1e new 
operating system's overall perfor
mance. And software developers 
have come out wim OS X-native 
versions of many critical pro
grams-with Adobe Photoshop 
7 .0 to join the mix soon . 

So is it finally time for profes
sional designers, illustrators, and 
print and Web publishers to use OS 
X as their default operating system? 

For Apple, the question is signif
icant. Graphic designers are a key 
segment of Mac users. Their 
willingness-or reluctance-to 
incorporate OS X into tl1cir daily 
work will have a serious impact on 
the overall success of me new OS. 

All Systems Go? 
The prim and Web pros we spoke 
with generally had high praise for 
OS X. All have experimented with 
it; some are even using it full-time 
on their personal machines. But 
non e has made OS X the default 
system for their professional lives, 
for reasons ranging from software 
availability to training. 

The promised benefits of OS 
X-protected memory, preemptive 
multitasking, advanced memory 
management, and symmetric mul
tiprocessing-seem ideal for the 
performance-intensive work of 
designers. lndeed, those benefits 
are the ones prim and Web pros 
often cite first when talking about 
tl1e new OS. 

"I like the system sta bi Ii ty," says 
Chuck McKenna, principal of the 
Web-design firm Macmedia in 
Urbana, Illinois. "I use so many 
different programs. In [Mac OS 
9], when one application crashes, 
it usually brings down the whole 
system, and I have to restart and 
open six or seven apps again." 

Mark Owen-Greene is a former 
art director who now runs Square 
Work Consulting, :1 New York
based firm that specializes in 
technical training, support, and 
installation for magazine publish
ers. He calls OS X a "great com
puting experience," and he adds 
that he thinks OS X signals a 
coming Apple resurgence. "A lot 
of people are intrigued by me 
technology coming out of Apple, 
from OS X to iPhoto," Owen
Greene says. 

That's driving professional 
designers to take OS X out for a 
test spin-and many like what they 
see. "I love using OS X," says Eric 
Nelson, an IT manager with the 
prepress and print shop \i\!inthrop
Atki ns in Middleboro, Massachu
setts. "It's fun and fresh. I'm 100 
percent OS X at home." 

Publish or Perish 
But as positive ;is their personal 
experiences may be, the designers 
we spoke with haven't made the 
final switch to OS X. Several fac
tors are holding tl1em back, witl1 
missing or incomplete software 
providing the largest barrier. 

T.1ke Photoshop, a key appli
cation for designers. While Adobe 
has announced an OS X-native 
version, widespread migration 
won't happen overnight-especia lly 
in these budget-conscious times. 
Even with Photoshop running on 
OS X, designers will still need OS 
X-native plug-ins. Many of those 
have yet to come out (see "The 
Wait Is Over," Apri l 2002). 

Quark plans to release a native 
version of its popular Quark
XPress-it just hasn't said when. 
That's going to hinder people 
like Pao·ick Hannagan, an illus
trator and textbook designer at 
HRS Interactive in Peekskill, New 
York, who relies on XPress and 
can't switch to a native competi
tor such as Adobe's lnDesign 2. 
"We need XPress for our complex 
math textbooks," Hannagan says. 
"There's a certain math XTension 
tlrnt's essential. " 
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It's not just the usual software suspects that 
are keeping designers waiting. "I use QuicKeys 
a lot," McKenna says. "The OS X version 
doesn't work as well as the OS 9 version. No 
support for AirPort's software base station is 
another big drawback. And of course there are 
the driver issues. A lot of designers have expen
sive hardware that suddenly wouldn't work if 
they switched. 

"Maybe there are workarounds for all of 
these," McKenna adds. "But I try to bill seven 
or eight hours a day. [The] time I take messing 
around with my machine is money out the door." 

Training will also be necessary as the design 
industry adopts OS X. "People migrating to OS 
X need structured tutorials so they know where 
to put things, where to find things," says Owen
Greene. "When someone wants to add more 
memory to Illustrator IO, for example, you have 
to be able to explain that that functionality is 
no longer available or needed with X's memory
management scheme." 

Zelda Lin, a Los Angeles-based freelance 
designer who works on Web, print, and video 
projects, has been stymied by OS X's unfamiliar 
interface. Training would help, she concedes, 
but "it's a matter of finding downtime, which 
isn't part of my life. Maybe when I'm not under 
pressure to turn things around quickly, but I 
can't remember the last time that was." 

The Last Word 
Even though designers may be taking a cau
tious approach to integrating OS X into their 
professional lives, that doesn't mean they're 
resistant to change . The way McKenna sees it, 
using OS X is a way to back Apple-especially 
as support and development of th e classic Mac 
OS peters out. 

"It's like when designers made the transition 
from X-acto knives to the computer," contin
ues McKenna. "People who didn 't switch were 
left behi nd. "-TERRI STONE 

Ready or Not? 

Here's what creative professionals should consider 
before choosing Mac OS Xas their default OS. 
SOFTWARE 

> Do the applications Iuse every day run natively in OS X? 
> If so. how well do they perform? If not. how well do they run 

in OS X's Classic mode? 

HARDWARE 
> Are there OS Xdrivers for my printer and other vital peripherals? 

SUPPORT SERVICES 
> Do my service bureau and printer accept files from the OS X 

programs I'll use? 

TRAINING 
> Have I taken the time to familiarize myself with OS X7 
> How do Ibalance my regular wor1doad with OS Xtraining? 

WHAT'S KEEPING QUICKTIME 67 I 

Apple's Fee Fight 
When Apple unveiled QuickTime 6 (see "Coming Attraction," Mac Beat, April 
2002), the biggest surprise wasn't the multimedia technology's full support 
for MPEG-4, the emerging sta ndard for high-quality streaming video. Rather, 

it was Apple's decision to delay QuickTirne's launch 
because of a dispute over MPEG-4 licensing terms. 

MPEG LA, which handles the royalties for 18 
MPEG-4 patent holders, has proposed a royalty 
structure that would charge companies such as Apple 
for encoding and decoding MPEG-4 content, as well 
as for providing streaming content. 

Frank Casanova, director of QuickTime product 
marketing, says that Apple doesn't have an issue with the royalties for encoding 
and decoding video. "We agree there's value there, and we're willing to pay for 
it," he says. "What we disagree with are the royalties applied to content pro
viders who want to use the format to stream over the Internet." 

MPEG LA proposes a 2-cent-per-hour royalty, on every MPEG-4 stream, 
for conunercial-content providers. "That can add up really fast when you're an 
AOL Time Warner," Casanova says. Apple fears that this could hinder the adop
tion of MPEG-4. "The MPEG Licensing Authority should let the streaming of 
MPEG-4 happen for free, to build the industry better and faster," Casanova adds. 

MPEG LA chief technology officer Marina Bosi defends the idea behind the 
licensing proposal, saying that if content providers make money off of streaming 
video, then the people involved in developing the streaming format should also 
get a cut. "Were we pleased that Apple delayed? No, we were not," Bosi says. 
"But we're learning from the marketplace, and in our mind that's a positive." 

MPEG LA's proposed licensing terms are far from set in stone. "The ques
tion is, what is the right solution," Bosi says. "We must sort that out so the 
adoption of the technology is not hindered." 

As of press time, Apple was working with content providers and MPEG L\ 
to come to terms on the royalties. "As soon as that comes together, we'll pull 
the trigger on QuickTime 6," Casanova says.-ANTO LINECKER 

IS DDR RAM HEADED FOR THE MAC? 

RAM Doubler 
The falling price of memory chips forced RAM manufacturers to tum to 
Double Data Rate (DDR) RAM, which commanded higher prices than PC! 33 
RAM. But now DDR RAM prices have dropped to about what PC133 RAM 
costs, making D DR RAM a more appealing option for computer makers. If this 
foster RAM finds its way into your Mac, it could mean a boost in performance. 

DDR RAM transmits data on both the rise and the fa ll of the clock signal 
(the PCIOO or PC133 RAM in your Mac sends data on the rising edge). 

That effectively doubles the bandwidth of the RAM, allowing the processor 
to stay busier. Adding DDR RAM doesn't improve performance as drastically 
as, say, doubling the CPU's clock speed. But it does provide a significant benefit. 

The Mac doesn't support DDR as its system memory, but you'll find it else
where; the Nvidia and the ATI graphics cards that ship in new Macs use DDR. 
The latest Apollo G4 CPUs also feature 2MB ofDDR RAM in their L3 caches. 

Top PC and motherboard makers have incorporated DDR RAM systems. 
Apple declines to comment on plans for future product5. But adding DDR to a 
computer system would be fairly easy to do-Apple would just need to replace 
its current memory controller with a DDR memory controller and add a couple 
ofDDR RAM sockets. It's something to keep an eye on the next time Apple 
redesigns its motherboard.-DAVlD READ » 
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WEIRD STU FF I 

Spies Like Us 
SpectorSoft (561/770-5670, www.spec 
torsoft.com) introd uced its Spector util 
ity as a tool aimed at helping parents 
monitor their kids' activity on the fa mily 
computer. But soon, adults were turning 
to Spector to confirm suspicions about 
a partner 's cheatin' hea rt. Once a Win
dows-only program, Spector-which 
crouches si lently on a hard drive, taking 
snapshots of on-screen activity for later 
playback-now lets anyone running Mac 
OS 8 or later (SpectorSoft is developing 
a version for OS X) spy on anyone who 

THE READERS SPEAK I 

The Redesigned iMac: A Flat-out Winner? 

It's been only a few months since Apple took the wraps off its flat-panel, 

G4-powered iMacs. It will be a while before sales figures become avail


READER 
SURVEY 


If you subscribe 
to Macworld and 
would like to par 
ticipate in editorial 
surveys, visit www 
.rsch.com/mwpanel 
to learn about our 
Subscriber Panel. 

happens to be using the computer. T he 
$70 uti li ty is both undetectable and 
invulnerable to being disabled by anyone 
but the installer, according to Spector
Soft's president, Doug Fowler. But is he 
bothered by the prospect of selling a 
product that people can use to spy on 
one another? Fowler points out that 
when it comes to indiscretions, some
times a little invasion of privacy is 

able, but if the Macworld readers we talked to are any 
indication, we can safely say that Apple has another 
hit on its hands. In a February 2002 survey of 441 
Macworld subscribers by market-research firm Karlin 
Associates, 48 percent of the respondents described 
themselves as potential buyers of the new iMac
they either had one on order or couldn't wait to get 
one. Another 46 percent didn't think they would buy 
one but praised the new iMac. Only 6 percent were 
disappointed in the new machine. Even with its 
overhauled appearance, the iMac remains an attrac
tive option for novices-at least according to our 
survey. Nearly two-thirds of the respondents say the 

new machine is the Mac they'd recommend to first-time computer users. 
So what changes would the surveyed subscribers make to the new iMac? 
While a larger LCD screen and lower price were the top choices, Apple 
can take comfort in a response given by 20 percent of the survey partici
pants: they wouldn't change a thing.-PHILIP MICHAELS 

WHAT'S YOUR OVERALL REACTION TO THE NEW iMAC? 

46% 

3% When did 
Apple start making 

'.'.:...-/ desk lamps? 

3% I'm disap· --iii•==~~<~===~ 
pointed-I was ~ 2% 1already 

expecting some· own one or have 
thing more. one on order. 

46% It looks great, but 
it's not for me. 

necessary. "You're going to try and cover 
your tracks because you don't want to 
get caught," he says, adding that this 
doesn't mean that you should install 
Spector on a compu ter just because you 
can. "We encourage the use [of Spector] 
only in very defined siruations." Oddly, 
it seems that the only people you should 
spy on are those you trust to use your 
Mac in the first place.-LISA SCHMEISER 

WHAT ONE THING WOULD YOU CHANGE ABOUT THIS iMAC? 

1% No 
answer 

12% Other 

/ 28% Larger screen 

OF ALL THE MACS AVAILABLE FROM APPLE, WHICH WOULD 
YOU RECOMMEND FOR A FIRST-TIMECOMPUTER USER? r 24% Previous iMac 

61% NewiMac 

More Info: 
www.macworld.com/2002/05/macbeat/poll.html 
What else did Macwor/d's subscribers say about the new iMac? Read the 
completeresu lts of our su rvey. 
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PRO FILE I Q&A WITH PATRICK MARCHESE 

TAKING FLIGHT 
Like any longtime Mac user, Patrick Marchese is making the adjust
ment to OS X. But as Markzware's CEO, he can see the transition 
to the new operating system from another perspective-that of a 
developer working on native versions of preflighting software and 
Quark XTensions. Macwor/d spoke to Marchese to get his thoughts 
on what OS X will mean for print and Web publishers.-ANDREW SHAlAT 

AT A GLANCE 
PATRICK MARCHESE 
CEO, Markzware Software 
MAC: 550MHz PowerBook G4 
SOFTWARE: Qualcomm Eudora, FileMaker 
Pro, Adobe Photoshop 

Is OS X a positive development for publishing? 

I think for Web publishing, it's a great positive. And I hope for 
offset and print publishing, it will be a positive as well. There's 
going to be a lot of confusion out there with Web designers 
who are used to designing for the Web trying to convert their 
knowledge to print. And OS X currently does a lot more for the 
Web, in tenns of PDFs, so we might have a little bit of confu
sion there. Ifl know [Apple], it's going to do everything it can 
to keep with its core constituency-and show how OS X can 
work for magazines, newspapers, and traditional print medi:i. 

Where does PDF support fit into future Markzware products? 

PDF is really important, and a lot of people have gotten the 
wrong impression about Markzware, that we don't comply with 
PDF files at all . And that's not so. Hopefully, in the future we'll 
be putting that rumor to rest, because Markzware is focused on 
PDF files and creating solutions for Acrobat. 

So you have something in the works? 

Absolutely. We are definitely going to be creating products in 
the future for PDFs. You should be hearing about it by the 
[September 2002] Seybold show, if not sooner. By the way, you 
mentioned OS X. This is one of my dreams-and I don't know 
if it will ever come true-but if preflighting could be built into 
the OS, I think it would be a lot better. Then the applications 
that are compliant with the OS would have to write their pre
flighting function calls into a standard preflighting engine. 

Are you making an offer here? 

Sure! No, well, I'm just thinking that it would make things 
more compatible for all. Maybe I'm just single-minded, but it 
would make it easier on a company like ours, where we're 
reverse-engineering file formats-we could do it from the 
start. The applications would have to adhere to this standard 
that would already be built into the OS. 

More Info: 
www.macworld.com/2002/05/macbeat/marchese.html 
In our online interview, Patrick Marchese talks about the history of 
Markzware and the future of the company's software. 

CLICK HERE I 

Rumor Has It 
Not many news Web sites possess the journalistic fortitude to run 
headlines like "Apple to Speed-Bump Power Mac G4s by I MHz" 
or to report that Steve Jobs appeared at last January's Macworld 
Expo in the buff. But then again, not many news Web sites enjoy 
tlie huury of being able to make up stories. Then there's Crazy 
Apple Rumors Site- www.CrazyAppleRumors.com-which, in the 
words of creator and sole contributor John Moltz, "is dedicated to 
the fubrication of Apple rumors that defy verifiability, grammatical 
convention, or any basis in reality." Moltz, who started the site last 
December to feed his writing jones, considers it an affectionate 
parody of the many Mac rumor outlets. "If Apple's story were told 
as a Greek drama, the rumor sites would play the part of the Oracle 
at Delphi," says Moltz, "only the Oracle would be really drunk." 
Though the humorless may accuse his site ofMac bashing, Moltz 
is passionate about tlie platfonn. He uses Blogger and BBEdit to 
build and maintain the Web site on a PowerBook G4-one of six 
Macs he owns. "The great thing about buying a Mac is you're 
joining a community, and that makes something like Crazy Apple 
Rumors Site possible," he says. "There are no sites about Dell 
product rumors. No one cares."-PHILIP .\llCI-L>.E.LS 

COOL STUFF I .._·- 0
Flash Dance 
The Internet is bustling with Flash files, thanks to the animation 
format's ability to present moving images while using little band
width. But if all you want is a bit of fancy text with groovy animated 
effects-or if you don't have tlie time to master Macromedia's $499 
Flash program-SWfX, from \tVildfonn (www.wildfonn.com), may 
be more your style. S\tVfX lets you animate text and outputs tlie 
results as Shockwave Flash files. The $29 program comes with 303 
preprogrammed text effects, ranging from Quills, which write 
cursive text, to more-psychedelic effects named after Hunter S. 
Thompson and Timothy Leary. You simply select fonts, colors, and 
looping options; in no time, you've got spinning, sliding, twirling, 
animated Flash files, without ever having to learn what a vector is, 
much less how to manipulate one.-MATHEW HONAN » 
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How Suite It Is 
Microsoft's fully native Office v. Xis acompelling reason to switch 
to Apple's next-generation OS-unless, of course, you don't use 
Office. So does that mean your options for Mac OS X-native pro
ductivity suites are few and far between? 

No-and that's not just if you consider longtime 
options such as Apple Works. Several new suites 
that bundle word-processing, spreadsheet, and 
other applications have debuted on the Mac. T hat 
they're coming out at the same time as OS Xis not 
entirely a coincidence. 

OpenOSX Office ($30; 760/935-4736, www 
.openosx.com) includes word processor AbiWord 

and spreadsheet 
program Gnu
meric. OpenOSX 

-

..... .. .... 
' 

~ta~th~ 
open-source pro
grams, which run 
within a U nix
style X Windows 
interface (shown 
here) that's not 
quite Mac-like, 
and it has added 

double-click installers for easy installation. Version 
1.0 should be shipping by the time you read this. 

"The big new thi ng about Mac OS X that makes 
our product line possible is the underlying BSD 
or Unix-type operating system," OpenOSX CEO 
Jeshua Lacock says. 

Then there's ThinkFree, which offers a Web
based software suite. ThinkFree Office 2.0 ($30 for 
a year's subscription; 408/861-9494, www.thinkfree 
.com) runs on Mac OS 9 and features word-process
ing, spreadsheet, and presentation applications, as 
well as online storage (ThinkFree Office is also avail 
able as a $50 CD-ROM). Since T hinkFree is written 
in Java, it figures to take advantage of OS X's Java2 
support when the native version of the suite comes 
out later this year. 

T hese two suites lack Office's power and some of 
its functionality. But both cost a fraction of Office's 
price and take up less hard-drive space. 

In addition to suites, look for more stand-alone 
productivity applications to go native. Nisus Writer, a 
popular alternative, should be in native form some
time in 2002. An OS X version of Mariner Write is 
avai lable as a beta; Mariner's spreadsheet application 
already runs on the new OS. Office may still be the 
first choice when it's rime to take care of business, but 
the emergence of OS X means there's more than one 
way for you to work.-PHILIP ,\.UCHAELS 
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Flash Forward 
When Macromedia (800/470-7211, www.macromedia.com) 
updates Flash, it usually alters the interface or adds more 
productivity-boosting features.With the latest version, it has 
done plenty of both-and it has given the Web-animation and 
-authoring tool a new moniker. Flash MX, as it's now known, 
refines the interface overhaul and scripting capabilities intro
duced in Flash 5. But Macromedia also touts Flash MX as the 
first in a series of releases aimed at making it easy to create 
dynamically generated content for the Web.To that end, Macro
media plans mid-2002 releases for an MX version of Dream
weaver and a set of server products designed to work with the 
updated Flash. Until then, there's Flash MX, which runs on 
Mac OS 9.1 and OS X 10.1 (Macromedia has also updated its 
free Flash Player to run in the new OS). Flash MX sells for 
$499; existing users can upgrade for $199. Features include: 

VIDEO SUPPORT 

Flash MX adopts the Sorenson 
Spark motion-video codec, allow
ing for the import and streaming 
playback of video in Flash con
tent. Flash can import any video 
file supported by Quicklime or 
Windows Media Player. Video 
objects can be manipulated just 
as bitmaps can. 
ACTIONSCRIPT ENHANCEMENTS 

Additions to the programming 
language include colored syntax 
highlighting, code hinting, and 
an enhanced debugger with sup
port for breakpoints and code 
stepping. Flash MX also intro
duces named anchors to book
mark content, letting viewers 
navigate through Flash content 
with their browsers' Back and 
Forward buttons. 

-
PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS 

New layer folders in the Flash 
MX timeline collapse and expand 
nested layers. A Free Transform 
feature combines scale, rotation, 
skew, and distortion in one tool. 
Pixel Snapping locks objects to 
exact pixels. 

I www.macworld.com I 

OTHER ADDITIONS 

Macromedia continues to tweak 
the Flash interface, adding Dream
weaver-like touches such as acon
text-sensitive property inspector. 
The program now has accessibility 
tools (their absence has long been 
a knock against Flash), so disabled 
users can navigate Flash interfaces. 

Hardware 

I

Digital Cameras 


Four digital cameras from 

Canon (800/652-2666, 

www.usa.canon.com): 

The PowerShot A100 


(S279) is a 1.2-megapixel camera aimed 

at entry-level users. The PowerShot A40 

($399) is a 2-megapixel camera. and the 

PowerShot A30 (pricing to be determined) 

is a 1.2-megapixel model. Both the A30 and 

the A40 have a 3x optical zoom.The EOS 

060 (S2,999) is a 6.3·megapixel SLR cam· 

era with interchangeable lenses. 

A 4-megapixel camera from Eastman Kodak 

(8001235·6325, www.kodak.com):The Kodak 

EasyShare DX4900 Zoom (S399) features 

a 6x zoom, a combination of the 2x optical 

zoom with a 3x advanced digital zoom. 


Printers 

Three printers from Brother (800/276· 

7746, www.brother.com):The HL·1 B50 

(S549) features 16MB of installed memory, 
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In with the new ... In with the newer ... 


Tech Tool Pro 3 is the super utility for your 
Macintosh. Besides repairing and recovering 
data, TechTool Pro can help you circumvent 
problems in the first place. Our new virus detect 
and repair feature, as well as our software conflict 
check feature, lets you keep your computer in 
tip-top shape. When booted from the included 
emergency CD, you can even check, repair and 
optimize your OS X computer. 

Every day, more and more Macintosh 
p rofessionals are choosing TechTool over other 
system utilities. In fact, even Apple Computer 
includes TechTool Deluxe with every copy of their 
AppleCare"' Protection Plan. Simply put, 
TechTool Pro 3 is the most complete and powerful 
troubleshooting utility available for your computer. 
Why would you settle for anything less? 

For Apple's next-generation operating system, 
you'll need a next-generation disk utility. That's 
why Micromat has introduced Drive 1 0, the first 
and final disk utility for Mac OS X. Problems 
with your drive? Drive 10 can repair almost any 
drive problem with one simple click of your 
mouse. All with in OS X's native environment. 

While Drive 1 0 is a new product, it is derived 
from TechTool Pro, Micromat's world-class 
diagnostic and repair utility. Using Tech Tool's 
time-tested routines as well as some new routines 
developed exclusively for OS X, Drive 1 0 offers 
many tools for checking and repairing any drive 
on your system. Don't entrust your OS X drive 
to ancient utilities. Protect your data and drive 
safely with Drive 1 0. 

Jb.] Micromat Inc. 800-829-6227 707-566-3831 info@micromat.com www.micromat.com 

© 2001 Micromat, Inc. All rights reserved. Tech Tool is a registered trademark of Micromat, Inc. Drive 1 O is a trademark of Micromat, Inc. 

Macintosh and AppleCare are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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while the HL-1870N (S699) comes with 
32 MB of memory and built-in networking 
capabilities. Both laser printers feature 
a 2.400-by-600-dpi resolution and print 
speeds as fast as 19 pages per minute. 
The HL-4000CN (SJ, 199) is a color printer 
for workgroups. It has a 1,200-by-1,200
dpi resolution and print speeds as fast as 
16 pages per minute for color and black
and-white documents. 
Adye·sub photo printer and four Bubble Jet 
photo printers from Canon:The Card Photo 
Printer CP-100 ($249) is a 300-dpi dye-sub 
printer that produces photo prints as large 
as 4 by 6 inches. The 34-ounce printer can 
output directly from Canon PowerShot 
cameras. The S520 Color Bubble Jet Printer 
(S149), the S7SO Color Bubble Jet Printer 
(S 199), the S900 Photo Printer ($399), 
and the S9000 Photo Printer (S499) feature 
2,400·by-1,200·dpi resolution. 

Storage Devices 

A60GB external FireWire hard drive from 
EZQuest (7141694-0031, www.ezq.com): 
The 60GB Cobra Slim FireWire ($629) oper
ates at 5,400 rpm, and it has a 28MB-per
second transfer rate and a 2MB buffer.The 
hard drive is bus-powered. 

Software 

Productivity 

FirstEdge, from MYOB 
(800/851 -1315, WWW 

.myob.com): The basic 
bookkeeping product

which runs on OS 8.6 and higher, including 
OS X-offers accounting and business
management tools aimed at very small 
companies ($99). 

Publishing Software 

Atomik 3.0, from Easypress Technologies 
(www.easypress.com):The QuarkXPress
to-XML conversion software now handles 
character-level content extraction. It 
also offers greater control over extracting 
content from QuarkXPress ($6,995). 
Font Reserve 3.0, from DiamondSoft (4151 
381-3303, www.diamondsoft.com):The font
management utility adds OS Xsupport, as 
well as management features for multiple 
font folders and a tool that makes all Font 
Reserve-activated fonts available to appli
cations running in the Classic environment 
($90; upgrade from Font Reserve 2.6 users, 
free; upgrades from earlier versions, $30). . 
Portfolio 6, from Extensis (8001796-9798, 
www.extensis.com): The digital-asset 
manager offers folder monitoring, data
base management, thumbnail views, 
and streamlined cataloging. It runs on OS 
8.6 and higher; registered owners of 
Portfolio 6 will be eligible for a free 
upgrade to the OS X-native version, which 
will ship later this year ($200; upgrade, 
$70 to S130). 

Utility Software 

Apple Remote Desktop for OS X, from 
Apple Computer (800/892-7753, www 
.apple.com): The utility remotely manages 

Macs on a local network, wireless AirPort 
network, or across the Internet ($299, 10
user license; $499, unlimited license). 
Proteron's MaxMenus (402/932-3894, www 
.proteron.com):The OS X-only utility now 
has flexible menus that are always available 
in your display's corners, offering easy 
access to commonly used applications, files, 
folders, volumes, and preferences ($30). 

Announced 
Security 

The addition of two util
ities to software suites 
from Symantec (800/441
7234, www.symantec 

.com):The previously announced Norton 
Internet Security 2.0 will include Who's 
There Firewall Advisor, Norton Personal Fire
wall, Norton AntiVirus, and iClean. Norton 
SystemWorks 2.0 adds DiskWarrior Recovery 
to a suite including AntiVirus, Norton 
Utilities, Retrospect Express Backup, and 
Spring Cleaning.-COMPILEO BY PHILIP MICHAELS 

Mac OS X Updates 

powered by ~ 
versiontracker· 

.com 
Adobe lnDesign 2.0 Cross-Media 
plug-in 2.0 
XMedia UI plug-in for In Design 
Apple AirPort X 2.0.2 
Software update for AirPort networks 
Apple Final Cut Pro 3.0.1 
Prevents unexpected quits on DP Macs 
Apple Java 1.3.1 Update 1 
Improves text, mouse, and printing 
components in Java 1.3.1 for Mac OS X 
Automatic Composition Import 
FCP Suite 1.1 
Imports Final Cut Pro timelines to 
After Effects 

MAC STUFF 

ChronoSync 1.0.1 
Autosync and back up files between two computers 
Cleaner 5 S.1 .1 
Streaming-media-authoring tool 
Concept Draw 1.7 .5 
Export-to-PDF added to diagramming app 
Corel Graphics Suite 10.01 
Improves graphics suite's stability and performance 
Crackerjack 4.0 
Color-production printing plug-in for Adobe Acrobat 
Drive 10 1.0.4 
Disk-repair and -maintenance tool 
e-Cryptlt Engine 6. 7 
RealBasic add-on for encryption, encoding. and 
compression 
Eudora 5.1b21 
Beta of OS X e-mail client 
Firewalk X 2.0 
Full-featured firewall 
FrontBase 3.5 
SQL 92-compliant relational-database engine 
Keyspan USB adapters 1.0.2 
OS Xdriver for USB serial adapters 
Madournal 2.1 
Tool forjournals and diaries 
MetroShop 4.6 
E-commerce business-management software 
PhotoToWeb 1.4.2 
Manages and creates Web image albums 
PowerMail 3.1.2 
E-mail client 
Synchronize Pro X 1.0 
File sync, backup, file-server mirroring 

Tenon iTools 6.5.1 
Simplifies Apache configuration and maintenance 
USB Overdrive X 10.0.0b4 
Universal USB driver for any USB mouse or trackball 
Yellow Dog Linux 2.1 
PowerPC version of the operating system 

Going Around in Circles 
A 360-degree panoramic image can add depth to your Web site-and hours 

to your workload if you're using software to stitch together multiple shots 

taken by a digital camera. But two companies offer digital-camera attach

ments that let you create a panoramic scene without a lot of fuss . Kaidan's 

360 One VR (215/364-1778, www.kaidan.com) and VR lnteractive's 

SurroundPhoto from Sunpak-which is distributed in the United States by 

Tocad America (973/428-9800, www.tocad.com)-are mirrored reflectors 

that attach to your digital camera, capturing a 360-degree view in a single 

shot. Both attachments come with software that converts images; 360 

One VR 's EyeSee360 PhotoWrap program runs on OS 9 and OS X, while the 

SurroundPhoto program runs on OS 8.5 and later, with an OS X-native 

version in the works. The 360 One VR sells for $1,000. The $250 Surround

Photo saves images with a watermark-removing it from the scenes you 

want to keep costs $7 (a $699 pro version of the program lets you process 

unlimited images). Either attachment makes the time-intensive process of 

stitching together a panoramic view a snap.-PHIUP MICHAELS 

WHAT'S 


HOT 
A Quick Look at 
the Wo rld of Tech 

1. Apple delays release of 

Quicklime 6. Among the 

company's demands: achange 

in MPEG-4 video-licensing 

terms and the removal of Jar 

Jar Binks from the next Star 
Wars movie. 

2. Apple wins a Grammy 

award for outstanding 
technical contributions to 
the music industry. With 

Emmy and Grammy awards 

now in hand, Apple plans to 

ratchet up aPR campaign 

to take home next year's 

Heisman Trophy. 

3. Adobe unveils Photo
shop 7, which runs in OS X. 

Meanwhile. from their 

Denver headquarters, Quark 

executivesare heard to 
mumble nervously, "What is 

everyone looking at us for?" 

The SurroundPhoto from Sunpak 
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CLEARLY ™ 

Adobe 
~ 
IMAGING 

XANTE announces the latest in office laser printing solutions. The new XANTE AW1200 
excels in outputting up to ll"x17", printing up to 1200 x 1200 dpi, and maintaining the 
physical qualities and size perfect for the office environment. All for the low price of $999. 

You won't break the bank or your back when you get the latest in high performance office 
printingfrom XANTE. Durable, small, quiet, and very affordable, the AW1200 will satisfy 
all of your office printing needs. 

--><~XANTE 

Innovations in Printing Technology 

Cl2002 XANT£ CORPORATION. XANTE is a regstered trademark of XANTE CORPORATION.Adobe. PostSaipt, PostScript 3and the PostSaipt logo are trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated.The Clta~yAdobe Imaging 
logo Is e)ther a reg stered uademark or a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or othor countries, used under license. XANTt CORPORATION. Post Office Box 16526, Mobile. Al 366 1 6·05~6. 
USA. Pflone: 251-473·6502, F~x: 2S 1,473·6503. www.xante.com 

http:www.xante.com


Also available from XANT~ Colourlaser product Line: 

XANTE introduces the latest high volume and most dynamic digital 

printing solution . Along with the precision color performance and 

consistency you've come to expect from XANTE, you get a high 

speed, high quality digital print solution. The XANTE Colourlaser 21 

is the ultimate digital color workhorse-combining XANTE's color 

management expertise, product versatility, and an affordable price. 

It's truly quality unsurpassed. 

• High volume, high performance •XANTt's color management 

• Oversized printing up to 12 " x 35.5 " • Low cost-per-page 
• Duplexing capabilities •And much more! 

Lease price per-month**......... $257 


1-800-926-8839 EXT. 2140 

Register On-Line for Your Chance to Win 

a FREE XANTE®Adobe®Postscript® 3"' Printer. 


Log on to www.xante.com/mw100 today! 


C 2002 XANTt CORPORATION. XANTf and XANrt Colourlam a1e trademarks or registered trademarks of XANTE CORPORATION. 
Adobe, Postscript, PostSaipt J and the PostScript logo a1e trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated. PANTONE• and other Pantone, Inc. 
trademarks are the property of Pantone. Inc. Other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respe<ti,. 
holders. XANTt CORPORATION. Post Office Box 16526. Mobile. Al 36616-0526. USA. Phone: 251 -473-6502, fax: 251-473-6503. 
www.xante.com 
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Reviews you can trust: Macworld rates only final shipping products, not prototypes.What we review is what you can actually buy. 

Essentials of Word X 

Staying Legal When active, Final Cut Pro's range-checking commands indicate 
areas that approach or exceed broadcast-sa fe levels-as shown here by the 
diagonal zebra stripes on the white sheet of paper. 

example, it would occasionally it right away-there's no need to FINAL CUT PRO 3 display video incorrectly if choose the Render command and 
the monitor had gone to sleep twiddle your thumbs. Solid Update Adds Mac OS XCompatibility, due to inactivity-quitting and \.\Then it comes to transitions,

Limited Real-Time Effects 	 relaunching the program fixed Final Cut Pro 3 provides real
this. Other users have reported time display of cross-dissolves, 
problems with batch-capturing fades, irises, and several flavors 

BY JIM HEID sions. Apple has wisely resisted video while running Final Cut of \vipes. A few filters also work 
In Hollywood, when a studio has the urge to tinker with a success Pro 3 in OS X, but we didn 't in real time, as do some motion 
a hit, it quickly releases a sequel. ful user interface that thousands have any such trouble. effects. You can also combine 
Apple has fittingly adopted this of video pros have mastered. real-time effects, although on 
strategy for Final Cut Pro, its Running in Mac OS X, Final To X or Not to X slower G4 systems Final Cut 
professional video-editi11g soft Cut Pro's interface looks muted Final Cut Pro 3 also runs in Mac Pro may be unable to render 
ware. Within nine months of and restrained compared with OS 9 (specifically, OS 9.2 .2). them in real time. It goes with
shipping Fina l Cut Pro 2, Apple that of many OS X programs. There are reasons why you might out saying that dual-processor 
delivered version 3, an impres This is critical for professional want to stick with the older OS, at G4 systems deliver the best real
sive update that adds real-time video work, where rainbow-col least for a while. Final Cut Pro time performance. 
effects, new color-correction ored toolbar icons and ani can use many filters and effects But there are some strings 
and -measurement tools, and mated gewgaws would become plug-ins written for Adobe After attached. For starters, Apple rec
expanded editing features. visually fatiguing. Effects, but third-party vendors ommends that you have a beefy 

Perhaps most signific211t, We used Final Cut Pro 3 to wi ll need to rewrite plug-ins to Mac: a 500MHz or faster G4 
Fi nal Cut Pro 3 is Mac OS X edit a 90-minute training DVD, run in Final Cut Pro 3 in OS X. If with at least 384MB of memory, 
native-although OS X intro running the program almost your projects depend on an After or, for mobile editing, a 667.MHz 
duces important compatibility exclusively in Mac OS X, with Effects plug-in that hasn't been Titanium PowerBook G4 with 
and workflow issues. Version 3 exce llent results . Final Cut Pro updated for OS X, you'll need to the same amount ofRAM. What's 
also has some minor bugs, but it u11expectedly quit a couple of run Final Cut Pro 3 in OS 9. This more, Final Cut Pro's real-time 
should prove to be as big a hit as times, but we were always able to also applies to video-capture mode is disabled if you configure 
its predecessors. relaunch the program and con cards whose driver software has the program to display video 

tinue without having to reboot. not yet been updated for OS X. through a connected FireWrre 
Editing Under Aqua We did encounter a couple of EditiJ1g teams who collaborate device-a common method of 
Final Cut Pro 3 looks and works glitches in Final Cut Pro while on projects might also want to working. Nor can Final Cut Pro 
nearly identically to earlier ver- it was running in OS X. For approach OS X with caution. Mac 3 perform real-time operations 

OS X's multiuser design intro using content stored in formats 
duces new work.flow issues-in other than DV or OfflineRT. 
some circumstances, you have to Al1d finally, in all circumstances, 
futz with OS X's privileges set you must still render all effects 
tings in order for each member of and transitions before outputting 
a team to be able to access a file or your project to tape. 
folder. Learni11g how to do this Final Cut Pro's real-time mode 
isn 't difficult, but it isn't some isn't quite as real as many editors 
thing you'll want to do in the might like. Still, anything that 
middle of a project. reduces the need for rendering 

Fortunately, one issue that during the editing process is wel
won't affect your OS decision is come-and editors who need 
performance: Fi11al Cut Pro is more-robust rea l-time operation 
just as fast and responsive in OS can turn to third-party cards such 
X as it is in OS 9. as the Mattox RT.Mac. (As of this 

writing, however, the RT.Mac 
Effects Get (Kind of) Real was not compatible with Final 
For many users, the best part of Cut Pro 3 rwrning in OS X, and 
Final Cut Pro 3 is its ability to dis Mattox had not announced when 
play many common video transi OS X drh·ers would be available.) 
tions and effects immediately, 
without the need for rendering. Correcting Color 
For example, you can add a cross Two new features help ensure that 
dissolve between two clips and see your video is broadcast-legal
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28 Video-editing software 
Final Cut Pro 3 

29 Motion-graphics application 
After Effects 5.5 

31 	 Color-management tools 
GretagMacbeth Eye-One Pro with 
Eye-One Match 

32 	3-D-authoring tools for the Web 
Axel 1.5 

that its colors and brightness are 
within industry guidelines. With 
the new range-checking com
mands, you can have Final Cut 
Pro display "zebra stripes" on 
areas of an image that exceed 
broadcast-safe values (see "Stay
ing Legal"). If a scene is outside 
legal limits, you can quickly cor
rect it using the new Broadcast 
Safe fi lter. 

For more-advanced color tasks, 
such as removing the greenish 
tint of fluorescent lighting, 
there are new color fi lters and 
monitoring tools. A new Tool 
Bench window displays severa l 
kinds of video scopes, which are 
useful for analyzing the color 
and brightness of a clip. New 
color-correction filters provide 
exceptional control over color 
balance and brightness. The 
new Color Corrector 3-Way fil
ter even works in real time on 
Macs meeting Final Cut Pro's 
real-time requirements. 

New Ways to Work 
The rest of Final Cut Pro 3's 
enhancements are a grab bag of 
useful additions. The new Off
lineRT storage format enables 
you to store roughly 40 minutes 
ofvideo per gigabyte-about nine 
times the normal amount of DV 
footage- for editing and pre
viewing. OfflineRT is a refined 
version of a technique that expe
rienced Final Cut Pro editors 

RATING: .... 

PROS: Exceptionally capable, effi

cient interface; real-time effects; 

powerful color-correction filters; many 

helpful workflow improvements. 

CONS: Some minor bugs, particularly 

in OS X; real-time effects unavailable 

when previewing to FireWire device. 

PRICE: $999; upgrade fromFinal 

Cut Pro 2, $299 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, 

Mac OS X 

COMPANY: Apple Computer, 

800/692-7753, www.apple.com 


OUTSTANDING: ••••• VERY GOOD : •••• GOOD : ••• FLAWED: •• UNACCEPTABLE : • 

Why, It's a Compositing Program! Aher Effects 5.5 lets you open multiple 
views of a composition, making it easier to position 3-D objects, which can now 
cast colored shadows. 

33 	Image-processing application 
DeBabelizer Pro 5 

35 	 FireWire CPU-upgrade 
card for iMac 
Sonnet TechnologiesHarmoni G3 

36 	 5-megapixel prosumer camera 
Nikon Coolpix 5000 

37 	 5-megapixel professional camera 
Olympus E20N 

have been using for some time. 
It's particularly well suited to 
working on the road: you can use 
the OfflineRT format to edit a 
project on your Power Book, then 
create its full-resolution version 
when you return to the studio. 

With the slick new Autosave 
Vault, you can easily revert to a 
previous version of a project. 
And not just one version- Final 
Cut Pro makes a backup of your 
project every 30 minutes and 
maintains a list of 40 backups. 
You can experiment with aban
don, safe in the knowledge that 
previous versions are only a 
couple of clicks away. 

Final Cut Pro includes a ter
rific new text generator-Boris 
Calligraphy, from Boris FX. 
Final Cut Pro 2 included a Boris
based titler, too, but Calligraphy 
is more tightly integrated into 
Final Cut Pro 3 and has far more 
features, including 3-D anima
tion. For previewing animated 
titles and composites, there's a 
new QuickView window, which 
displays RAM-based previews. 

Surveying the Competition 
Final Cut Pro has no real com
petition on the Mac. Adobe Pre
miere is a fine program, but its 
capabilities pale in comparison, 
and it's not yet OS X native. 

Competition could be on the 
horizon, however. T his summer, 
Avid Technology plans to ship 
version 3 of its Avid Xpress DV 
software, which has been avail
able for Windows for some time. 
A high-end package, Avid Xpress 
DV will go head-to-head with 
Final Cut Pro. It wi ll also cost 
$1,699-nearly twice as much as 
Final Cut Pro. 

When Xprcss DV ships for the 
Mac, Fi nal Cut Pro may well have 
serious competition-assuming 
Avid will produce a program that's 
as fast, as reliable, and as well inte
grated into Mac OS as Final Cut 
Pro, and assuming Apple won't 
leapfrog ahead with yet another 

37 	 Backup utility 
Backup Toolkit 3.0.5 

38 Music-visualization program 
Onadime Composer 1.4 

39 Fax software 
Faxstf X 

41 	 CD/DVD-burning software 
Discribe 5.0 

40 Keller on Cameras 
Macworld's new digital-imaging 
column debuts with a review of 
four 4-megapixel cameras: the 
Canon PowerShot G2, Canon 

PowerShot 540, Olympus C-4040 

Zoom, and Olympus D-40 Zoom. 

Final Cut Pro sequel. T hose are color-monitoring and color-cor
big assumptions, and we'll have to rection tools available in a soft
wait and see. ware-only video-editing package. 

And Apple's wise decision to 
Macworld's Buying Advice retain OS 9 compatibility gives 
Final Cut Pro 3 's rea l-time effects video pros more time to transi
features streamline the editing tion to Mac OS X. Final Cut Pro 
workflow, even if they do have 3 is a first-rate sequel, and the 
limitations. The program also only choice for day-in and <lay
packs tl1e most complete array of out video production. 0 

AFTER EFFECTS 5.5 
Surprisingly Significant Update Shows that If It Ain't 
Broke, You Should Fix It Anyway 

BY BEN LONG Transmissions and Intersections 
After Effects 5.0 (00; Reviews, After Effects ' interface and work
August 2001) took Adobe's high flow remain largely unchanged: 
end motion-graphics program to you import media into the Proj
a new level by adding 3-D ani ect window and then place those 
mation capabil ities. In addition, media elements into a Composi
version 5.0 added lighting and tion window where they can be 
camera controls usually found animated and manipulated. After 
only in 3-D animation programs. Effects' great strengths have 
So it's surprising to see how always been its ability to animate 
much Adobe managed to fix , every characteristic and property 
tweak, and add to the program, of a piece of media , as well as its 
producing After Effects 5.5-an excellent timeline controls. In 
important upgrade that also addition to animating the camera 
offers OS X compatibility and a (your viewpoint) and lights, you 
slew of workflow improvements. can also animate your composi >> 
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that move and spin in 3-D space. few letters of its name. To apply 

Version 5.5 augments After 
Effects' 3-D capabilities with a 
number of important improve
ments. Version 5.0 had a well-
known inability to correctly 
render the intersections of dif
ferent 3-D objects. This problem 
has been fixed in After Effects 
5 .5, and objects now intersect 
without incorrectly obscuring 
each other. 

The most impressive 3-D fea
ture is tlle new Light Transmis
sion property, which lets layers 
cast colored shadows onto other 
layers. Light transmission means 
mat when light passes through a 
semitransparent object, it takes 
on the color of mat object. This 
allows you to create more-realis
tic renderings, as well as effects 
such as stained-glass windows. 

Any layer can now be desig
nated as a shadow caster, mean
ing me layer itself is not visible in 
your scene, but its shadow is. 
Combining shadow casters wim 
light transmission means you can 
create complex virtual lighting 
gels for building more-sophisti
cared lighting setups. High-end 
3-D users will be pleased to learn 
mat After Effects 5.5 can import 
Maya camera data, meaning that 
you can match After Effects' 3-D 
camera to a camera move scripted 
in Maya. This facility means you 
can accurately rotoscope and 
render scenes that contain corn
plex camera moves into Maya. 

Interface Changes 
In After Effects 5.5, you can open 
separate windows wiili different 
views of the same composition, 
which makes positioning objects 
in 3-D space and navigating your 
scene much easier than in previ
ous iterations. You can also save 
your view configurations, and 
Adobe has added a number of 
presets, including a four-view 
setup mat will feel familiar to 
users of 3-D programs. 

The new Effects palette makes 
it easier to find and apply effects. 
Effects can be listed and sorted 
in a number of ways and can 
even replicate the organization 
of your After Effects plug-ins 
folder. A lightning-fast search 
facility lets you quickly find your 

effects, you just drag them into 
your composition from the 
Effects palette. 

The program's new Post Ren
der options provide a lot of 
handy new workflow shortcuts. 
For example, you can drag 
media elements from the Project 
window directly into the Render 
Queue window. After Effects 
will automatically create a sepa
rate composition for each ele
ment, add it to me render queue, 
and , after rendering, add me 
results to your project. 

Post Render options also offer 
a way to create low-resolution 
proxy media-a lower-resolution 
rendering of your current foot
age or composition. Because it's 
smaller than your original media, 
it renders and displays faster, 
making After Effects' environ
ment much snappier and easier to 
work with. "When you're ready to 
render your final output, After 
Effects can replace your low-
resolution proxies witl1 full-reso
lution renderings. Though tlle 
interface is a little cumbersome, 
me ability to easily create and 
manage proxy rendering is a boon 
to users who create large, corn
plex projects that require high-
definition media. 

New Effects 
As always, mere are two editions 
of After Effects 5.5: the $649 
Standard, and me $1,499 Produc
tion Bundle, which includes an 
additional set of high-end plug
ins. A number of powerful new 
effects filters are included with 
both versions of After Effects 5 .5, 
mough the Production Bundle 
offers more. After Effects 5.5 
would be a valuable upgrade even 
wiiliout the addition ofany effects 
filters, so Adobe's inclusion of 
such cool ones feels like a bonus. 

The new Color Stabilizer filter 
provides a simple way to correct 
color changes in a clip mat suffers 
from variations in exposure. After 
applying me filter, you simply 
click on a white point and a black 
point in me image, and me filter 
takes care of me rest. 

Omer new plug-ins include 
automatic, an imatable grid gen
eration, a four-color gradient 

Cell Structure The Cell filter creates intricate cellular patterns.The one shown 
here is Pillow with Overflow set to Wrap Back, creating the tortoiseshell pattern. 

generator, and a powerful new 
lightning plug-in. 

What's Broken 
But the addition of cool new 
effects doesn't mask After Effects' 
weaknesses. Though it's a top-of
the-line compositing tool, After 
Effects still lacks state-of-me-art 
rotoscoping tools. And mough 
version 5 .0 added some great vec
tor painting tools, iliey're no sub
stitute for me real brushes, 
paints, and rubber-stamp tools 
mat you can find in a more pow
erful rotoscoping application . 
After Effects' motion-tracking 
features-anomer rotoscoping 
mainstay-are also showing ilieir 
age and pale in comparison to 
mose of competing products 
such as Pinnacle's Commotion 4. 

The X Factor 
After Effects 5.5 is OS X native, 
and me CD installs After Effects 
for eiilier OS 9 or OS X. In our 
tests, After Effects ran equally 
well in both OS 9 and OS X, 
almough in two tests the pro
gram ran faster in OS X. 

OS X provides some oilier 
advantages as well. Screen redraw 
is sometimes faster under OS X, 
and OS X's more-advanced 
memory management means mat 
After Effects' RAM previews will 
automatically use all the memory 
it can find. 

On me downside, all After 
Effects plug-ins must be rewritten 
to work in OS X. So ifyou have a 

large plug-in collection, you'll 
have to reboot into OS 9 to apply 
and render your filter effects 
there using me OS 9 version of 
After Effects. Hopefully, vendors 
will update meir plug-ins for use 
\vim OS X, but for currently 
unsupported packages, me OS X 
future looks grim. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
Adobe has done well with After 
Effects 5.5. The new 3-D effects 
and huge assortment of interface 
changes make mis an obvious 
choice for regular After Effects 
users. OS X users should also be 
pleased wiili me program's intro
duction to this OS, ifa little leery 
of me program's lack of plug-in 
compatibility. After Effects is still 
weak in me rotoscoping depart
ment, but if you design motion 
graphics for film, video, or me 
\Veb, me program remains an 
excellent choice for compositing 
and special effects. 0 

RATING: 00 
PROS: Improvements to 3-D facility; 
workflow enhancements; cool effects. 
CONS: Some interface elements are 
a little cumbersome; lacks good rote· 
scoping and motion-tracking tools. 
PRICE: Standard, $649; Production 
Bundle, S1,499; upgrade from version 
5.0, $100 
OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, 
Mac OS X 
COMPANY: Adobe Systems, 
800/833·6687, www.adobe.com 
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EYE-ONE PRO WITH EYE-ONE MATCH 

GretagMacbeth Provides Easy-to-Use Color-Management Tools 

BY BRUCE FRASER 
Color management is a wonder
ful technology for keeping your 
color consistent across differ
ent devices-monitors, scanners, 
and printers-but its success 
depends on the accuracy of the 
ColorSync profiles you use to 
describe these devices. Color 
giant GretagMacbeth has long 
been known for making indus
trial-strength color instrumenta
tion and software (with indus
trial-strength price tags 
to match). Its new spec
trophotometer-based 
Eye-One products may 
not be inexpensive, but 
they offer color-mea
surement and device
profiling capabilities at 
a cost mere mortals can 
afford, and you don't 
need a Ph.D. in color 
science to get great 
results with them. 

The top-of-the-line 
offering we reviewed 
has the ungainly mon
iker Eye-One Pro with 
Eye-One Match . The 
$2 ,800 package com
prises the Eye-One Pro, 
a spectrophotometer 
capable of measurin g 
emissive (monitor) color 
and reffective color (ink, 
toner wax, and so forth, on 
paper), and Eye-One Match, an 
OS X-native program that lets 
you create profiles for scanners, 
monitors, and just about any 
hard-copy output device, from a 
desktop ink-jet to a gravure press. 

There are two other Eye-One 
flavors: the $600 Eye-One Mon
itor, which deals solely with 
monitor color, using an emmis
sive-only spectrophotometer, 
and the $ 1,500 Eye-One Pro, 
which includes the same spec
trophotometer as the high-end 
package but won't let you build 
output profiles. 

The Eye-One Pro 
The Eye-One Pro spectropho
tometer is a nifty little device. It 

includes adapters for mounting 
to CRT or LCD monitors, and 
a transparent plastic guide for 
measuring reflective targets in 
scan mode. You can use the 
instrument to take spot read
ings simply by lining up the 
measurement aperture on the 
sample and pressing the mea
sure button, but its scan mode is 
really the standout feamre. 

Most of the work in building 
printer profiles is in measuring a 

A Sharp Eye The wizard
based Eye-One Match software 
cheerfully violates most user
interface guidelines but makes 
it easy to use the Eye-One Pro 
devi ce to create color profiles. 

large number of color patches 
(the Eye-One Match printer tar
gets use 288 patches for RGB and 
323 for CMYK). With most 
handheld spectrophotometers, 
this is an agonizing exercise
align the instrument on the 
sample, press the measure button, 
move to the next sample, press 
the button, repeat another 286 
times-but Eye-One Pro 's scan 
mode makes it almost painless. 
You align the plastic rule to the 
row of patches you want to mea
sure, place the instrument in the 
guide slot, press and hold the 
measure button, and wait for a 
beep. Once you hear the beep, 
you simply drag the instrument 
across the row, using the plastic 
rule as a guide, while holding 

down the measure button; then 
you release the button when you 
get to the end. You can measure 
an entire row in three or four sec
onds and measure the entire tar
get in a couple of minutes. 

The only downside to the Eye
One Pro is that its scan mode 
works only with targets designed 
for it-the instrument not only 
needs patches of a specific size, 
but also needs each patch to be 
sufficiently (tliat is, a lot) differ

ent from the preceding 
one so tl1at it can dis
tinguish one patch from 
tl1e next. But this isn't 
a major problem: the 
RGB and CMYK tar
gets that come with 
Eye-One Match work 
well , and third-party 
profiling packages are 
slowly starting to pro
duce targets that the 

Eye-One Pro can scan. 
We found that the 

Eye-One was stable 
and accurate on 
both emissive and 

reflective measure
ments. ln fact, it pro

duced results that were 
almost id entical to those of 
GretagMacbeth's more expen
sive Spectrolino. 

Eye-One Match 
Eye-One Match's opening screen 
asks you to pick which kind 
of device-monitor, scanner, or 
printer-you want to profile; it 
tl1en prompts you to calibrate 
your Eye-One device. 

We quickly got into the habit 
of keeping tl1e Eye-One resting 
on the separate base plate tl1at 
contains the white calibration tile, 
because that way the Eye-One 
automatically calibrates itself and 
advances you to tlie next screen. If 
the instrument isn't on the white 
tile, you get an error message that 
directs you to place it there and 
click on the measure button. 

The subsequent screens step 
you through tlie process of profil
ing your selected device. The 

application guides you through 
making the necessary measure
ment~ and then produces a pro
file . The only decisions that you 
have to make are your monitor 
white point (5 ,000K, 6,SOOK, or 
9,300K) and gamma (1.8 o r 2.2), 
for monitors; whetl1er to use the 
included reflective scanner target 
or an ITS, for scanners; and for 
printers, the type of printer you're 
dealing with. The profiles Eye
One Match produces are identical 
to profiles made with Gretag
Macbeth 's industrial-strength 
profiling tool , Profi leMaker Pro, 
at the latter's dcfuult settings. You 
don't get control over black gen
eration or ink limits on CMYK 
profiles, but the default settings 
are tlie product of a great deal of 
research and experience, and they 
work well. 

In fact, the only real problem 
we encountered isn't Gretag
Macbeth's fault. Monitors cali
brated using OS X I 0.1.2 on 
Macs that use Nvidia video cards 
may develop a little shadowed 
box that follows the cursor 
around, although restarting the 
Mac sometimes makes it disap
pear. Sources at Apple indicated 
that a fix should appear shortly. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
If you want to enter the world 
of printer-profile creation, Eye
One Pro with Eye-One Match 
wi ll give you top-notch results in 
a relatively short amount of 
time. If you absolutely must have 
control over black generation 
and ink limiting, you'll need a 
more complex software package 
than Eye-One Match. However, 
long after you've graduated to 
software with fuller features, 
you' ll still find tlie Eye-One 
instrument indispensable. D 

RATING: •••• 
PROS: High-quality, flexible instru
ment; easy-to-use wizard-based 
software. 
CONS: Idiosyncratic user interface; 
no control over black generation and 
ink limits for CMYK profiles. 
PRICE: $2,800 
OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, 
Mac OS X 
COMPANY: GretagMacbeth, 
845/565-7660, www.i 1 color.com 
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AXEL 1.5 

Basic Package Simplifies the Creation of 3-D 
Interactivity for the Web 

BY MATTHEW LOWRIE 
As interactive 3-D Web graphics 
progress beyond the pioneering 
efforts of VRML, and as new 
Web-design software simplifies 
the authoring process, \iVeb 
designers and 3-D artists-who 
want to showcase interactive 
3-D scenes via a Web browser, 
for example-need a straight
forward way to bridge the gap 
between their areas of expertise . 

J\llindAvenue meets this chal
lenge-the company has released 
two editions of Axel 1.5, the only 
OS X-native 3-D authoring toois 
fo r the Web (they also run on OS 
9): Axelcore 1.5 , geared toward 
\Neb designers with little or no 
3-D experience, and Axeledge 
1.5, which builds on Axelcore's 
foundation with a few advanced 
features for 3-0 artists. 

3-D Tools Anyone Can Use 
Axel 1.5 provides basic, well
designed polygon tools intuitive 
enough for artists unaccustomed 
to working with 3-D. You can 
draw and edit curves using a stan
dard pen tool; however, it lets you 
create only corner points (this is 
limiting if you are used to Bezier 
curves or control vertices). With 
a single menu selection, you then 
create 3-D surfaces by revolving 
or extruding curves. You make 
changes to surface attributes via a 
palette tl1at describes the objects' 
parameters; the program simulta
neously updates layout views, 
giving you \iVYSIWYG conrrol 
over 3-0 models. 

Axel includes a library of prim
itive shapes, as well as a text tool 
for generating extruded 3-D type 
from TrueType or PostScript 
fonts. Text options allow for 
embedding font outlines in \Veb 
files and converting characters to 
curves, ensuring that your text 
appears the same on any platform. 

Artists uncomfortable witl1 the 
technical aspects of 3-D model
ing, or tl1ose who need to gen
erate concepts quickly, \viii be 
pleased with the vertex push/pull 

tool , a handy feature that works 
as a virtual sculptor. 

Axel doesn't support any pro
prietary 3-D file formats, but it 
does support VRML 97 (and 
MindAvenue says that a Light
Wave importer will be available 
in Axeledge and for download by 
the time you read tl1is). 

Putting It in Motion 
Axel's motion tools will be 
familiar to content developers 
who compose keyframe ani
mations in programs such as 
Adobe LiveMotion and Macro
media Flash. There is also a 
Record mode, which automati
ca lly generates keyframes when 
you move objects around in the 
layout views. It's easy to use, but 
it creates a jumble of keyframes 
that needlessly bloats your Web 
file size. 

But Axel provides tools that 
present interactivity clearly: sen
son· handle all the ways a user can 
manipulate an object, such as 
mouse clicks, rollovers, and key
board entries; each sensor's 1·er1C

tions trigger a response, such as 
changing an object's parameters 
or playing an animation, sound, 
or movie. The Interaction Edi
tor window displays a visua l 
schematic of all a scene's sensor
reaction relationships, and you 
can edit each relationship easily 
by dragging connection handles 
between objects. 

Pulling It Together 
All the work tlrnt goes into creat
ing 3-D \l\Teb content is pointless 
unless there's an easy way to pub
lish it, and Axel provides one. 
\iVhen you save your entire 3-D 
scene as an Axel stream file (with 
an .nxs extension), the program 
automatica lly exports the correct 
HTML code to a new or existing 
HTML page . The Axel software 
can also write the code necessary 
for rendering windowless 3-D 
content. This is idea l for creating 
a Web site with a virtual human 
guide, for example. A 3-D ani
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Browsing for Browsers Axel 1.5creates a custom menu of all installed browsers, 
making it easy to preview Web content right from the interface. 

mator can work on tl1e character 
and then save it to render as 
a 'vindowless element in an 
HTML layout. 

For a si te visitor, watching the 
final scene in a browser requires 
downloading the free, 700K Axel 
Player plug-in. The plug-in sup
ports a wide range of browsers 
available for both the Mac and 
PCs, including the latest OS X 
versions of Internet Explorer, 
Netscape 6, iCab, and OmniWeb, 
as well as Opera and AOL for 
OS 9.2. However, the added step 
of manually installing a player 
is inconvenient. 

A Download Estimate Man
ager gives the approximate trans
fer times of your final file, at 
various connection speeds. Pre
viewing in browsers is also con
venient. Axel generates a cus
tomizable menu after scanning 
your hard drive for all installed 
versions of supported browsers. 

.Selecting one from the menu 
launches tl1e browser automati
ca lly and plays tl1e vVeb file as the 
site visitor will see it . 

A Choice of Features 
\Vhile both Axel editions are 
essentially tl1e same product, 
they' re geared toward different 
audiences. Axclcore 1.5 is a 
great introductory 3-D tool for 
\Veb designers looking to add 
pizzazz to their sites, whereas 
Axeledge 1.5 offers experienced 
3-D artists additional character-

animation and scripting tools 
like tl10se in New1ek's L ight
·wave 3D (see Reviews, Apri l 
2002). The scripting language is 
comparable to JavaScript, but 
with an interface for piecing 
together scripts from menus of 
functions and operators. 

The higher-end Axeledge's 
character-animation tools offer 
forward and inverse kinematics, 
but only for a maximum of two 
bones, forcing you to animate 
longer bone hierarchies (for 
example, those in a snake or a tree 
limb) witl1 tl1e more time-con
suming forward kinematics. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
For 3-D artists seeking a new 
medium, and for Web-content 
developers looking to expand 
their repertoire, Axel offers an 
intuitive interface for creating 
interactivity. D 

RATING: .... 
PROS: Easy-to·learn, intuitive inter
face for complex operations; full 
creation-to-publishing workflow; 
wide-reaching browser support. 
CONS: Lack of support for 3-D file 
formats; installing browser plug-in 
inconvenient for sitevisitors. 
PRICE: Axelcore, $395;Axeledge, 
$950 
OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, 
Mac 05 X 
COMPANY: MindAvenue, 866/646
3283, www.mindavenue.com 
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Rosy Upgrade Though it's still a bit cumber
some, DeBabelizer Pro S's interface is an improve
ment on that of previous versions. 

Mac I ~· 
UONHEAD 

DEBABELIZER PRO 5 
Old Image-Processing Favorite Returns to the Mac 

Equi librium's DeBabeljzer was 
once the most essential util ity
hands-down- fo r anyone who 
worked with digital images. Soon 
after the company released ver
sion 3, it abandoned the Mac, but 
now DeBabeli ze r is back as 
D eBabelize r P ro 5, a major 
upgrade that de]jvers loads of new 
features, a greatly im proved inter
face, and full OS X compatibili ty. 
Many other graph ics apps have 
added automatic image process

ing, but none have DeBabeli zer's 
power, making it once again a 
must-have graphics utili ty. 

Script to Your Heart's Content 
DeBabelizer provides several 
methods of creating and execut
ing scripts. T he New Script com
mand creates an empty script 
window, to whjeh you can add 
steps by choosing desired opera
tions and conunands. O r you can 
use the 'Natch J\lle command to 
record actions, '1 la Adobe Photo
shop's Actions palette. 

You can trigger scripts by drag
ging and dropping images from 
the Finder onto designated icons 
in DeBabelizer, or by using the 
program's Batch feanire to create 
and manage a queue of images. 
You can also create special folders 
in tl1e Finder that have associated 
scripts. D rop fi les in these hot 
folders, and D eBabelizer will 
process the images usi ng the 
appropriate script. T his lets you 
create network-based, automatic 
inlage-processing workAows. 

DeBabelizer's scri pti ng fac il ity 
surpasses tl1e simple "list of 

www.m acworld.com 

actions" scriptabili ty you'll find 
in Photoshop's Actions pa lette. 
DeBabelizer scripts ca n include 
loops, delays, conditionals, and 
display options that make fo r 
fl exible batch processing. For 
example, you can bui ld scripts 
that perform diffe rent actions 
depending on an image parame
ter, such as size, makj ng it 
possible to bu ild one script that 
can process a wide variety of 
source images. 

DeBabelizer can also 
export your scripts as 
standard AppleScript ti les, 
though depending on how 
you intend to use them, 
they nught need some 
minor edi ting. O ur main 
criticism is that DeBabel
izer cannot read the EXJF 
(Exc lrn n gea b lc Image 
File) header in fo rmation 
in a digital-cam era fi le. 
Also disappointi ng is tl1e 
p rogram 's in abili ty to 
process d igita l photos 

based on their exposure settings 
and other parameters. 

Early versions of DeBabelizer 
were notorious fo r their impen
etrable interfaces. Version S's 
interface is nearly identical to tl1at 
of DeBabelizer 4 for Windows; 
it's much better tl1an it used to be 
but still a little cumbersome. 
Expect DeBabelizer's huge array 
of windows and palettes tO take 
up a lot of screen rea l esta te. 

Image Wizardry 
The most-powerful tools in 
DeBabelizer are its palette
manipulation con n·ols. Super
Palette, a DeBabelizer mainstay 
since the fir st version, ca n auto
maticall y analyze a group of 
images and create a sin gle 8-bit 
pa lette that's opti mi zed for the 
entire batch. You ca n also spe
cify that certai n colors-such as 
th~se of interface elements-be 
preserved when images are 
processed . And SuperPalette can 
now automatically download all 
of a site's images for analysis and 
automatic palette cre;1tion. 

> continues on page 36 
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HARMONI G3 
Processor Upgrade Delivers Speed 
Boost and FireWire to Early iMacs 

You were a pioneer, someone 
who rushed out to buy a cool 
new iMac a few years ago. Your 
friends were jealous. But times 
and technologies have changed a 
lot, and your aging iMac hasn't 
been able to keep pace. 

Don't toss out that near relic 
just yet. Sonnet Technologies 
has just released the Harmoni 
G3 Processor Upgrade/Fire
Wire Card Combo for your 
iMac. For $299, owners of iMac 
models that have processor 
speeds ranging from 233MHz to 
333MHz and tray- loading CD
ROM drives (iMac revisions A 
through D) can boost their pro
cessor speeds to as fast as 
500MHz-and gain FireWire 
compatibility while they're at it, 
something that wasn't offered by 
previous upgrade products for 
the iMac from Sonnet and 

ewer Technology. 

Roll Up Your Sleeves 
Expansion was clearly not at the 
top of the Apple engineers' list of 
priorities when they designed 
these first i.JV1acs. Adding RAM 
to these computers is enough to 
make many folks go running to 
their local Mac shop. 

But if you've already found 
yourself elbow deep inside your 
iMac, this upgrade shouldn't 
be a problem. (A quick look at 
"Upgrade an iMac" [How-to, 
October 2001] will help you 

Hurry Up, Harmoni 

Microsoft 
WordX 

SCROLL 

Apple iMac with Harmoni G3 - 2:16 

Apple iMac G3/333MHz - 2:33 

Apple iMac G3/SOOMHz • 1:16 

<Better 

decide whether you're up to the 
task.) Sonnet's documentation is 
thorough, but the manual's pho
tos are a li ttle too small and 
washed out to be truly helpful. 
That said, performing the 
upgrade was straightforward. 

Sum of Its Parts 
We installed the Harmoni 
upgrade in a 333MHz iMac and 
got speed improvements in tasks 
involving the processor: iMovie 
rendering, MP3 encoding, and 
even scrolling through a Micro
soft Word document. However, 
comparing the upgraded iMac 
with an iMac model that 
shipped with a 500MI-Iz pro
cessor demonstrates that an 
upgrade card ca n increase per
formance only so much (see 
"Hurry Up, Harmoni"). 

The slower performance of 
the upgraded iMac can be attrib
uted to the age of its compo
nents. T he older iMac's slower, 
66MHz system bus transports 
data through the system much 
more slowly the IOOMHz sys
tem bus in newer iMacs. 

Older graphics subsystems also 
pose a problem for the Harmoni 
upgrade when it's installed in 
these early iMacs, which use PC! 
graphics instead of the fuster AGP 
technology in newer iMacs. In 
addition to slowing down perfor
mance, the older graphics proces

> continues on page 36 
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BEST RESULTS IN BOLD. REFERENCE SYSTEMS IN ITALICS. 

All scores are in minutes:seconds. The tes t systemshad Mac OS X and 256MBof RAM installed. We 
se t displays to 1,024-by-768-pixel resolution and 24-bit color. We scrolled through a 154-page docu
ment in Word. We exported the iMovie Tutorial file to QuickTime as a small e-mail movie. We tes ted 
MP3 encoding with an audio-CD ua ck that was 9 minutes and 25 seconds long and converted it 
using iTunes' Better Quality setting of 160 Kbps, from the hard dr ive.We duplicated a lOOMB file in 
the Mac OS xfinder.--MACWORLD LAB TESTING BY JAM ES GALBRAIT H 
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~EVIEWS 

> DeBabelizer Pro 5 
continued from page 33 

DeBabelizer includes a bare-bones set of 
retouching tools that are hard-edged and 
move with a bit of a stutter, so you'll want to 
stick with the tools in a good image-editing 
or painting program. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
If the limited scripting and batch-processing 
features of your favorite image editor frusrrare 
you, then DeBabelizer Pro 5 will most likely 
satisfy your processing needs. Ifyou're a Web 
or game designer who needs to modify and 
manage custom palettes and image optimiza
tions, DeBabelizer is the only program you 
should consider.-BEN LONG 

RATING: ...! 

PROS: Full-featured scripting environment; thorough 

tool set; excellent palette-manipulation controls. 

CONS: Somewhat cumbersome interface. 

PRICE: $370 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, Mac 05 X 

COMPANY: Equilibrium, 415/453-4427, 

www.equilibrium.com 


> Harmoni G3 
continued from page 35 

sors suffer from compatibility issues with OS 
X-and some 3-D apps that use OpenGL 
(such as Quake) will not run in OS X. Apple 
has not written OS X drivers for these older 
graphics processors and has nor announced 
plans to do so in the future. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
With a little technical know-how, you can 
use the Harmoni G3 to increase the proces
sor speed of your older iMac, and start using 
FireWire peripherals with it. ~'hat the Har
moni won't do, though, is turn your iMac 
into the equivalent of a newer one. 

But is it worth it? If you're a gamer, no. 
If you're a vVeb-surfing Microsoft Office 
user who's looking for FireWire compH
ibility and a nice speed increase for your old 
iMac, then the Harmoni G3 will get you 
there.-jAMES GALBRAITH 

RATING: ...t 
PROS: Well designed; works as advertised. 
CONS: Older system components slow performance 
and limit compatibility with newer applications and 
system software; less-technical users may require pro· 
fessional installation. 
PRICE: $299 
OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac 05 9, Mac 05 X 
COMPANY: Sonnet Technologies, 949/587·3500, 
www.sonnettech.com 

NIKON COOLPIX 5000 

Solid 5-Megapixel Digital Camera Produces High-Quality Images 

1 ikon has recently joined Olympus, Sony, 
and Minolta in tl1e 5-megapixel digital-cam
era market, witl1 the introduction of the 
Coolpix 5000. The $1,099 camera's feature 
set and interface are based on 1 ikon 's popu
lar Coolpix 900 se ries, bur the 5000 has a 
new body design and offers more control 
than any other camera in its class. 

Body Design and Controls 
~ile the Coolpix 995 had a unique split
body design, the Coolpix 5000 has an upright 
design. A molded right-side handgrip makes 
the camera easy to hold, and the camera's 
7. lmm-21.4mm zoom lens (28mm-85mm in 
35mm equivalency) extends and retracts when 
you turn the camera on and off. The lens is 
slow, however, offering only f-4.8 in full tele
photo mode and a somewhat faster f-2.8 with 
the full wide angle. 

Nikon has also added a flip-out LCD to 
the back of the Coolpix 5000; it 's simi lar to 
the one Canon uses in its PowerShot G 1 and 
G2 cameras. Nikon has done an excellent job 
of putting all essential features on the outside 
of the camera. Buttons on its body control 
shooting modes, exposure, image resolution, 
exposure compens~t i on , ISO speed, and 
many more options. 

The camera's body is surprisingly small
it's not quite as small as the Canon Power
Shot S40 or the Olympus D-40Z (see "Four 
4-Megapixel Digital Cameras," elsewhere in 
this section), but it's a light and very portable 
camera. However, if you have big hands, you 
may feel a bit cramped holding it. 

One big annoyance is tlrnt Nikon has 
placed the flash's exposure meter right nen to 
the handgrip, making it nearly impossible 11ot 

to cover up the meter with your finger. This 
can result in poor flash performance. T he 
Coolpix 5000 also lacks an autofocus-assist 
lamp-helpful in low-light situations. 

Despite these flaws, the camera is solidly 
built and loaded with important options: 
Type I and II CompactFlash support, a 
large built- in flash and a hot shoe for 
adding an external flash (a first in a 
Coolpix), USB an<l AV porn, and a high
quality metal tripod mount. It also comes 
with a 32MB CompactFlash card, a nice 
touch given the camera 's high resolution. 

Taking Shots 
Nikon offers thorough shooting controls
multiple metering modes (including a spot 
meter); white-balance fine-tuning; multiple 
focus spots; auto-bracketing; full manual con
trols (including focus); and adjustable settings 
for sharpening, contrast, and color saturation. 

'I\vo other niceties are a white-balance 
bracketing mode, which lets you quickly shoot 
a series of images with different white-balance 
settings, and the ability to tie the camera's spot 
meter to a speci fie spot so it's easy to get tl1e 
correct exposure at the point of focus. 

Shooting performance is just what you'd 
expect from a camera in th.is class. The cam
era starts up reasonably quickly and exhibits 
no shutter lag. The large internal image 
buffer means that the camera is usually ready 
when you're ready to shoot. 

Image Quality 
T he Coolpix 5000 delivers very good image 
quality-with fine detail and excellent color 
fidelity. Like other Coolpix cameras, it can 
cause chromatic aberrations, and we found 
tl1at the lens often produced soft-edged 
images. But these aberrations aren't always a 
concern in printed images, and carefully 
sharpening photos in an image-editing pro
gram is often easier tl1an correcting images 
tl1at a camera has oversharpened. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
A few of the Coolpix 5000's dera.i ls give us 
pause, but if you want to prim an l l-by-14
inch (or a cropped, 8-by-10-inch) photo, you 
can count on tlus camera to deliver a high
quality image.-BEN LONG 

RATING: O•t 
PROS: Powerful controls; flip-out LCD screen; hot 
shoe for external flash; white-balance bracketing. 
CONS: Bad flash-sensor placement; lens slow at 
maximum zoom; occasional chromatic aberrations. 
PRICE: S 1,099 
OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac 05 9, Mac 05 X 
COMPANY: Nikon, 800/645·6689, www.nikon.com 
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OLYMPUS E20N 

Professional Feel, Nice Features, 
but Slow Performance 

With the E20N, Olympus has simultaneously 
upgraded its premier digital SLR, the E IO, 
and introduced its first 5-megapixel camera. 

For the most part, the E20N is the same 
camera as the 4-megapi,"el ElO, but it has a 
5-megapixel sensor. Olympus has also added 
a few features, such as a unique Progressive 
Scan mode and a new noise-reduction filter. 

Solid Body 
The E20N has the same sturdy build, all
meral body, and pro-camera heft as the E lO, 
as well as the same nonremovable, 9mm
36nun (equivalent to 35mm-140mm) f-2.0
to-f-2.4 lens. T he camera's manual-zoom ring 
provides quick, accurate zoom control, while 
the focus ring provides a manual focus like 
that of a film camera. Though the lack of 
interchangeable lenses may seem a bit dubi
ous at th.is price point, it's hard to complain 
about the qua li ty or fee l of the E20N's lens, 
and the new camera is fully compatible \vith 
Olympus's previous lens-extension offerings. 

The ElO and E20N are unique among dig
ital SLRs in d1at they allow you to use the 
LCD screen as a viewfinder, in addition to 
d1e normal TTL optical viewfinder. What's 
more, the LCD can ti lt out and away from the 
camera's body, ideal for waist-level shooting. 

In Control 
The E20N's controls are located on the top, 
back, and left side of ilie camera, and most 
critical functions have a dedicated control. 
You access most controls by holding down 
ilie appropriate button while rotating ilie 
camera's control wheel, which pretty much 
precludes one-handed operation and some 
times forces you into an awkward grip. 

T he E20N packs most of the features a 
serious digital photographer needs, but dis
appointi ngly, it lacks any kind of flexible 
auto-exposure control for cycling through 
reciprocal eJqiosure settings. And the absence 
of a depth-of-field preview is conspicuous. 

The E20 's built-in flash is strong and 
well suited to most snapshot situations. For 
more-serious fl ash work, O lympus provides 
a hot shoe and an external sync for compati
bi lity 'vi th all of its flashes. 

Shooting with the E20N is relatively com
fortable, thanks to ilie camera's ergonomic 
design. The camera has four shooting modes: 
full auto, fu ll manual, and ei ther aperture or 
shutter priority. The E20N's new Progressive 
Scan mode delivers images with only half ilie 
available resolution but allows for shutter 

speeds as fas t as Y. •. ooo of a second (normally 
ilie camera maxes out at 'l...o of a second). 
This would be a handy feature for sports pho
tographers, but the camera's performance is 
too slow for this type of work-which brings 
us to our main complaint. 

In addition to having slow boot times 
(roughly 6 seconds to boot or wake up from 
sleep), the camera is excruciatingly slow at 
saving images. In super-high-quality mode, 
die E20N routinely took 10 to 15 seconds to 
save images. Ifyou're using die optical view
finder, you can start shooting again right 
away, but if you're using die LCD as a view
finder, you'll need to wait until ilie camera is 
done recording. 

Image Quality 
Overall image quality is very impressive, widi 
excellent detai l, vivid but not oversaturated 
color, and minimal artifacts. The E20N's 
additional resolution is certainly welcome. 

The E20N offers ISOs of 80, 160, and 
320, and Olympus has added an effective 
noise-reduction filter for long-exposure 
images. Overa ll , noise levels on the E20N 
are a little bit higher dian we'd like but per
fectly acceptable. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
The E20N is a nice improvement on die 
E l O, and diere 's no doubt iliat die camera's 
design gives it a professional feel. Until 
Olympus improves its performance, though, 
it wi ll be best in si tuations where image qual
ity is more important dian speed-studio or 
landscape work, for example.-BEN LONG 

RATING: ••• 

PROS: Excellent optics; well built; very good 

image quality. 

CONS: Slow write performance. 

PRICE: $1,999 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, Mac OS X 

COMPANY: Olympus, 4151453·4427, WWW 


.olympusamerica.com 


BACKUP 
TOOLKIT 3.0 
Basic OS XBackup Uti lity Gets the 
Job Done-in Spite of Some Quirks 

You know you ought to back up important files 
regularly-but before OS X 10.1.2, it was not 
possible to fully back up and restore an OS X 
hard drive. FWB Software's $50 Backup Tool
kit 3.0.5 is the first commercially avai lable 
backup uti li ty diat can handle this job. It also 
works well in bodi OS 8.6 and OS 9. 

Simple but Quirky 
Backup Toolkit can back up only to online 
storage-mat is, anyiliing you can see in die 
Finder, such as hard drives,Jaz and Zip drives, 
fi le-server volumes, and iDisks. It doesn't 
work \vith offline storage, such as CD-RW 
burners or tape drives. This limitation is 
apparent the first time you use Backup Tool
kit's drag-and-drop interface. 

\Ve tested Backup Toolkit's principal 
claim-that it can successfully back up and 
restore an OS X hard drive-and found diat 
it does work, but only if you are logged on as 
die root user when you perform all bacl.'l.lps 
and the restore opera
tion. (For more on root 
access, see Mac OS X 
Secrets, October 2001.) 

Still, diere's a lot to 
like in Backup Toolkit. 
The Synchronize tool is 
great for maintaining 
die same versions of files 
in multiple locations. And die Incremental 
and Evolutive backup modes take different 
approaches to backing up multiple revisions of 
files, allowing you to restore a version earlier 
ilian die one you backed up most recently. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
FWB's Backup Toolkit 3.0.5 works well 
enough for OS 9 and OS X users who need 
to save a few critical fi !es to a file server, a 
backup hard drive, or an iDisk. It's a great 
product to use until an OS X-native ver
sion of die standard, Dantz's Retrospect, 
ships.-JEFF PITTELKAU 

RATING: ••• 

PROS: Easy to use; multiple ways to back up files. 

CONS: You must log on as root to back up and 

restore everything on an OS Xhard drive. 

PRICE: $50 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, Mac OS X 

COMPANY: FWB Software, 4081969·8620, 

www.fwb.com 
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ONADIME COMPOSER 1.4 

Intuitive Video Tool Creates iTunes-like Visuals 

If you're intrigued by iTunes' 
Visuals window and want to cre
ate simil ar interac tive montages 
that respond not only to music 
but also to keyboard, mouse, and 
MIDI input, Onadime 
Composer 1.4 may be 
the tool for you-as 
long as you're will ing 
to put up wi th the pro
gram's rough edges. 

Onadime produces 
images that are more 
va ried than those cre
ated by iTunes, largely 
because Onadime lets 

Start on a Dime Onadime Composer 1.4 lets you create com 
positionsby linking inputs and destinations. 

image to another. You trigger 
actions with input sources, such 
as iV1P3 and AIFF sow1d files, live 
video (for example, a camcorder), 
and the Mac's input or disc drive, 

you work with a num
ber of med ia, including GIF 
and JPEG images, movies, 
sounds, and text. Using a series of 
filters (or fonns, in O nadime par
lance), you mod ify images
changing their color or rotating 
them-anci switch from one 

and input devices, such as key
boards, mice, Wacom graphics 
tablets, and MIDI keyboards. 

You might, for instance, create 
a form in which the variation in 
an audio fi le's low frequencies 
dynamically modifi es an im age's 

color, creating a cool pulsi ng 
image synched to the beat of a 
bass drum. You crea te these 
dynamic images by dragging an 
input source (such as that low
frequ ency bass-drum beat) onto 
an output destina tion (rotation 
or a color change, fo r example) in 
the program's Links window. 

Onadime's Console window's 
oscilloscope-li ke viewer lets you 

view your composition, 
control your comput
er's CD player, and 
moni tor sound input. 
T he program also has 
a full-screen Perfo r
mance mode that dis
pl ays composi ti o ns 
without any extraneous 
clutter. O ther people 
can view your compo
sitions wi th Onadime's 

free Player program or as Quick
T ime movies. 

Onadime is easy to use, and it 
can generate impressive resul ts, 
but it needs polishing. O n our 
400MHz T itanium PowerBook 
G4, composi ti ons and sou nd 

stuttered when we used the 
DVD player as an audio so urce. 
When we exported compositions 
as QuickT ime movies, portions 
of the compositions were cut off. 
And although the package and 
the PDF manua l show the pro
gram running in OS X, the ver
sion we reviewed was not O S 
X-native and ran poorly in the 
Classic environment. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
V)s and other live perfo rmers 
will fi nd Onad ime Composer 
immediately useful. If you're 
interes ted in creating dynami c 
video compositions, you might, 
too.- CHRJSTOPIIE.R BREEN 

RATING: ... 

PROS: Easy to use; solid collection 

of input sourcesand destinations. 

CONS: Stuttering with CD/DVD 

input; impertect QuickTime export. 

PRICE: $199 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9 

COMPANY: Onadime, 

8771662-9037, www.onadime.com 


http:www.onadime.com


FAXSTF X 

Fax Application Fails to 
Make the Connection 

Although Smith Micro's Faxstf 
X shares part of its name with 
software that has been bundled 
with countless modems, it's actu
ally a brand-new (and the very 
first) Mac OS X-on ly applica

tion for sending and rece1vmg 
faxes. Like its namesakes, Faxstf 
X lets you prepare and send faxes 
just as tl10ugh you were printing 
documents. The program saves 
received faxes as PDF files, and 
a si mple Fax Browser utility, 
modeled after Apple's Mai l, 
keeps track of document com
ings and goings. 

Unfortunately, the program 
has a few rough edges. For 
instance, the Preview button tlrnt 

appears in every OS X Print dia
log box-and every time you 
send a fax-has nothing to do 
with Faxstf X. Clicking on it will 
"essentially abort tl1e Print job, ' 
as Faxstf's manual says, a problem 
Smitl1 Micro blames on OS X. 

You must include a cover 
sheet with each fax whether you 
want to or not (Sm ith Micro 
plans to include a cover-page 
option in an upcoming release). 
But don't expect to create cus
tom cover sheets showing your 
business's logo, because the 
cover sheet is based enti rely on 
the information in your vCard, 
which you create as part of OS 
X's Address Book. Similarly, you 
ca n address faxes only by drag
ging one or more vCards from 
the Address Book to the Faxstf 
Print dialog box. 

lf your fax doesn't go 
through, Faxstf's Fax Browser 
won 't tell you so; your fax sits in 
the Sent tray just as tl1ough it 
actually went somewhere. (The 
company claims that a future 
re lease will include error mes

sages.) Only by examining tl1e 
program's log file will you dis
cover tl1at your transmission 
fai led. Perhaps even more irri
tating, you're then forced to 
prepare and add ress the fax all 
over again-there's no way to 
resend a fax . 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
For people who sl!nd faxes occa
sionally, Faxstf X does offer wel
come, relatively straightforward 
functiona lity that is otl1erwise 
unava ilable in OS X. Anyone 
who relies heavily on fax trans
missions, however, will find it 
inadequate. This software i no 
replacement for a dedicated fax 
machine.--:JAMES BRADBURY 

RATING: 0 ; 
PROS: Easy to use. 
CONS: Limited features; immature 
interface. 
PRICE: $80 
OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS X 
COMPANY: Smith Micro, 816/554
8565, www.smithmicro.com 
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KELLER ON CAMERAS 

Four 4-Megapixel Digital Cameras 
High-Resolution Models from Canon and Olympus Focus on Portability, Expanded Controls 

BY JEFF KELLER 
Few things today change as qu ickly as digital cam
eras. Prices drop, quality increases, and confusion 
reigns. Last year, soon after we all got adjusted 
to 3-megapixel cameras, we saw a flurry of cam
eras with 4- or even 5-megapixel CCDs. As the edi
tor of the Digital Camera Resource Page (www 
.dcresource.com), I've seen them all, the good and 
the bad.As this column evolves, my goal is to keep 
you abreast of the digital-camera market-so when 
you decide to buy or upgrade, you'll be able to 
make the right decision. 

In this, my first column, I'll look at four of the 
most talked-about 4-megapixel cameras-two full
featured devices, Canon's PowerShot G2 and Olym
pus's C-4040 Zoom; and two compact cameras, 
Canon's PowerShot S40 and Olympus's D-40 Zoom. 
All four feature a3x optical zoom lens (or close to 
it) and a wealth of manual controls.And all are 
compatible with Mac OS Xand Apple's iPhoto. 

But before we get to the cameras, we need to 
address one question: When everything you've 
heard says that 3 megapixels is enough for a good 
8-by-10-inch print, do you need to spend the extra 
dough on more pixels? Well, more is sometimes 
better, especially when you want to crop a photo 
tighter and still be able to print a large image. 
Also, the higher-density CCDs can give you more 
data to play with, letting you coax details out 
of the shadows. Similarly, resizing a 4-megapixel 
photo down to 3 megapixels wil l often yie ld bet
ter results than taking the same photo with a 
3-megapixel camera. 

Canon PowerShot G2 
The PowerShot G2 ($899) is currently Canon's 
high-end consumer digital camera. It's an updated 
version of the popu lar 3-megapixel PowerShot 
G1, adding better color accuracy, new focusing 
and metering systems, and less noise in long
exposure photos. 

Canon includes excellent extras with the G2: 
a rechargeable Lithium battery and charger (which 
doubles as an AC adapter), 32MB CompactFlash 
card, and an expansive software bundle. (The G2 
and the 540 are fully compatible with Type II 
CompactFlash cards, including IBM's Microdrive.) 

The G2's body is solidly constructed and easy 
to hold. One of the G2's standout features is its 
flip-out, rotating LCD, which allows you to take 
pictures in many situations where a regular LCD 
wouldn't cut it. Another handy feature is this 
camera's autofocus (AF) illuminator, for focusing 
in low-light situations. 

The 7mm-to-21 mm f-2.0 lens (equivalent to 
34mm-to-102mm on a 35mm film camera) is 
threaded, and Canon offers wide-angle and tele
photo conversion lenses. The camera has a hot 
shoe for an external flash as well. 

The G2 has more manual controls than almost 
any other digital camera I've seen. You've got full 
control of shutter speed and aperture, numerous 
white-balance settings, flash and exposure bracket
ing, continuous shooting, and the capability to save 
images as JPEGs or in Canon's proprietary RAW 
image-file format. (RAW files are uncompressed 
images that take up a lot less space than Tiffs, 
although you must convert them via Canon's RAW 
Image Converter software before using them in an 
image-editing program or other application.) 

Canon PowerShot 540 
The PowerShot 540 ($799) is essential ly the same 
camera as the G2, but it's packed into a smaller, 
all-metal body, and it has a more compact 3x 
7.1 mm-to-21 .3mm f-2 .8 zoom lens (the 35mm 
equivalent is 35mm to 105mm). Due to its smal ler 
size, the 540 lacks the G2's rotating LCD and sup
port for external flashes and lenses. 

The S40 ships with the same software as the 
G2, but it comes with a 16MB CompactFlash card 
and a smaller-capacity battery (with recharger). 
It offers the same plentiful set of manual controls, 
and its maximum shutter speed is 1/1.soo of asecond 
(the G2's maximum is 'kooo of a second). 

Like many of today's digital cameras, both the 
S40 and the G2 include a number of preset scene 
modes. Choose one (portrait, landscape, night, color 
effect, panorama assist), and the camera uses the 
appropriate settings. The panorama helper is great 
for stitching several shots· into one. 

The quality of the images from both cameras is 
excellent-color fidelity is right on (and you can 
use the color-effect mode to make colors more 
vivid or more neutral), images are sharp, and the 
shadows exhibit little noise. 

One nice option you can get for the 540 is a 
waterproof camera case ($240), which lets you 
take the camera underwater, as deep as 30 meters. 

Olympus C-4040 Zoom 
The $799 C-4040 Zoom (C-40402) is one of 
the best full -featured cameras from Olympus, 
though its bundled extras are not as good as 
those included with Canon's G2. You get a 16MB 
5martMedia card but no rechargeable batteries, 
and the manual comes in PDF format on a CD 
(though asmall quick-start document is also 
included). Olympus's Camedia Master software 
also leaves much to be desired (compared with 
Canon's software), as does the manual's quality. 

The C-4040Z's fast f-1.8 lens has a 35mm focal 
range of 35mm to 105mm, and the lens is threaded 
for use with conversion lenses.You can use an exter
nal flash unit, but doing so requires the purchase of 
a flash bracket and sync cable. 

The C-4040Z also has a full suite of manual con
trols for settings from shutter speed and aperture 

The Canon PowerShot G2 

The Olympus C-4040 Zoom 

The OlympusJ>-40 Zoom 
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Four 4-Megapixel D1gital Cameras Compared 

MOUSE OS COMPAT
PRODUCT RATING PRICE IBILITY CONTACT PROS CONS 

....! $899 Mac OS 9, 
Mac OS X 

800/652-2666, 
www.powershot.com 

Excellent photo quality; 
swiveling LCD; extensive 
manual controls; support 
for external flash/lens; 
RAW mode; good bundle. 

Proprietary battery. 

.... $799 Mac OS 9, 
Mac 05 X 

800/652-2666, 
www.powershot.com 

Excellent photo quality; 
RAW mode; full manual 
controls; good bundle. 

Proprietary battery; 
No LCD info display; 
cluttered controls. 

...! S799 Mac OS 9, 
Mac OS X 

800/6458160, WWW 

.olympusamerica.com 
Very good photo quality; 
fast lens; full manual 
controls; support for 
external flash/lens (with 
optional bracket). 

No autofocus illumi
nator; some images 
display purple Iring
ing; poor bundle. 

$699 Mac OS 9, 
Mac OS X 

800/645·8160, WWW 

.olympusamerica.com 
Small and light; very 
good photo quality; 
lots of manual controls; 
LCD info display on top 
of camera. 

No autofocus illumi
nator; some images 
display purple Iring
ing; poor bundle. 

to focusing and white balance. A sequential 
shooting mode lets you take as many as 8 
pictures at 2 frames per second. 

In addition to saving images as JPEG files, 
the C-4040Z can store pictures as TIFFs, which 
occupy more space than Canon's RAW format. 
It takes a long time to write aTIFF to the mem
ory card, and the camera is unresponsive until 
it has finished . Both Olympus cameras can also 
interpolate images up to 3,200 by 2,400 pixels, 
but image quality is not as crisp as it is at the 
maximum hardware resolution of 2,272 by 
1, 704 pixels. 

Olympus D-40 Zoom 
The $699 D-40 Zoom (D-40Z) is the smallest 
camera of this group, weighing just 6. 7 ounces. 
Roughly the size of a deck of cards, the camera 
is smaller than the Power5hot 540.The D-40Z's 
bundle also pales in comparison with those from 
Canon: you get a 16MB 5martMedia card, a non
rechargeable Lithium battery, and a CD-based 
manual. The D-40Z has a 2.8x, f-2.8 zoom lens 
with a 35mm equivalent of 35mm to 98mm. 
It has no support for add-on lenses or an exter
nal flash. 

It's a rarity for a small camera to have a status 
display on top, but the D-40Z does (the 540 does 
not).This is nice because you don't need to use 
the main LCD display to see the current settings 
or the number of photos remaining. 

The D-40Z has a mode dial with a wide variety 
of preset scenes; it's similar to that of the Power
5hot cameras. Two of the more unusual scenes 
are a self-portrait mode and a scene that stores 
your favorite settings so you can quickly access 
them without making a trip to the menus. 

The D-40Z has the same manual controls as 
the 4040Z, the only difference being a faster top 
shutter speed of 1

/1 .00-0 of a second. 
In addition to the Lithium battery, both 

Olympus cameras can use standard AA batteries; 

Canon's proprietary rechargeable battery is more 
expensive, but Canon mitigates this by including 
an extra battery and charger. 

Final Thoughts 
You could buy any of the products reviewed here 
and end up with a great camera, but in each size 
range, one stands out. 

In the full-size category, the Power5hot G2 
outshines the C-4040Z. It has a rotating LCD, 
superior image quality, more manual controls, 
a hot shoe, and better extras-such as the AF 
illuminator and IBM Microdrive support. The 
photo quality .of both cameras is excellent, 
though in some situations the C-4040Z tends to 
experience more chromatic aberrations (which 
show up as purple fringing around some edges). 
This can look bad on screen, but it's generally not 
a problem in printed images. 

If you value portability over features, I recom
mend the D-40Z as slightly better than the 
PowerShot 540. The 540 has a superior bundle 
and a larger LCD, and its RAW image mode is 
more responsive than Olympus's TIFF mode, 
but I still preferred the D:40Z's more compact 
body (and lower price)- it is a great point-and
shoot camera. 

I ran into the chromatic-aberration issue occa
sionally with the D-40Z, but I don't consider it 
a major problem; image qua lity for both the 
540 and the D-40Z is very, very good. (If you 
don't need 4 megapixels but do like the 540's 
form factor, Canon's $699 Power5hot 530 is a 
3-megapixel camera that's identica l in size and 
feature set to the 540.) 0 

JEFF KELLER is the editor of the Digital Camera 
Resource Page (www.dcresource.com), which includes 
reviews and ratings of more than 350 digital cameras, 
and dvspot (www.dvspot.com), a consumer DY-cam
corder site. Send feedback about this column to 
reviews@macworld.com. 

DISCRIBE 5.0 

CD-Burn ing Program's New Tricks 
Don't Quite Measure Up 

The newest version of CD-burning program 
Discribe has many improvements- it runs on 
Mac OS X and supports many more drives
but it just doesn't stand up to the stiff compe
tition posed by Roxio's Toast 5 Titanium. 

With version 5.0, Discribe runs natively in 
OS X, as does Toast 5 Titanium. The Dis
cribe installation disc comes with separate 
versions for OS 9 and OS X, but the OS 9 
version is a bit trid.1' to install-it requires 
you to choose a SCSI/ATAPI, USB, or Fire
Wire insta ll ation, instead of just installing 
any drivers you may need. 

Earlier versions ofDiscribe lacked support 
for some USB and FireWire drives (see 
Reviews, July 2001). The program now sup
ports about 250 CD-R, CD-RW, DVD-R, 
and DVD-RW drives. It even includes a 
generic driver for those drives not in its data
base. As a result, we were able to burn media 
successfully on a variety of CD-RW drives 
and an internal Super Drive. 

Discribe 5.0 also adds the ability to burn 
DVD movies-but only if the files and disc 
structure were created elsewhere- and data 
discs in the Universal Disc Format (UDF) on 
both CD and DVD media. And Video CD 
(VCD) burning has been improved to accept 
more types of MPEG- 1 files. However, 
unlike Toast 5 Titanium, Discribe still can't 
encode Quick Time fi les for making VCDs. 

When it comes to audio, Discribe 5.0 can 
burn AIFF files directly to CD media and 
can convert WAV, MP3, and SDII files for 
making music CDs, as did Discribe 4.0. It 
supports Disc-At-Once burning and pretrack 
gaps of between zero and nine seconds. 
AudioScribe, Charismac's application for 
recording music from LPs and cassenes, is 
stiJl included-but it works only in OS 9. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
Discribe 5 .0 covers the basics well , but we 
can't fully recommend it: although Toast costs 
more, it includes more options for burning 
and is the better value.-JON:\THAi'I SEFF 

RAT ING: OU 
PROS: Improved file-format and dr ive support; 
simple interface. 
CONS: AudioScribe runs only in OS 9; no VCD 
encoding; somewhat complicated OS 9 installation. 
PRICE: $70; competitive upgrade, $30 
OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, Mac OS x 
COMPANY: Charismac Engineering, 800/487-4420, 
wwW.charismac.com 
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THE GAME ROOM BY PETER COHEN 


Sheep, Myth Ill: The Wolf Age, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone 


Myth, Magic, and Mutton 

WHETHER YOU'RE IN THE MOOD FOR SOME LIGHTHEARTED 
fun, a hard-core strategy-game challenge, or a 3-D action adventure, this 
month's column is sure to please. I've got 'em all in my bag of goodies
Sheep, Myth III: The Wolf Age, and Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone. 

Baa Ram Ewe Although your sheep run 
At first, the idea of a game the risk of being vaporized, 
about sheep may seem eaten, and electrocuted, 
almost absurd. How can graphics are comical and 
these benign, cute, fluffy never excessively gory. 
animals possibly create With adorable graph
an appealing game? But ics, a bouncy soundtrack, 
Sheep isn't only about and fairly simple game 
sheep-it's about herding play, Sheep is suitable for 
them through dozens of the whole family-but 
brain-twisting obstacle don't think that just 
courses that will challenge because it's cute it's an 
your puzzle-solving skills easy game. Many of the 
and your ability to keep up puzzles are maddeningly 
with the action. Baa-d Hair Day Guide sheep safe ly past hazards galore. difficu lt. Luckily, you can 

You're either a shepherd save the game between 
or a sheepdog, and it's your job to keep your flock out levels, so you can stop the game and start where you 
of harm's way. The faster you do so, the more points left off if you get particularly stumped. 
you collect. You can also pick up Golden Sheep, which U.K. Mac game maker Feral Interactive financed the 
unlock bonus levels. You face strict time limits and Mac conversion and is publishing Sheep internationally. 
must keep your herd together; if too many of your Feral has struck a distribution deal with Texas-based 
herd's sheep get killed, you'll have to replay the level. GraphSim Entertainment. Hopefully, this arrange

The game looks reasonably modern because it ment will give Feral wider exposure in the lucrative 
uses 3-D-rendered (albeit cartoonish) graphics and North American Mac game market, where the pub
displays everything from a bird's-eye view, above and lisher has had a spotty pres

at a slight angle to the action . You navigate maps of ence in the past. 

each level by scrolling up, down, left, and right. Sheep's major shortcom

There's no shortage of eye-catching animation as ing is that it's native only for 

you and your sheep encounter countless obstacles OS 9. It runs in OS X's Clas

and hazards. sic mode, but I'd love to see 


Getting your sheep to move is easy-they'll auto Feral update this game with 
matically head away from you unless you're holding a Carbon patch, as Blizzard 

How can these benign, cute, 
fluffy animals possibly create 
an appealing game7 

a treat-but getting them to move in exactly the direc Entertainment has done for Warcraft and Starcraft. 
tion you want is a bit trickier. The sheep have differ Judging from the crowds this game drew at its Mac 
ent personalities and react to individual shepherds in debut at Macworld Expo San Francisco earlier this 
different ways (you choose one of four shepherd per year, Sheep may very well be popular enough to merit 
sonalities at the start of the game). the effort. 

Shepherding may seem like a monotonous profes
sion in real life, but in this game it's anything but. These Myth and Reality 
poor sheep face certain doom at every comer, whether If you ask any fan of Mac strategy games what ilie 
it's from mutant sharks that live in cornfields, thresh best real-time strategy-game titles are, chances are 
ing machines, helicopters and tanks, industrial machin Bungie Software's Myth games will be on the list. 
ery tl1at can tear them to bits, or even space-born The series has approached legendary status for its 
perils such as blasting rocket engines and black holes. deep story line, focus on squad-based strategy, and » 
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sequences to explain the story. 
I miss these. 

For people unfami liar with Myth 
and Myth II, Myth III includes 
tutorials that help players under
stand the sometimes-complicated 
moves required for play. The tuto
ria ls also cover the basics of what 
each unit does and how they 
interact wi th their environment 
and one another. 

As in the first two Myth games, 
initially you find yourself in a 3-D 

Mankind's Greatest Hero In Myth Ill, you must defeat environment rendered from a 
the Myrkridia and the Trow before they destroy humanity. bird's-eye view. Camera control in 

Myth has always been superlative, 
« terrific multiplayer capabilities. It has and this game is no exception: You can 
also spawned a subculture of custom-map zoom, scroll, and pan, getting a dear 
and game-modification makers who have understanding ofyour surroundings before 
added new content to the game. For moving troops into battle. 
these reasons and more, it made sense for Myth Ill's graphics are definitely several 
Take Two Interactive to continue the notches better than those of the first two 
product when it acquired the rights to games. Wholly dependent on 3-D-graph
the Myth line. ics-card acceleration, this game has gone 

The first thing to understand about completely polygonal. The environment, 
Myth III: The Wolf Age is that it plays all the creatures you'll encounter, and your 
like the original. The next 
thing to understand is that Even the gore in Myth Ill has
it utilizes different technol
ogy, so throw away any pre marvelous detail, if that's your thing. 
conceived notions based on 
how the first two Myth games 
and their myriad modifications looked troops sport excellent levels of detail. Even 
and fe lt. the gore is marvelously realistic, if that's 

This game is a prequel, set 1,000 years your thing. 
before the events recounted in Myth: You'll find a lot more creatures to kill 
The Fallen Lords and Myth II: Soul in Myth III, thanks to the addition of 
blighter. T he game's creators took into dozens of new unit types. Many of them 
accoun t the existing mythology of the are just different subcategories of the 
Myth universe and built a story that same monsters, each with distinct capa
fleshes out details Myth fans have pon bil ities. For the most part, friendly units 
dered for years. haven't changed a bit, but there are a 

In this installment, you assume the role fewa~tiom. ~ 

of Connacht the Wolf. This wild barbar
ian is mankind's greatest hero, a charis
matic leader who takes legions into battle 
against the vi le Myrkridia and the oppres
sive Trow, two races of beings that seek to 
destroy humanity. 

Like the preceding games, Myth III 
unfolds in a series of chapters or vignettes 
similar to those of an epic fantasy novel. 
Whether the story works for you wi ll 
depend on how much you've invested in 
the first two games- for neophytes, tak
ing it all in can be a bit daunting. Cut 
scenes of unexceptional quality flesh out 
the story a bit. The two previous versions 
of the game used excellent eel-animated 

Larger than Life Myth Ill's new 3-D engine lets 
you get close to the action and the fine detail. 
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« Multiplayer gaming in Myth 
has always been a cornerstone of 
game-play longevity, and you'll 
find that it's no different in Myth 
III. However, there is one impor
tant change-instead of using the 
Bungie.net gaming service, you 
play through GameSpy.com. 
Despite the lack of a GameSpy 
Arcade client for the Mac, the ser
vice supports Mac players using 
connectivity built into the game 
itself. And Mac gamers are perfect
ly able to play against their PC Flick of the Wrist Harry gets the chance to cast spells 
counterparts. Ifyou don't want to left and right in this fun-filled 3-D-action game. 
use a service, you have the options 
of LAN play and TCP/IP-based hosting. 

One important aspect of Myth multi
player gaming is the variety of game types 
you can play. Myth III serves up a healthy 
portion: there are more than a dozen 
options, including old favorites such as 
Steal the Bacon, as well as Scavenger 
Hunt, Flag Rally, and Assassin. 

On its own merits, Myth III: The Wolf 
Age is a solid real-time strategy game. It's 
not all it could have been, however. Alas, 
the team that made this game won't get 
another crack at a sequel-the group dis
banded shortly after completing Myth ill 
for the PC. One can only hope that Take 
Two Interactive and Myth's publisher, 
MacSoft, won't let the franchise die here; 
Myth means too much to too many play
ers to let it drift away. 

Flipendo! 
That's the name of the first spell Harry 
Potter, as a first-year student at Hog
warts School of Witchcraft and Wiz
ardry, learns to cast. When my kids got 
this game, it set them into gales of laugh
ter as their mother and I ran around the 
house waving pretend magic wands, 
shouting, "Nintendo!" instead. In case 
you've somehow missed the phenome
non, I'm talking about Harry Potter and 
the Sorcerer's Stone, the phenomenally 
successful book, motion picture, and now 
computer game. Aspyr Media licensed 
this one for the Mac from the folks at EA 
Games, and it's a terrific 
romp through a make
believe world of wizards, It's aterrific 
ghosts, gnomes, trolls, and 
other fanciful beings. romp through a 

This game follows the make-believe 
story presented in the first 

book of J. K. Rowling's world. 


series, which tells the story of the young 
orphan boy Harry Potter. Sent to a 
boarding school to learn his forebears' 
wizardly ways, he soon confronts the 
same evil that killed his parents when he 
was just an infant. 

Based on the same underlying technol
ogy that powers the first-person action 
game Unreal Tournament, Harry Potter is 
shown from a third-person perspective 
similar to Tomb Raider's, and many of its 
puzzles are of the same type as that 
game's-you have to find and activate 
locks that open secret passages and new 
areas, collect items, and overcome various 
menaces. This involves a lot of climbing, 
jumping from platform to platform, and 
other hallmarks of the third-person
action genre. 

As Harry makes his way through Hog
warts, he learns new spells and accumu
lates goodies, such as Chocolate Frogs and 
Wizard Cards, all of which he can put to 
use as he progresses. Harry will interact 
with all the major characters from the 
first book: his friends Ron Weasley and 
Hermione Granger, Albus Dumbledore, 
Professor Quirrell, and even, eventually, 
the dreaded Voldemort. 

Although Harry Potter and the Sor
cerer's Stone uses the same technology as 
Unreal Tournament, don't think for a sec
ond that this is a hard-core action game. 
There is no blood and gore, the puzzles 
are fairly easy to solve, and the levels 

are easy to navigate. It is 
challenging, though, and on 
more than one occasion
especially when Harry con
fronts menaces-the chal
lenge can get frustrating 
enough to create a white
knuckle experience. 
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spells. An introductory level also 
helps players understand how to move in· 
and interact with their environment. 

Every level has a definite starting and 
ending point. \Vhile this may put you off 
if you were hoping to explore Hogwarts 
and its grounds unencumbered, it does 
provide a straightfonvard and linear 
experience for younger or less-experi 
enced players. 

One fantastic inclusion in this game is 
Quidditch, the arena sport that witches and 
warlocks play on broomsticks. It's a high
speed team game involving different types 
of magic balls that players must dodge, 
throw through hoops, and catch. The 
game's designers have done a great job of 
re-creating it, and it's arguably the part 
of the game that's the most fun. 

The production quality is top-notch, 
with a rich color palette and eye-catching 
special effects. Some of the graphics 
appear a bit blocky, but animation is over
all smooth. 

Music and sound also add specia l 
appeal. Hogwarts is full of creaks, rattles, 
the moans of ghosts, and other ambient 
noises (which may put off the very young 
players). It definitely creates a sense 
of place. 

Some might say that the world created 
by J. K. Rowling should have stayed on 
the page, and in trutl1 notl1ing can re-cre
ate an environment as rich in detail and 
imaginatjon as that of her books. But 
there's still a vicarious thrill in being able 
to experience the world of Harry Potter 
through the eyes of Harry himself. In 
that respect, Harry Potter and the Sor
cerer's Stone succeeds admirably. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
Sheep and Harry Potter and the Sor
cerer's Stone are both family-friendly 

For more game reviews, visit www.m.acworld.com/columns/gameroom/. 

« Because the game is designed 
to be accessible to younger players 
who presumably have less experi
ence, it simplifies navigation and 
game saving. Each level features 
floating books, whjch, when Harry 
touches them, save the game where 
it is. And if you activate the Auto
jump option, it's much easier for 
Harry to hop from platform to 
platform. Kids will sti ll need to be 
familiar with the keyboard to acti
vate various functions-they'll use 
the arrow keys to move and the Wandering Wizard Interact with Ron, Hermione, and Harry 
mouse to learn and activate new Potter's other friends from the books and movie. 

games; these titles let players of all ages 
have a bit of fun. Sheep is an entertaining 
combination of action and puzzles, while 
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone 
brings third-person 3-D gaming to an 
extraordinari ly popular franchise. Myth 
III: The Wolf Age also has a lot to 
offer fans of real-time strategy games, 
although the game's emphasis on the 
mythology of preceding games may con
fuse Myth neophytes. D 

SHEEP 

RATING: ...l 

PROS: Cute graphics and challenging game play. 

CONS: No native OS X support; some frustrat· 

ing levels. 

PRICE: $35 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9 

COMPANY: GraphSim Entertainment, 972/386· 

7575, www.graphsim.com 


MYTH Ill: THE WOLF AGE 


RATING: .... 

PROS: New 3-D engine; deep multiplayer gam 
ing support. 

CONS: Muddied story line may confuse Myth 

newcomers; low-quality cut scenes. 

PRICE: $50 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, Mac OS X 

COMPANY: MacSoh, 800/229-27 14, 

www.wizworks.com/macsoh 


HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER'S STONE 

RATING: ....i 

PROS: Great graphics; easy game play for 

less-experienced players; excellent re-creation 

of Qu idditch. 

CONS: Not challenging enough for experts. 

PRICE: $30 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9, Mac OS X 

COMPANY: Aspyr Media, 888/212-7797, 

www.aspyr.com 


MacCentral.com Senior Editor PETER COHEN enjoys 

running around his backyard astride a broomstick, 

chasing Golden Snitches and the occasional squ irrel. 
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BY JASON SN ELL 

The 

How Do Apple's 
Speedy New Macs 
Measure Up? 
What a difference a few months can make. Since 
late 2001, Apple has updated its entire product 
line, making now the perfect time for Macworld to 
take stock of the latest crop of Macs. 

One important update is the unique fl at-panel 
iMac, wh ich we review here along wi th App le's 
other new additions: the 14. 1-inch iBook and 
the 800MHz, 933MHz, and dua l-processor 1GHz 
Power Mac G4s (see the reviews elsewhere in 
this article). And to help you understand the dif
ferences between models, Macworld Lab tested 
representatives from all the Mac product lines 
(see "Speed Skaters"). We'll also give you point
ers on what to consider when deciding which 
new system is best for you. Read on for a look 
at the current world of Macs. 
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THE FAST CROWD 

<< Four Seasons of Macs 
Shortly after Steve Jobs's reappearance at Apple, the 
company divided the Mac market into four distinct seg
ments. Today, those four areas are inhabited by the 
Power Mac G4, the iMac, tl1e PowerBook, and the 
iBook-products broadly aimed at four different types 
of Mac users: professionals or consumers who need 
either a desktop or a laptop. 

But the reality is, buying a new Mac is rarely as easy 
as picking which quadrant of Apple's Mac diagram you 
fa ll into . Within each product line, there can be sub
stantial differences in price and features . T he new, 
800N1Hz iMac brings professional power to a con
sumer computer, but the 800MHz Power Mac G4 costs 

less. And although conventional wisdom says that you 
pay a premium for portability, Apple's laptops have a 
remarkable set of features, considering their prices. 

Unless you're on a strict budget or just need to have 
the speediest Mac available, choosing the right Mac 
will take some careful consideration. 

Speed Needs 
When most people shop for a Mac, the first thing they 
consider is speed. And while the megahertz rating of 
the computer's processor is important, it isn't the only 
factor that determines how fast the Mac will be. 

Processor Type The big difference between the G3 
processor and the G4 is that tl1e G4 has an additional , 

BOLD SYSTEM AVOIDS THESOPHOMORE SLUMP 
As the best-selling Mac of all time, the original iMac set a stan
dard. for Apple that will be tough to top. To stand a chance, the 
design of any follow-up iMac must be just as bold, as remarkably 
different as the original. In this respect, Apple has succeeded
its new pivoting two-piece flat-panel iMac is a triumph in terms 
of design, computing power, and value. 

Floating Pixels 
With a thin LCD attached to a circular base by a pivoting metal 
neck, the new iMac has a unique look. Irs large size is striking
that 10.6-inch-diameter base is larger than it looks in photos. It's 
more the size of a bisected volleyball than a cantaloupe, and it's 
remarkably heavy (the whole computer weighs 21.3 pounds
most of that in the base). In contrast, the display is light and 
thin-it almost hovers above the base, and you can. position it 
with just a slight push. The base's weight helps ensure that no 
amount of monitor positioning will tip the iMac over. 

The 15-inch display'sviewable area is roughly equivalent to the 
viewable area of a 17-inch CRT display, and its native resolution 
is 1,024 by 768 pixels. For all but the most palette-intensive 
applications, that's a perfectly acceptable amount of screen real 
estate. The display is a delight to use-it's bright and clear and 
has a wide viewing angle. 

The Dome Base 
The iMac's dome-shaped base is the core of the computer-a 
remarkable amount of equipment is crammed into a relatively 
small space. Apple didn't skimp on ports, either; among those on 
the back of the base are three USB ports, two Fire 'iVire pons, and 
a convenien.t power plug that attaches to an outlet without any 
interven.in.g power brick. 

Although Apple trumpets tlle iMac as the ultimate computer for 
the "digital hub,'' frequently attachin.g and detaching cables to and 
from the iMac gets a little frustrating. Rather than putting ports 
on the side or front of the iMac, Apple has hidden them on the 
back for aesthetic reason.s. The result is a pristine white base when 
viewed from the front, but you may be rotating it regularly to plug 
in and unplug your various USB and FireWrre devices. 

Also on the iMac's base is a video-out port, the same one found 
on the dual-USB iBooks. For $19, the price of an adapter, you can 
attach a VGA monitor to the iMac-but the monitor can only mir
ror the iMac's display. Sadly, un.like tlle iBook, the iMac carinot out
put composite video for direct connection to a TV or VCR 

The iMac's base also contains a SuperDrive, which burns CDs 
at 8x and DVDs at 2x and reads CDs at 24x. These burn speeds 
aren't as fast as those of Apple's CD-RW drive, which writes 
CD-R discs at 24x-but by giving up that speed, you gain the 
ability to burn DVD-Video discs and back up your data onto 
4.7GB DVD-R discs. 

Unlike the drives on previous iMac models-and similar to 
those on newer Power Mac G4s- this drive has a powered media 
tray that ejects only when you press the eject key on the keyboard. 
The tray-based mechanism was responsive to our key presses, but 
the tray does stick out far enough to get in the way of tlle display 
if it's lowered too far, or the keyboard if it's using its built-in riser. 
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high-speed subprocessor that Apple calls Velocity 
Engine. Software optimized for Velocity Engine
multimedia apps such as iTunes, iMovie, Final Cut Pro, 
and Adobe Photoshop, for example-can realize hefty 
speed gains. Mac OS X itself is Velocity Engine savvy 
and therefore runs much better on G4 chips than on 
G3s. Software that hasn't been optimized for Velocity 
Engine runs at roughly the same speeds on G3 and G4 
chips with the same megahertz rating. 

Until the GS chip arrives, Apple's product lines are 
pretty simple when it comes to chips: they've all got 
G4s, with the notable exception of the iBook (and the 
500MHz and 600MHz G3 iMacs that were sti ll for sale 
as of this writing). As a result, the iBook and G3 iMacs 

are fundamentally slower computers when it comes to 
Velocity Engine-enhanced software, including Mac OS 
X. Use an iBook running OS X for a few hours, and 
you'll understand: the lightweight laptop is cute and 
small, and you'd figure that its 500MHz or 600MHz G3 
processor would be fas t enough. And it is-for OS 9. 
But OS X simply maxes out the iBook's G3 processor. 
The result is a relatively new Mac that feels as if it were 
already a few years out of date. Ifyou plan on running 
OS X, you should consider avoiding G3-based Macs. 

Bus and Cache 1\vo lesser-known but key factors also 
affect the speed of your Mac: bus speed and cache (for 
details, see "Does MHz Matter?" July 2001). The sys
tem-bus speed determines how fast your Mac's proces-

MACOSX IS 

MULTIPROCESSOR 

SAVVY. INNATELY 
TAKING ADVAN

TAGE OFA DP 

MAC'S SECOND 

PROCESSOR. 

>> 

Neck and Neck 
Connecting the base and the display is the iMac's neck, a pivoting 
stainless-steel tube so strong that Apple recommends using it to 
lift and carry the iMac. The neck lets you raise or lower the mon
itor across a 7-inch range, swivel it 180 degrees, and pivot it to 
point from 5 degrees downward to 30 degrees upward. 

Longtime computer users might scoff at those numbers and 
question just how often people really need to reposition their dis
plays. But once we started repositioning the display, we couldn't 
stop. 'Vorking with th.is computer over the course of many hours, 
we found ourselves positioning it to match our movements. 
Rather than sitting stiJl to get a good view of the display, we were 
able to move around and adjust the display to suit various posi
tions. And when you want to show something on your screen to 
others, it's great to be able to rotate the screen to face them, rather 
than asking them to sit down in your chair to take a gander. 

G4 Speed 
In addition to the radical design update, th.is new iMac has a key 
feature its predecessor lacked: a G4 processor. Macworld Lab's 
test results show that the new ilvfac is clearly faster than its top
of-the-line predecessor, the 700MHz G3-based iMac. T he new 
iMac was 18 percent faster in our Speedmark tests, which mea
sure overall system performance. And in processor-intensive 
Photoshop and iTunes tests, the new iMac was 67 percent and 68 
percent faster, respectively, than the 700MHz G3 iMac. In our 
Quake test, which highlights the speed of the iMac's processor 
and powerful new Nvidia GeForce2 1'1X video processor, the 
new iMac was 40 percent faster. 

However, despite the major speed boost, it's important to 
remember that the iMac still does not offer the performance of a 
Power Mac G4. Equipped with a faster system bus, the entry
level 800MHz Power Mac G4 was faster than the iMac in aJl our 
tests (see "Speed Skaters" for details). 

OS X Native 
Generally, using the iMac was a pleasure. It was speedy and 
responsive in most situations, although the Mac OS X version 
of iMovie was more sluggish than we'd expected it to be on a 
G4 machine. 

The iMac's included software is a solid collection, and all the 
programs run natively in Mac OS X- which makes sense because 
the iMac boots by default into Apple's new operating system. 
Programs such as the game Otto Ma tic, World Book Encyclope
dia, iPhoto (which we had to install ourselves from a separate 
CD-ROM), and iDVD worked without a hitch. 

We did, however, run into a few quirks during our testing. For 
example, the iMac went to sleep repeatedly when we used iMovie 
to capture video from a Fire Wire-connected digital camcorder
a problem that forced us to turn off all sleep features in OS X's 
System Preferences application. 

It's fair to point out that, as the very first edition of a new 
product design-and one using a brand-new operating system, 
to boot-this iMac may have several of these small quirks. 
That's the price users have always paid for being on the cutting 
edge of new technology. Still, our time with th.is iMac was almost 
entirely pleasurable. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
Apple's new iMac is a high-style device that seems to be bound 
for art galleries and design museums. But more important 
than its form is its function: it's fast enough for demanding 
Mac users, and it has a large-enough display that's clear and easy 
on the eyes. 

Al l this power and style comes at a price-the $1 ,799 iMac is 
a far cry from a sub-$1 ,000 consumer Mac for the masses. But 
given its performance, display, and attractive design, this 
new iMac will definitely appeal to Mac users who don't 
need the expansion options that a full-fledged Power Mac G4 
offers.- JASON SNELL 

RATING: .... ~ 


PROS: Adjustable display; fast G4 processor; buil t-in SuperDrive; small footprint; 


innovative design. 


CONS: All ports on back of base; no composite-video-out port or support for 


unmirrored displays; not as fast as Power Mac G4 with same processor speed. 


PRICE: S 1,799 


COMPANY: Apple Computer, 800/692·7753, \\'WW.apple.com 
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<< sor talks to your RAM; tJ1e faster me bus speed, me bet especiall y noticeable in situations where a lot of data is 
ter. The 500MHz iBook has me slowest system bus: being calculated by me processor, such as when you're 
66MHz. The 600iVIHz iBook, me 550MHz PowerBook modifying an image wim a Photoshop filter. 
G4, and tJ1e G3 and G4 iMacs all feature 1 OONIHz buses. Multiprocessing For a long time, a Mac with more 
T he fastest system bus is tJ1e 133MHz bus fow1d in tJ1e than one processor inside was a curiosity, someming 
667MHz PowerBook G4 and me entire Power Mac G4 used only by graphi cs or video pros with software 
line. (Note mat RAM modules are rated for specific sys designed to take advantage of extra processors. But 
tem-bus speeds, so you can't use old RAM in a new Mac Mac OS X is multiprocessor savvy, innately taking 
wim a faster bus speed.) adva ntage of the power of a DP Mac's second proces

Cache RAM doesn't rely on the system bus to com sor. As a result, multiprocessing is beginning to enter 
municate witJ1 the processor-it's got a direct conn ec the mainstream. T he only Mac model to offer mul
tion, allowing it to feed data to your Mac's processor tiple processors is the Power Mac G4, and the situa
wimout any speed constraints. These days, every Mac tion is likely to stay that way. If you really need speed, 
processor has Level 2 (L2) cache built in, putting 256K a multiprocessor system running Mac OS X wi ll blow 
of ultrafast memory at the processor's disposal. But tJ1e any single-processor Mac away. 
933MHz and dual-processor I GHz Power Mac G4s go 
one better by also offering Level 3 (L3) cache-an addi Expandability Options 
tional 2MB of RANI mat's slower tJrnn tJ1e L2 memory The new, G4 iMac and me G4 Power Book are , with 
but can sti ll offer serious performance boosts . This is out a doubt, powerful and speedy computers-and me 

800MHZ, 933MHZ, AND DUAL-1GHZ G4 
SYSTEMS ARE SOLID PERFORMERS 
Mac users understand the megahertz myth-mey know that a 
PowerPC G4 chip equipped wim Velocity Engine can run rings 
around a Pentium processor with the same clock speed-but we 
always want higher processor-speed numbers. And we definitely 
want Macs that break the gigahertz barrier-for psychological 
reasons and for me .increased performance these Macs deliver. 
Wim Apple's latest tweaks to its desktop lineup, Mac users can 
finally get mere-twice over, no less- and at a breakthrough 
price. The surprise is that Apple's other new Power Macs are just 
as impressive, in their own ways. 

Meat and Potatoes 
The new Power Mac G4 desktop lineup is fairly simple, with few 
changes-beyond processor-speed increases and new graphics 
cards- to last swnmer's lineup. There are tJrree con.figurations. 
• T he 800MHz model ($1,599) has 256MB 	of RAM, a 40GB 

hard drive, a 24x10x40x CD-RW drive, and an ATI Radeon 
7500 graphics card. 

•The 933MHz model ($2,299) has 256MB of RAM, a 60GB 
hard drive, a SuperDrive, an 8x4x24x CD-RW drive that can 
also burn DVD-R discs at 2x, and an Nvidia GeForce4 MX 
graphics card. 

• The dual-processor model ($2,999) has two lGHz chips, Each model offers space for three additional 3.5-inch UltraATA 
512MB of RAM, an 80GB hard drive, a SuperDrive, and an hard drives; two drives can be added without any extra equipment, 
Nvidia GeForce4 MX graphics card. and you'll need a PCI-based ATA card ifyou want to fully popu
All the machines have a 133MHz system bus (the fastest on me late the system. (fhe current desktop architecture does not sup

platform), four PCI slots, three DIMM slots (mat can support as port an additional 5 .2 5-inch removable drive, so you cannot add a 
much as l.5GB of RAM), a Gigabit Ethernet connector, two second CD-RW or DVD drive to your Power Mac.) 
USB l.l ports, two Fire Wire ports, a 56K modem, a headphone 
jack, and a digital speaker jack. Out of the box, each new Power Performance 
Mac can support two displays (one VGA and one ADC), A faster system bus, speedier processors, and high-performance 
although to use a second flat-panel display with the stock video graphics cards should make the updated Power Macs outperform 

card, you'll need an adapter such as Dr. Bott's $150 DVIator 
(877 /611-2688, www.drbott.com). 
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Power Mac G4 can't match the first's low price or the add a digital sound card, a media reader, or even addi
second's portability. \i\Then you're deciding whether tional storage. YOUR MAC'S 
you should buy a traditional, desktop computer such RAM You can add RAM to all Macs, but some systems GRAPHICS CHIP 
as the Power Mac G4, one of the most important fac are more flexible than others. The iBook is limited to DETERMINES 
tors to keep in mind is expandability. (To learn more 640MB of RAM; the Power Book G4 and the G3 and 

HOW QUICKLY
about the differences between desktop and por G4 iMacs can handle as much as 1 GB of RAM; and the 

IMAGES AREtable Macs, see "Time to Desert Your Desktop?" Jan Power Mac G4 can hold a staggering 1.5 GB of RANI. 
DRAWN ONuary 2002 .) (Generally speaking, you'll save money by buying addi
YOUR SCREEN.Expansion Slots The Power Mac G4 is by far the tional RAM from a third party instead of having Apple 

most expandable computer Apple offers-it's the only · add it when you purchase your computer.) 
one to provide PCI slots (four of them) and a fast AGP But there's more than just the amount of RAM 
slot (occupied by its video card). involved. The iBook's included RAM is soldered 

Ifyou must use SCSI devices, work on high-end video directly to the motherboard and cannot be replaced, 
projects, or do anything else that requires installing PCI although there's a single slot for additional RAM. 
cards rather than adding peripherals via USE or Fire Both the iBook and the Power Book use Small Outline 
Wire, the Power Mac G4 is your only option. (SO) RAM modules. The new iMac's built-in memory 

Ifyou also need a portable Mac, the Power Book G4 is full-size but difficult to get to-the expansion slot 
does offer a single PC Card slot-which is more than uses the SO RAM as well. And the Power Mac G4 has 
either the iBook or iMac can boast. With it you can three slots for full-size RAM. 

any other available Mac, and our testing bore this out. Even the 
entry-level desktop, which uses the same 800MHz G4 processor 
found in the new iMac, was between 5 and 10 percent faster than 
the equally equipped iMac in most operations, including Mac
world tab's Speedmark test, a measure of real-world perfor
mance (see "Speed Skaters" for details). 

The entry-level Power Mac offers decent performance for its 
price, but ifyou're looking for real performance boosts, you'll want 
to tum to the 933MHz and dual-processor !GHz systems. In 
those models, Apple incorporated a fast 2MB L3 cache (in addi
tion to the G4's standard 256K L2 cache), which keeps the proces
sor running at peak efficiency during data-intensive calculations. 

Our benchmark tests show the value of that L3 cache. Despite 
the fact that the933MHz G4 processor itself is roughly 17 percent 
faster in megahertz than the 800MHz G4 processor, the 93 3MHz 
machine actually ran 20 to 40 percent faster than the 800lvffiz 
desktop in.our basic tests. The dual-processor model, with a base 
processor that's 25 percent faster than the 800.MHz chip, turned 
in times thatranged from 35 to 50 percent faster than the 800MHz 
G4 in the basic tests, and it was a whopping 166 percent faster in 
the Quake test (where it was aided by its faster graphics card). 

The dual-processor system .is an awesome machine, especially 
when you consider that its predecessor, which sported two 
800.MHz processors, cost $500 more-and had half the RAM, a 
smaller-capacity hard disk, and a lesser video card. And performing 
day-to-day tasks-in OS X, the 1 GHz Power Mac felt like what it is, 
the fastest Mac on the planet---e.""<tremely responsive and very zippy. 

Different Faces 
These new Power Mac G4s are all solid performers. There's little 
for us to complain about in the Power Mac line. It would be nice to 
have support for faster UltraATA drive specs and an additional 
5 .25-inch drive bay, for example, but those are minor quibbles. 

the bunch, given that you can get a similarly configured iMac, 
with a screen, a larger hard drive, and a SuperDrive, for $200 
more. However, ifyou require the expansion capabilities, already 
have a display (or want dual-display support), or need the slightly 
better speed the Power Mac offers, the entry-level Power Mac is 
a decent, but not stellar, buy. . 

The 933MHz and dual-lGHz desktops offer much more in 
terms of price and performance, especially when you factor in tl1e 
extras: tl1e SuperDrive, the GeForce4 MX video card, L3 cache, 
and larger-capacity drives. At $2,299, the 933.MHz Power Mac 
comes equipped to take on most tasks with gusto; it's an excellent 
machine for its price, and it's the real sleeper in the current lineup. 

The high-end model, the dual-processor !GHz Power Mac, is 
a good value even at $2,999; it easily outperfonns the pricier dual
processor 800MHz Power Mac released last summer. Sure, you'll 
pay a little more for Apple's top-of-the-line system, but you'll also 
get an incredibly power(Ul machine that does evt;rything·you need. 

Macworld's Buying Advice 
Let the iMac take center stage, with its all-in-one design and its 
flat-panel display; the real star of Apple's product line is still 
the desktop towers-excellent expansion, performance, and flex
ibility are still the standards that professionals require of their 
Macs.-RICK LEPAGE 

Mall Power 

MOUSE 
PRODUCT RATING PRICE PROS CONS 

Power Mac Uf• $1 ,599 Solid performance; strong Could use some minor 
G4/800 expansion options. architectural improvements. 

Power Mac 001 S2J 99 Excellent performance; strong Could use some minor 
G41933 expansion options; best value architectural improvements. 

in desktop line. 

Each of these new G4 towers 'vill appeal to a different audi Power Mac f OfI $2,999 Fastest Mac available; strong Could use some minor 
G4/1GHz DP expansion options. architectural improvements.ence. The entry-level, 800MHz model is the least attractive of 
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<< Expansion Space The cavernous Power Mac G4 also Consider Your Needs When it comes to expandabil
offers space for several internal hard drives and has two ity, the question is, do you need it? Ifyour internal hard 
drive bays; by default, one is filled (with a CD-RW drive fills up, you can always add an external FireWire 
drive or SuperDrive). That makes it easy to add extra drive. And only the hardest-core graphics and multi
hard drives and other half-height peripherals, such as a media types really need more than a gigabyte of RAM. 
tape or Zip drive. (Technically, it's not a SuperDrive It's nice to have options, but if you didn't swap hard 
unless it comes with your Mac, but you can buy a Pio drives out of, or add oodles of RAM to, your last Mac, 
neer DVD-R drive like the ones Apple uses for its you might be fine with a laptop or an iMac. 
Super Drive, and you can install it yourself.) 

The Power Mac G4's accessibility also means that Display Options 
swapping hardware is easier. For example, if you're One area where Apple's Mac models differ substantially 
tired of your small, slow hard drive, you can easi ly is video: each system comes with different video hard
remove it and replace it with a large, faster one. You can ware and different options for external monitors. 
even pull the stock CD-RW drive out of a low-end Video Card Your Mac's graphics chip determines how 
Power 1\'1ac G4 and swap in a Pioneer DVD-R drive. quickly images are drawn on your screen-especially 

A LARGER SCREEN ADDS HEFT AND SIZE 
·when it was introduced, Apple's redesigned iBook was remark
able for its small size and light weight. The new, larger edition 
of the iBook, which features a 14.1-inch LCD screen, is just 
that: a revision of the product that adds screen size at the 
e:1.11ense of the very advantages that made the laptop so appeal
ing in the first place. 

Big Screen, Same Pixels 
In contrast to the smaller iBooks' 12.1-inch screen, this new 
iBook offers a 14.1-inch screen that will please those who found 
that type on the earlier iBooks was just too small to be readable. 
Although this new screen is larger, it's got the same maximum 
resolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels. That means there's no new 
screen real estate to be gained here-it's just that every pixel on 
the screen is larger than on the 12.1-inch iBooks. 

However, to fit the 14.1-inch screen in the iBook, Apple has 
had to expand the laptop's dimensions. This larger iBook has the 
same 1.35-inch thickness as the smaller models, but its other 
dimensions-12.7 by 10.2 inches-are almost exactly the same as 
those of Apple's old PowerBook G3 and noticeably larger than 
the smaller iBooks' 11.2-by-9.l-inch dimensions. 

lacks the small size and light weight that made the 500MHz and 
More Battery, More Weight 600MHz 12.1-inch iBooks so alluring, and it can't match the 
Once Apple's engineers had expanded the iBook, tl1ey had some power of the G4 processor in the PowerBook. 
room to expand its battery as well. This new battery is rated by As a result, the 14.1-inch iBook is likely to have ljmited 
Apple to provide an hour more life for the iBook than the battery appeal-but if you don't want to pay an extra $500 for the per
in the smaller, 12.1-inch models. But this new battery, combined formance of the Titanium PowerBook G4, and you don't mind 
with the added girth of this iBook, brings the weight of the com sacrificing compactness and lighmess for a larger, easier-to-read 
puter to 6 pounds, making it more than half a pound heavier than screen, this new iBook may be for you.-JASON SNELL 

the Titanium PowerBook G4 and more than a full pound heav
ier than the smaller iBooks. 

RATING: •Oi 
Macworld's Buying Advice PROS: Longer banery life than smaller iBooks; bright, easy-to-read screen. 
The shiny Titanium PowerBook G4 edged the popular Power CONS: Heaviest current Apple laptop; lacks compact size of smaller iBooks. 
Book G3 out of Apple's product line, but not to worry-the new PRICE: $1,799 

600MHz G 3 14.1-inch iBook is essentially an all-white version COMPANY: Apple Computer, 800/692-7753, www.apple.com 
of that all-black laptop, in both size and weight. This new laptop 
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relevant if you're working on 3-D graphics, playing 
games, or running monitors at high resolutions. Video 
cards are powered by processors and fed by RAM; both 
affect speed (see "Speed Skaters" for more informa
tion). Apple's two top Power Mac G4s are powered by 
the 64MB Nvidia GeForce4 MX, the most powerful 
standard graphics processor in the Apple line. You can 
also custom configure your Power Mac G4 with the 
Nvidia GeForce4 Titanium, replete with a whopping 
12 8MB of RAM-the most on any Mac video card. 
(For more on specs, see "Apple's Sta rting Lineup.") 

Generally, the faste r and more expensive a Mac is, 
the better its video performance is-though laptops 
are typically underpowered compared with desk
tops-both in speed and in the monitor resolutions 
they can support. 

In addition, the Power Mac G4 is the on ly Mac that 
comes with an actual video card; the rest have inte
grated video chips. This means that you can upgrade 
the Power Mac G4's video subsystem by swapping in 
a new A.GP card; with the other systems, what you buy 
is what you'll always have. 

Output Options Ifyou want to use a specific monitor, 
or if you need more than a single monitor hooked up 
to your computer, you should consider only some of 
these Mac models . The Power Mac G4, by dint of its 
being the only Mac sold without a built-in display 
device, gives you the most options: you can equip it 
with a flat-panel or CRT display (although Apple no 
longer makes CRTs). Apple's latest video cards even 
allow you to hook up one of each; the flat panel con
nects via Apple's proprietary ADC connector, while the 
CRT monitor uses a standard VGA port. Converters 

S ee<I SICaters 

are also available if you want to connect a non-Apple 
(DVI) fl at panel (for more on displays, see "Macworld's 
Ultimate Buyers' Guide: Monitors," February 2002). 
Since the Power Mac also offers several open PCI slots, 
adding even more monitors (or composite video out, 
for a TV set) is just a maner of adding a card. 

The Power Book G4 comes with a smnning flat-panel 
display, bur its graphics chip is savvy enough to drive a 
separate external monitor, letting you have two screens' 
worth of real estate when you're at your desk-via VGA, 
S-Video, or (with an adapter) composite video. 

Apple's consumer Macs are far more limited in their 
video options. Both the iBook and the iMac have 
an LCD panel built in, and via a monitor adapter 
(included with the iBook; $19 extra with the iMac), you 
can attach an external VGA display. But that display 
can only mirror the action on your main screen, not 
extend your workspace-and it's li mited to a maximum 
resolution of 1,024 by 7 68 pixels, though you can 
shrink it down to as low as 640 by 480 if you so desire. 
The iBook comes with a composite-video-out port 
(it's the same port as the headphone jack); with a 
$19 adapter, you can hook it up to a TV set or other 
composite display. The iMac has no such composite
out features. 

The Last Word 
Which Mac is right for you? If you don't think you' ll 
need to add PCI cards or an additional monitor, and 
if you don 't need the fastest Mac around to do proces
sor-in tensive work, the new iMac is an appea ling 
option. If you need a portable Mac, the Power Book 
G4 puts the strength of a Power Mac G4 in a compact 

_.___________________________ 
The G4 processor in the new iMac and the lightning-fast chips in the new Power Macs will mean big speed improvements all around. The 
bigger iBook, however, is just that-it offers only a larger screen. 

Speedmark Adobe iMovie iTunes Quake Ill 
3.1 Photoshop 6.0_.1 __2_.1_._1_____2_.o_._3_____ v_1_.3_0_b_1____ 

OVERALL SCORE SUITE RENDER MP3 ENCODE NORMAL 

~pie iBook G31600 (12.Hnch) 24~ ~1o__o ~~~-
81 ----~- ~~ ··

24Apple iBook G31600 (14_.1_-i_nc_h'-) ----'-='---~!!_

Apple iMac G41800 - 1_~~=~:--7~38 - - -~ 63 • -- 56 __ 40 · ~
Apple PowerBook G4/667 129 ... 46 --~~-----_7~·--_ 5~ 

Apple Power Mac G41800 157 ~· 59 • _ --~~J!!!L.... _ 66·--
88ApplePowerMacG4/933 197 • 28 • ·-~~ -· -· __4~-

Apple Power Mac G4_il_G_H_z_D_P___~ 213 • • •-;: 22 • 37 • 30 ... 150 

4QAppleiMacG3/700 119 - - 69 - 87 - 106 • 

Apple Power Mac G41800 DP 1__~~---,..,.....,2...,. • - 47 • 
36 -

11286 • 1 

Apple Power Mac G41867 184 • 33 • 48 • 78 
47 

>Better <Better <Better <Better >Better 

THE POWER MAC 

G4 IS THE ONLY 

MAC SYSTEM 

WITH AN ACTUAL 

VIDEO CARD; 

THE REST HAVE 

INTEGRATED 

VIDEO CHIPS. 

>> 

BEST RESULTS IN BOLO. REFERENCE SYSTEM IN fTALICS. 

Speedmark scom are relative to those of a SOOMHz iMac (Flower Power), which is assigned ascore of I00. Photoshop, iMovie, and iTunes scores are in seconds. Quake scoies are in 
frames per second.We tested each system with Mac OS X 10.1.2 irm.illed and 256MB of RAM (except for the dual· IGHz Power Mac and the PowerBook G4i667, which ship with 
512MB). We set displays to 1,024·by·768·pixel resolution and 24·bil color. for the Pho1oshop Suite test (which runs in the Classic environmenO, the systems were upgraded to 512MB 
of RAM (384MB on the iBooks); the test is a set of frve scripted tasks using a SOMB file. Photoshop's memory partition was set to 200MB and History was set to Minimum. We tested 
MP3 encoding with an audio·CD track that was 9 minutes and 25 seconds long, converting it from the hard drive using iTunes' Better Quality setting of 160 Kbps. We tested Quake Ill 
at a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels with graphics set 10 Normal. for more information on Speedmark. visit www.macworld.com/speedmark.-t.\ACWO<LD LAB TESllNG e·1 utvss1sBRAVO 
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Apple's Starting lineup 
BASE MAX HARD BUS OPTICAL FIREWIRE/ 

PRODUCT PRICE RAM RAM DRIVE SPEED DRIVE GRAPHICS CHIP/RAM USB PORTS NOTES 

iBook G3/SOO Sl.199 128MB 640MB 15GB 66MHz CD-ROM Al l Rage Mobility 128/SMB 112 4.9 pounds 

iBook 12.1-inch G3/600 Sl ,499 128MB 640MB 20GB 100MHz combo ATI Rage Mobility 12818MB 1/2 4.9 pounds 

iBook 14.1-inch G3/600 51,799 256MB 640MB 20GB lOOMHz combo ATI Rage Mobility 12B/8MB 112 6 pounds, 6-hour battery 

PowerBook G4/550 $2,299 256MB 1GB 20GB lOOMHz combo All Mobility Radeon/16MB 112 5.4 pounds. PC Card slot 

PowerBook G4/667 S2,999 512MB 1GB 30GB 133MHz combo ATI Mobility Radeon/l 6MB 112 5.4 pounds, PC Card slot 

iMac G3/500 S799 128MB 1GB 20GB 100MHz CD-ROM ATI Rage 128/1 GMB 2/2 15-inch CRT 

IMac G3/600 5999 256MB 1G8 40GB lOOMHz CD-RW ATI Rage 128/16MB 212 15-inch CRT 

iMac G4/700 (CD-RW) Sl.299 128MB 1GB 40GB lOOMHz CD-RW Nvidia GeForce2 MX/32MB 2/3 15-inch LCD 

iMac G4/700 (SuperDrive) Sl,499 256MB 1GB 40GB 100MHz SuperDrive Nvidia GeForce2 MX/32MB 2/3 15-inch LCD, pro speakers 

IMac G4/800 $1 ,799 256MB l GB 60GB lOOMHz SuperDri ve Nvidia GeForce2 MX/32MB 2/3 15-inch LCD. pro speakers 

Power Mac G4/800 Sl ,599 256MB 1.SGB 40GB 133MHz CD-RW All Radeon 7500/32MB 2/2 four PCI slots 

Power Mac G41933 $2,299 256MB 1.SGB 60GB 133MHz SuperDrive Nvidia GeForce4 MX/64MB 212 2MB L3 cache. four PCI slots 

Power Mac G4/1 GHz DP S2,999 512MB 1.SGB 80GB 133MHz SuperDrive Nvidia GeForce4 MX/64MB 212 2MB L3 cache. four PCI slots 

<< carrying case. The smaller iBook has smal lness and 
lightness going for it, but it and its larger sibling 

you ' re bound to find the right Mac for you. If you 
were to force us to choose, we'd say that the iMac G4 

are the slowest computers in the Apple family. And and the Power Book G4 are the most appealing com-
then there 's the Power Mac G4 line itself-these puters in Apple's product line. But these products 
machines may not be portable, bur they are powerful make the choice very tough. 0 
and expandable. 

It's a good time to be a new Mac owner. As long as Ed itor JASON SN ELL has beenbuying Mac hardware for 12 years and 

you keep your needs in mind when you're decidi ng, writing about it for 8. 

,..----Support Anyone From Anywhere----.. 


Mac OS X Ready Windows XP Ready 

With Netopia's eCare you can enable your call center to collaborate with anyone from 

anywhere. Observe and control far away desktops, engage in live chat while pushing 

Web pages, diagnose technical problems, share files and even share your own desktop. 

Firewall friendly, Web-enabled, on-demand. How? Just Click and Connect. 

Contact us for a demonstration: http://www.netopia.com/en-us/ecaredemo.html 

Fo r more info rmation, call 1-800-689-9293 or e-mail to wpginfo@netopia.com netopia~ 
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Easy, affordable web hosting 

Designed fii r hu>inc>scs " ·i1h 
i11 fonn,1 tin11 ,1 l I \ldJ silt">, thi > pl.111 
offe r~ plcn ly of fc,1lurcs ilnrl 
functi o11;1lity- .ill ,11 a g1Td l \·,du e. 

250 MB hard disk space 
10 GB monthly transler 
30 email accounts 
30-clay money hack guarantee 

Starting at just $16.95 per month 
lla scd 0 11 l -l- mn11 th rn11tr,1Ll 

Includes 26x7 tfchnical support same-cay set-up. businm 
email site-traffic analysis tool and 1-t icrosoft frontPage 
2002 extensions. 

Service. Stability. Support. 

• 24x7 dedicated service and support 
• Dependable web hosting 
• Flexible plans 
Stil tc-o f- 1 hc- .i rl tec hn o logy. Un pc1 rc1 I lc lccl 
cus to mer ~cr v ic e. Secure il nd sc<1 lub lc se rver 
so lu lio ns. So li cl finiln cial backing. Th ese nre 
the things th,1t se t us i!pilrl fro m the o th ers. 
These MC th e re,1 so ns why yo u ho ulcl tru st 
ln te rl uncl <1ml m <1 kc the swi tch 1o clc1y. 

:o 
,.-, Interland· 


Web hosting that's here to stay. 

Heightened performance 

This dnlic,11 ·d server plan provicks 
lhc ' peed. pcrfonniln c .ind reli.ibi li ly 
you nel'd lo ' upporl high- trilffic and 
d.i l .ib,1,L~drivcn \\'cb sil t'.>. Compll'lc 
wilh ron l ,1cre.>.'>, giving :·ou the.: 
wnlrol 11 ·cded to self-manage your 
bu,incss. 

1GHz CPU speecl 
512 MB insta lled RAM 
2x18 GB hare! disk storage 
100 GB monthly transfer 
Starting at just $499 .95 per month 
B.N·d nn 12- m o nth 011tr,lft 

Plans as low as $199 are also available 
lnclLdes Powerview"·' lrematf reboot and e'll!nl notification). 
rootaccess to control your wehs~e. 24x7 basic monitoring. 
cuslomer support and business email RAJO configuration is 
al.so available. 

SWITCH TODAY AND GET 3 MONTHS FREE: 

Visit interland.com or call us at 1-800-824-0406 today. 

·otte r vaLid Uirough June tS.1001. Ofleris valid only on new Power 200 and Pomr 300 plans with a 11-month or longer account Offer rs vaLid on all now TrueAdvarrtage and Freedom Plans wrth a11.-month pre-paid account free months are added 
at end of lull contracl account period Setup lees will apply Promotional offer valid only for lelephone sates. P1omo•ions cannot be combined w1U1 any other offers. ©1002 lnterland. Inc. All rights reserved. Not responsible lor errors or omissions in 
typography 01 photography lntertand is a registered trademark and lhc lnll!rt2nd design. Power. PoweiVrew. Wch Extras.True. TrueAdvantage. T1ue8ns1c. lrueAdvanced. lrueBusiness. freedom Accelerator.czSiteStarter and ezS rtcBu1ldcr arc trademarks 
of lntertond. Inc. Mrcrnsofl rs a regislered Li.1dcmark of Mrcrosolt Cor~oration All other product names appearing herein are for idenlifrcaLion purpom only and may be trademarks of their respective com panies. All orders subject to credit approval. 
availability. and other terms and condrLions lrncluding terms of servrco and acceptable use poticyl a·1orl.1Lilc at www.inlcr!and com features. functions .111dpricing su1jecl to change wr!hout r.olico. 

Ch oose t t at www.macworlcl .com/getinfo 

www.macworlcl
www.inlcr!and
http:interland.com
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Most print designers and prepress professionals use BY DAVID BLATNER 
QuarkXPress 3.X or 4.X-not because XPress is aflawless 

program, but because its features, familiarity, and preva

lence make it cost-effective. Although Adobe tried to break 

into the high-end page-layout market with lnDesign 1.0 

and 1.5, few users took a chance on the new program. 

Then, last February (within a week of each other), 

Quark (800/676-4575, www.quark.com) and Adobe (800/ 

r---------
l/) The New Versions Are 
l/) Out. Which Will Win the
CJ.) Hearts of Designers? 

rl ve 
----~----------------~ 

833-6687, www.adobe.com) shipped XPress 5.0 and 

In Design 2.0, respectively. I explored the new features of • 
each program before they were complete (see "Quark's l()Leap of faith," October 2001, and "InDesign Takes Flight, " 

January 2002). Now that I've examined the final versions, 

I've come to some surprising conclusions. This comparison 

of the programs' primary components should help you 

decide whether to upgrade-or to switch. 

While In Design 1.X was clearly an immature product, 

version 2offers compelling capabilities and is significantly 

faster than its predecessor; it can accomplish almost every

thing QuarkXPress 5can (although lnDesign lacks XPress's 

new Web-design tools, which I'll discuss later). 

Of course, there are plenty of XTensions that expand 

XPress beyond lnDesign's capacity, and there are several 

plug-ins that allow lnDesign to perform tricks unheard of 

in XPress. However, this comparison focuses on each pro
- ______________ .1 gram's core capabilities. 

\ ::J 
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JeM the ~mlMf, fi ftrs-t uuJ. to "Jn,, wltdJeAY WM t/t,e, SfWot pi-fint U£ed to. 

the raiitJ of circamferenu tb ~- >igit.Jfy t/t,e, nuio of wWM<jeretr.a to ~~ 

How Utaltf ~the~~o How- maJ1jl tiMu,r d!Ju f:M 1uuiWer uro ~ 

Ur. the ftrs-t ~ tUJ/,tr of(>i? uv t/t,e,f int luuu{yed, tUJitr of[* ~ 
WM

Is~ really a good approximation of the Is 2217 really a good approximation of 
number Jt? l!Jmllpllnmj is the first char- the number TI? Ifalpha is the first char
acter of the Greek alphabet, what is pi? acter of the Greek alphabet, what is pi? 
Mystics and pi-fanatics point to which Mystics and pi- fanatics point to which 
human-made site as including a pre human-made site as including a precise 
cise value of pi? Archemedes used what value of pi? Archemedes used what 

« Mac OS X Support 
One of the greatest disappoint
ments in XPress 5 is that it doesn't 
run natively in OS X-and lnDe
sign 2 does. Quark has announced 
that the next version will be OS X 

i ... or , native, but there's no indication of 
t when thjs version wil l see the light 

of day. 
Though InDesign's features are 

the same whether it's running in 
OS 9.2 or in OS X, OS X users can 
take advantage of better memory 
management and crash protection. 
In addition, InDesign runs sli ghtly 
faster in OS X than in OS 9. You 
can run XPress 5 in OS X's Classic 
mode, but it was slower in C lassic 
than XPress 4.1 running in OS 9.2 . 
(Most apps are slower in Classic 
than in OS 9.) 

Of course, the absence of an OS 
X-native version of Photoshop has 
kept many publishers from switch
ing to OS X, but Photoshop 7.0 
should be available by the time you 
read this. \.Vhen publishers do 
migrate to OS X, they' ll find that 
InDesign is the clear winner in this 
operating system. 

General Int erface 
XPress's strength-and its weak
ness-is that its interface has hardly 
changed in a decade. While you can 

learn your way around this upgrade 
in no time, you'll have to endure the 
same limitations you've learned to 
live with. 

InDesign 2 doesn't have many 
ofXPress's limitations. With InDe
sign, you can perform multiple 
unclos, redefine style-sheet defini
tions based on changes you've 
made to a page, select a guide and 
then use the keyboard to position 
it, and merge two stories by linking 
their text boxes. An obvious example is 

Of course , lnDe lnDesign's Paragraph 
sign 2 has its own Composer fe ature 
quirks. There are (ca ll ed the Multj
too many palettes li ne Composer 
to manage easily, in previous ver
and the key sions); it adjusts 
stroke that acti hyphenation 
vates the Grab and the spacing 
ber Hanel tool is between letters 
clunky (press ~ and words, in an 
spaceba r and t11en effort to achieve an 
let go of the ~ key) and even typographic 
sometimes doesn 't work color over a whole para
in OS X. In addition, InDesign 2 
can't automatically add and link 
pages while you type. Bur this ver
sion does fix the most-egregious 
interface issues of InDesign's first 
iterations-for example, the ten
dency of palettes to display text 
attributes incorrectly after scaling 
text frames. 

Typography 
In 1990, QuarkXPress 3 .0 boasted 
cutting-edge typographic control. 
Sadly, most of XPress 's type tools 
haven't changed significantly since 
then. Today, it's InDesign that offers 
state-of-tl1e-art typography. 

There is little that you can do 
with type in InDesign that you 
can't do in XPress; however, you 
have to work much harder to 
achieve the same results in XPress. 

graph. In contrast, XPress looks at 
on ly one line of text at a time, so a 
paragraph's color is often not quite 
even (see "Tip-Top Type"). 

A subtl er example of InDesign's 
superiority is its greater support of 
OpenType fonts (available from 
Adobe and several other foundries), 
which can include special charac-

Tip-Top Type QuarkXPress's original claim to fame was its powerful typographic control, but Adobe lnDesign (left) now offers significantly 
more type features-for example, hanging punctuation rJ.automatic swashes D. fractions (with OpenType fonts) ~. and strokes around 
text C!l .And lnDesign's Paragraph Composer feature bases hyphenation and spacing on the look of awhole paragraph, instead of taking 
into account only one line at a time (which is how XPress does it}. XPress just can't compare (right). However, even with In Design 2's speed 
enhancements, the program's type features require a fast mach ine. 
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ters such as fractions, swashes, for
eign-language characters, and even 
context-sensitive li ga tures. For 
example, say your OpenType font 
includes a specially drawn tt combi
nation. InDesign 2 can automati
cally find and insert the tt ligature as 
you type the letters. 

InDesign 2 has a plethora of other 
timesaving type features, such as 
hanging punctuation slightly out
side tl1e margins of justified text, 
and optica l kerning to automatically 
adjust spacing between characters 
(based on their shapes)-both were 
also available in version l.X. XPress 
provides neither of these features. 

Adobe has also fixed a number of 
problems that irked InDesign l.X 
users. For example, you can now set 
text leading (the space between 
baselines) for an entire paragraph at 
a time, and text can now wrap accu
rately around EPS graphics. One 
problem remains: you can't select a 
text character and set it to a ding
bats font. 

XPress 5 has no new typography 
tools, though it lets you specify a 
color in tl1e Find/Change dialog box 
and check the spelling of a selection. 
InDesign also has these features. 

World Languages Typesetting in 
languages other than American 
English is increasingly important in 
today's international business cul
ture, and InDesign shines in this 
area, too. It ships wi th dictionaries 
for 12 languages, so if you can type 
it, InDesign can hyphenate it prop
erly and check its spelling. InDe
sign is also Unicode compliant, so 
you can open Japanese documents 
in the Engli sh version of the pro
gram. XPress, on tl1e other hand , 
can manage only one language at a 
time; to do multilingual publishing, 
you need Quark.Passport, which 
looks and feels Like XPress but co ts 
almost twice as much. 

Graphic Support 
In any language, pictures are as 
important as type, and here, too the 
scales tip in InDesign's favor. Both 
programs handle TIFF, JPEG, EPS, 
and other popular fil e formats. 
However, InDesign also supports 
native Adobe Illustrator and Photo-

shop files, which can be helpful in 
some workflows. More importantly, 
InDesign offers significantly better 
screen previews of you r graphics
even of EPS files, which have tradi
tionall y been almost impossible to 
view properly on screen (see "Pic
ture Perfect"). 

XPress 5 provides better-looking 
screen previews of TIFF images 
tlrnn XPress 4.X, but while TnDe
sign lets you zoom in to see the true 
resolution, XPress is still limited to 
a 72-dpi screen preview. In addi
tion, a five-pa ge document with 
two large images per page creates a 
50MB file in XPress 5 but only a 
IOMB file in lnDesign 2. 

T here are a few graphics fea tures 
unique to XPress, including the 
ability to edit the contrast curve of 
imported JPEG and T IFF images, 
and the option of allow1ng images 
to break past the borders of their 
picture boxes. (Botl1 of these were 
also in version 4.X.) 

Color 
InDesign 2 has slightly better 
color control than version l .X; it 
allows you to drag and drop color 
swatches. However, XPress still 
has more features, especially when 
it comes to spot colors. InDesign 
can't create multi-inks for blends 
of spot colors, for example. 

Managing Color Everyone wants 
more-consistent color from scan to 
screen to ink-jet printer to printing 
press, but few people enjoy getting 
their hands dirty with arcane color
management technologies. Fortu
nately, both Quark and Adobe have 
tried to make managing color as 
accessible as possible. 

XPress 5 sports a new, more 
intuiti ve color-management dialog 
box and can specify rendering 
intents (or how the program 
should hand le out-of-gamut col
ors). InDesign 2 has on ly a few new 
color-management tools (such as 
the Overprint Preview option), but 
its color-management system is 
sti ll significantl y better than 
XPress's. InDesign not only dis
plays TIFF and JPEG images bet
ter but also shares its underlying 
display technology with Illustrator 

Picture Perfect lnDesign 2 crisply renders both TIFF and EPS 
files (left). XPress 5 pixelates both formats (right). 

and Photoshop, so you can get 
more-accurate color from one pro
gram to the next. And lnDesign's 
Overprint Preview feature makes 
some basic color management pos
sible even when color management 
is turned off. 

XPress does offer one color
management possibili ty that InDe
sign doesn't: hexachrome printing. 
Bur only a small number of people 
take advantage of this specialized 
ink choice. 

Page layout 
Page-layout programs have to bal
ance ease of use with powerfu l 
tools that allow designers to turn r 
their wildest ideas into rea lity. 
XPress has long had several page
layout options that lnDesign 2 
doesn't offer, such as customizable 
dashes and stripes for lines and 
borders, and boxes that you can 
merge to crea te complex shapes. 

Layers The more complex your 
layout, the more important a layers 
palette is. lnDesign l.X had a layers 
palette, but XPress has not had one 
until now. T he two are similar in 
function and form, though only 
XPress can turn off text runaround 
for hidden layers. If you have two » 
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« 	 pictures, each on a different layer, 
InDesign wraps around both of 
them- even if one layer is hidden, 
and that can drive you crazy. 

Transparency T he flashiest add i
tion to InDesign 2 is the ab ili ty to 
make objects transparent and dis
play transparency in native Photo
shop and Illustrator fi les. InDesign 
also lets you apply drop shadows to 
any object, even when the drop 
shadows fall over other objects or 
images in the backgrow1d. 

InDesign's transparency tools 
offer designers an astonishing array 
of cool effects, but they have an 
important effect on productivity, 
too. You may not need to create clip
ping paths anymore; instead, you 
can erase an image's pixels in Photo
shop-often much easier than mak
ing a clipping path. (I say rnny 
because some people like the effect 
of sharp-edged cl ipping paths.) 

XPress has almost no transpar 
ency options other than importing 
images with clipping paths. T his is 
particularly frustrating because sev
eral years ago Quark's ill-fated 
Quarklmmedia product was cap
able of both drop shadows and 
object transparency. 

Long Documents InDesign l .X 
had almost no long-document fea
tures, such as table-of-contents and 
index tools or a book pa lette, all of 
which are in both XPress 4.X and 5. 
Adobe has added those features to 
InDesign 2, but other than the 
nicely designed Book palette, these 
features have a surprisingly clunky 
interface. On the other hand, InDe
sign lets you print a whole book to 
disk as a PDF file (which you can't 
do in XPress). 

XI'ress 5 has a few small but help
ful new long-document abilities, 
such as automatically reversing 
names when they're added to an 
index (InDesign also does this) and 
allowing the addition of character- ... 
styles to a table-of-contents defini 
tion (InDesign does not do this). On 
the whole, XPress still offers better 
long-document features. 

Tables 
Quark announced XPress S's table
making tools with great fanfare , so 

Wtio Wins the Features Race? 
Featllres shouldn't be the only reason youchoose one program over another, but feature comparisons are 
important decision-making tools. (This list doesn't include features that are very similar in both programs.) 

QUARKXPRESS 5 ADOBE INDESIGN 2 

Text andTyp_e______, 	 The Winner 

0Drag text from Finder • 
Multiline composing feature 

Optical kerning 

Customizable kerning and tracking tables 

Hanging punctuation 

OpenType features ' 

Import Excel files 

Multilingual support 

Compare styles 

Base paragraph styles on character styles 

Add pages upon text import 

Character styles in table of contents 

Link non·empty text boxes 

Fixed column width in text box 

Strip extra ASCII characters on import 

Flag text problems 1 

Redefine styles based on changes on page 

Retain bold and ita lic when applying styles 

Insert characters from extended character set 

Stroke and fill text 

Links to text files 

Rotate text within frame 

Change case 0 • 
Pictures 	 The Winner 

Import Photoshop files 	 0 • 
Read transparency in images 

High-resolution preview 

Drag in editable vector art 

Contrast curve forTIFF and JPEG images 

Object halftoning 

Embed images in document 

Embed fonts in EPSfiles 

Drag pictures from Finder 

Color 	 The Winner 

Ability to mix spot colors • 
Replace color on delete • 
Drag and drop on multiple objects • 
Gradient tool and swatches 0 

Multistep blends 3 0 

Paper color 0 

Tint swatches 0 • 
Page Layout 	 The Winner 

Drop shadows 0 • 
Feather objects 0 

0Object tra n sparen_""-----------------~--~~~~~~~cy	 • 
• =yes; O=no. 'OpenType capabilities include automatic creation of fractions and swash characters, replacing 
old-style numerals, and extended character sets. 'The programs find different things: lnDesign can highlight 
missing fonts, H&J violations, and other type problems, while XPress 's free TypeTricks XTension can find overset 
text boxes, widows, and orphans. 31nDesign lets you set stop points and have more than two colors in a 
gradient. 'Maximum magnification in XPress is 800 percent. ' Guides are clunky in XPress. lnDesign lets 
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~a~t~r pages based_()~-~ther master pages 0 • 
Navigation pa lette 

Multiple views of document 

Convert document page to master page 

Merge object shapes 

Text wrap optional on hidden layers 

Zoom to 4,000 percent magnificatio_n_' ____ 

Eyedropper tool _______ _______!.~,,..,-=-~'""=",.,.---=~?;.;;;; 
Custom lines 

Line arrowhead options 

Proof view (including preview overprinting) 

Tool prefe~~:i:_::_ ___ _ 

Objects can extend past pasteboard 

Guides are objects 1 

Tables The Winner 

Link tables across frames 

Transparent table cells 

Expanding cells 

Export and Print The Winner 

Direct PDF export ' 

Export book as PDF or PostScript 7 

Device independent, DSC -compliant PostScript 

Print guides 

Simulate overprinting 

PostScript error handling 

Export SVG 

Preflight documents 

Web and XML The Winner 

Export page as HTML 8 

HTML form objects (buttons, menus, and so forth) 
-- ·-·-·-·-·- -------
Rollover images 

Image maps 

Convert formatted text to graphics 

Export multiple pages in single HTML 

Meta tags in HTML 

General The Winner 

Run natively in Mac OS X 

Crash protection ' 

Multiple undos 

Run on 600-by-800 monitor 
--- ·- - ---------
Run in Mac OS 8 

WebDAV support 

Editable keyboard shortcuts_ _ _____ 

you select guides for careful placement. 'XPress has an Export PDF feature, but it requires Adobe Distiller. 
'XPress can export only one document at a time to PDF or PostScript, not an entire book palette. 81nDesign lets 
you export the page geometry with CSS tags; QuarkXPress saves page geometry with either CSS or the more 
common HTML table structure. ' lnDesign can save almost all your work up to the moment you crashed, while 
XPress saves files only if you turn on Auto Save. 

www.macworld.com 

the fact that lnDesign 2's table tools 
trounce XPress's is all the more 
noteworthy. InDesign 2 can import 
Microsoft \i\Tord and Excel tables, 
apply alternating tint stripes that 
update as a table changes, and flow 
tables across pages or columns. 
XPress can't do any of this. (The 
program ships with an AppleScript 
that creates alternating tint stripes, 
but you have to invoke the script 
manually after adding or deleting 
rows.) More glaringly, XPress can't 
make a table, or even a gridline in a 
table, transparent. On the other 
hand, XPress does let you draw a 
table with a 'Table tool, while lnDe
sign forces you to draw a text frame 
first and then insert a table into it 
(see "Set the Table"). 

Compared with lnDesign 's ele
gant solution, the table features 
in XPress are merely functional. 
Unfortunately, neither program 
includes table styles, so you can't 
use a style to apply the same for
matting to multiple tables. 

Printing and PDF 
Many service bureaus and print
ers avoided lnDesign documents 
because version l .X caused hassles 
for them: it required a particular 
printer driver, the Print dialog box 
was difficult to navigate, and lnDe
sign documents often wouldn't 
print correctly (or at all) because 
of PostScript errors. Fortunately, 
Adobe reworked lnDesign's Print 
dialog box, which now lets you 
choose any driver. And writing a 
PostScript file to disk in InDesign is 
significantly easier than it is in 
QuarkXPress. All of these changes 
mean tliat printing in lnDesign 2 is 
much improved. 

But correctly printing files with 
transparency is sti ll a process of trial 
and error for imaging centers. Print
ing transparent type on the Scitex 
Brisque RIP also causes a significant 
problem: the type pixelates. 

XPress has a few minor new print 
features, including an improved 
proxy preview (which, sadly, is still 
visible only when you select the Pre
view tab) and an option that scales 
documents when printing to non-
PostScript printers. » 
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« view tab) and an option that scales though an XPress time saved. 

documents when printing to non bug breaks hyper The two programs 

PostScript printers. links when they :=. \. use different tech

PDF Files PDF is quickly becom cross two or ' l\ -)·-r.~ ... " niques to lay out 
ing the format of choice for sending more lines of "---~'_/ / . . Web pages, but 
files to printers and service bureaus. text. both write rela-
Some magazines even refuse to I tively clean 
accept ads in any other format, so it's 
increasingly important that your 
page-layout program handle PDF 
files well. \tVhile XPress 5 requires 
that you own the $249 Adobe Acro
bat package to build PDF files, 
InDesign can simply write them to 

disk. And in my testing, XPress took 
more than twice as long as lnDesign 
did to make a PDF file . 

The difference between the pro
grams' handling of PDF files is even 
starker. In my tests, file sizes of 
XPress documents with imported 
PDF graphics were more than ten 
times the size of identical InDesign 
fi les, and printing the XPress files 
took significantly longer. 

InDesign lets you include secu
rity options, such as password pro
tection, in your PDF files; XPress 
doesn't. XPress's one advantage is 
tlrnt it lets you print color separa
tions to disk i1s a PDF file-lnDe
sign lets you save only composite 
CMYK or RGB PDF files, so you 
must separate the composites in 
Acrobat or another application. 

Both programs can automatically 
create hyperlinks and bookmarks, 

- ._ - .... -G"°""' Sailor Blue 15.95 N329 

Mirtlli lllilor Rell 34.95 X902 
Herl>ic Tinker Yellow 14.95 U039 

lo.,,_ •Snv . 0..- 99Jl!I T322 
B>tbom Soldier GrttJ> 24.95 Rll2 

often they simply create 
XPress documents and then print 
them out and hand mem off to 
an online department, where they 
are re-created in 
a Web-authoring program. Quark 
wants to simplify this process, so the 
majority of new features in XPress 5 
are meant to help you make Web 
documents. For instance, you can 
build rollovers, image maps, and 
even form items (text-entry fields, 
pop-up menus, radio buttons, and 
so on). 

However, to export an XPress 
page as HTML, you must first cre
ate a separate Web document and 
then drag and drop text and graph
ics from your print file to that doc
ument. \tVhi le lnDesign doesn 't 
have interactive Web elements like 
XPress's, it does let you export basic 
HTML pages directly from any 
document, and tlrnt translates into 
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The Web HTML code. 
Designers gen .. ' . ~' lnDesign relies on 
erate documents CSS absolute posi·• 11·· . ··. ' 
that are destined tioning, or layers; 
for both print and XPress uses invisible ' £
the Web, but too tables, which work better 
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Set the Table While XPress lets you draw tables anywhere onyour page with the Table tool. lnDesign allows 
tables (Table: Insert Table) only within a text frame. Nevertheless. you can do a lot more with lnDesign's tables 
(left), such as creating transparent cells, blendsacross multiple cells, and diagonal lines in cells. If I hadn't seen 
lnDesign 2, I'd be pleased with the table features in XPress 5 (right); however, they pale in comparison. 

on older browsers. Botl1 XPress 
and lnDesign can also convert your 
TIFF images to GIF or JPEG 
files on-the-fly when you export 
them, but only XPress lets you 
specify export formats on an image
by-image basis. 

XPress has better tools for the 
ell.-pOrt of HTML than InDesign, 
but tl1ey're far from perfect. For 
example, you can't ell.-port all your 
text and graphics to HTML without 
page geometry-something that 
lnDesign does with no trouble. 

Because InDesign's and XPress's 
Web-feature sets are still relatively 
limited, the HTML from either pro
gram is likely to be just a first step in 
building Web pages that will be 
finalized in a Web-publishing pro
gram such as Dreamweaver or 
GoLive. If you're simply trying to 
export your content, and you rely on 
Web-heads to format it into HTML, 
lnDesign may be the better choice. I 
just hope that future versions are 
more closely integrated with Adobe 
GoLive and LiveMotion. 

XML Because XML separates 
your document's content from the 
form it takes, it's the key to publish
ing across multiple media . Both 
XPress 5 and InDesign 2 offer new 
tools for importing and ell.-porting 
XML documents, though Adobe 
shipped InDesign's cross-media 
tools in beta form . For a more in
depth look at XML in each applica
tion, see "Recycle with XML." 

Missing in Action 
Programs can always be improved, 
and this is particularly true for these 
two programs. Neither offers a 
built-in text editor, such as Adobe 
PageMaker's venerable Story Edi- » 
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RECYCLE WITH XML 

Designers often reuse information: amission statement may appear in abro
chure and an annual report, for example, and product descriptions can be used 
in paper catalogs and on company Web sites. If you could extract these ele
ments as XML. which separates the information's content from its structure, 
repurposing would be a lot easier. 
Both lnDesign 2and Quarl<XPress 5 
have XML capabilities, although 
Adotle says that lnDesign's XML 
feato'res are still in beta form. 

Neither product Is for the Gom
plete XML novice; both require that 
you know at least the concepts and 
vocabulary of XML-tags, ele
ments, and attributes-and XPress 
requires that you know more. (For 
an introduction to XML, see 
"Inside XML," October 2000.) 

Both XPress and lnDesign rely, 
on plug-ins (avenue.quark and 1 

XMedia UI, respectively) to export 
XML files from native XPress and 
lnDesign documents and to import 

. il • ........ (!)
XML files Into the applications. . 
..a ....Both plug-ins let you extract ...,.._.....,_....I 

iii ....formatted text from an XPress or a-
iii..,.

lnDesign document and wrap XML •l!l
• iil ...........
tags around that content to make ....,.. 

an XML file. Essentially, you open a ....,,.,.....·--.........
formatted layout that contains text 
lli ....1... 

and graphics, drag and drop to 
Ii-.-""• ·---associate XML tags with named ·8
.••l!l121-,.,_styled components (paragraph and 

character styles), and then tell the iii-

software to create an XML file. 
In XPress, you drop the text 

components onto a tree diagram of 
your XML file, according to tagging 
rules you have previously set (see 
the top screenshot). In lnDesign, you drop tag names onto styled areas (text 
or graphics frames) or select a frame and click on a tag name (see the bot
tom screenshot). 

Both products can tag text boxes one at a time or associate named styles 
with tag names to tag an entire document at once. XPress does not export 
pointers to graphics files; lnDesign does. 

Tag, You're It In lnDesign, you can create tag names on-the-fly, typing 
them into aform or importing aset of tags from an existing XML file or InDe· 
sign document. The tag names are displayed in alphabetical order. In con
trast, avenue.quark requires predefined XML models-(alled Document Type 
Definitions (DTOs). Each model contains aset of tags and tagging rules. 

lnDesign's ad-hoc tags could be an advantage when you're taking care 
of those annoying late-night production crises, but there is potential for 
downstream process problems, since XML documents usually have rules 
that are meant to be followed. lnDesign's approach falls short in other 
areas, too. Alphabetical lists are fine for 20 tags, but many real tag sets 
run into the hundreds.And this tag list doesn't help you figure out which 

tags to apply where. Furtliermore, lnDesign outputs only those tags you 
have explifilly mapped to styles. That's a drawback because the program 
won't import ·wrapper• tags; such as a list element that surrounds sev
eral list Items. 

XPress's reliance on a OTO is logical because customers who need 
you to create XML output can likely provide you with a OTO or an XML 
schema, which can become a OTO. This means that tags come in com
plete sets and display in astructured tree view that spows the tagging 

rules. The tree view shows all 
the tags there can be and where 
they are used-for example that 
a <figure> contains a .;title>, 
a <graphle>, and a <caption>. 
XPress can output wrapper tags 
(such as <body>) that you do 
not have to choose or key in. 
Containment and wrappers 
are one of the key differences 
between XML and flat page· 
layout structures. 

Table Setting In both appli
cations, XML tables are more 
trouble and more work than text 

·~J and headings. lnDesign lets you
import asimple table (no vertical 
or horizontal spans), but before 
import, you must set up a table 
layout of exactly the right size 
and shape, which is hardly con
venient. You can also export 
simple XML tables. XPress doesn't 
recognize tabs or separate styles 
to identify headings or rows of 
a table, so you have to deal with 
a table one cell at a time. In both 
programs, you're better off treat
ing complex tables as agraphic 
or manually cutting and pasting 
in each cell. 

The Bottom Line lnDesign's 
XML features are not as compli
cated as XPress's, and they have 

simpler and better documentation. Because you can perform many tasks in 
more than one way, you can choose the way that you find to be most intuitive. 
The ability to export adocument as XML by mapping its named styles directly 
to tags of the same name, thereby producing some XML, is valuable. 

XPress's avenue.quark XML plug-in is more powerful, at least potentially. 
But it's also more complex. The plug-in not only allows for more control 
but also demands it. You should not approach avenue.quark without both 
XML and avenue-specific training. 

Both products can be frustrating. Unexpected key strokes in lnDesign 
can crash the program. Although avenue.quark is much better than it was 
ayear ago, its user interface is sometimes awkward-for example, when 
you're manipulating within placeholders.And when things go wrong in 
avenue.quark, it's often impossible to recover gracefully-because the Undo 
command frequently doesn't work as it should. If you're serious about 
extracting XML from XPress, you'd be better off with conversion-mapping 
software, available from many sources induding Apropos, Easy Press, 
Noonetlme, North Atlantic Publishing Systems, and PCl.-DEBORAHLAPEYRE 
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Better Print 
Boxes Adobe has 

reworked lnDe
sign's Print dialog 

box (left). Quark 
has enhanced the 

preview graphic 
in XPress's Print 

dialog box (right), 
but it's available 

only under the 
Preview tab. 
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tor, or running page headers that 
change depending on page content, 
such as those offered by Venrura 
Publisher more than a decade ago. 

And both programs shou ld be 
able to handle different page sizes in 
a document, create printer spreads 
(for saddle-sti tched booklets), make 
noncontinuous text selections, run 
text around a drop cap (for example, 
flowi ng diagonally down the side of 
a V), set text indents in em units, 
specify page footnotes, and auto
matically identify orphans (single or 
partial words on the last li ne of 
a paragraph). 

Infrastructure 
One of the greatest challenges now 
facing Adobe is how to build an 
infrastrucnire to support lnDesign. 
Today, just about every publishing 
consultant, trainer, and temporary 
worker is well -versed in XPress, 
and hardly any of them know their 
way around InDesign . 

InDesign has powerful scripting 
tools for both Mac OS and Win
dows, but if you depend on Apple
Scripts that control XPress, be 
warned: they don 't work in InDe
sign. Similarly, many users rely 
on XTensions; unfornmately, many 
(perhaps most) X1e nsions that 
worked with XPress 4]( don't work 
in version 5. \Vhile some of these 
tools are also available as In Design 
plug-ins, many developers are tak
ing a wait-and-see approach until 
enough users demand software that 
works with In Design. 

Processi.ng Power Many compa
ni es are also concerned about 

lnDesign's hefty requirements: you 
can use this program on a G3 com
puter, but you probably won't be 
happy unless you have a G4 stocked 
with at least I28MB of RAM 
(256MB if you' re running OS X). 
XPress 5 requ ires a faste r machine 
and more RANI than version 4.X 
did , but a G3 processor is plenty, 
and XPress itself takes up only 
about 30MB or 40M.B of RAM. 

The Price Is Right On the other 
hand, InDesign has an attractive 
price: in the U nited States, you can 
expect to pay about $699 for lnDe
sign; XPress costs about $200 more. 
An upgrade from XPress 3 .X to ver
sion 5 costs $399; from 4.X to 5, 
$299. Upgradi ng from lnDesign 
l .X to 2 costs $99 before April 10 
and $ 149 thereafter. Adobe is also 
offe ring a $300 rebate to registered 
XPress owners. Outside the U nited 
States, the price difference is even 
more significant. For the cost of 
XPress, Europeans and Australi
ans can buy InDesign, Photoshop, 
Illustrator, Acrobat, and a new 17
inch monitor. Q uark's customer 
base is large ly international; it wi ll 
be interesting to see whether the 
company adjusts prices. 

The Last Word 
Both QuarkXPress 5.0 and Adobe 
fnD esign 2.0 offer major improve
ments on previous versions- par
ticularly impressive are XPress 5's 
'Neb tools and InDesign 2's better 

performance and transparency fea
tures. Ove rall , lnDesign poses 
fewer limitations and offers more 
control than XPress, and many 
people will be tempted to make the 
switch, especially those upgrading 
to OS X. 

However, any move-whether to 
InDesign or to a new version of 
XPress-may be slow in coming, 
given the many companies that sti ll 
make do with XPress 3.3. 1 ever
theless, if Quark is going to keep 

QUARKXPRESS 5.0 

RATING: O•t 
PROS: Familiar interface; easy·to·build, 

simple Web and print pages; l'.~dely used. 

CONS: Expensive; not OS Xnative; requires 

Adobe Distiller to create PDF files; Undo 

doesn't apply to multiple actions. 

PRICE: $899; upgrade from version 3.X, 

S399; upgrade from version 4.X, S299. 

OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9 

COMPANY: Quark, 800/676-4575, www 

.quark.com 

INDESIGN 2.0 

RATING: .... 


PROS: Object transparency; OS Xnat.ive; 

excellent typography and PDF support. 


CONS: Requires a fast computer; no multi


ink colors; limited HTML export. 


PRI CE: S699; upgrade, S149. 


OS COMPATIBILITY: Mac OS 9. Mac OS X 

COMPANY: Adobe Systems, 800/833

6687, www.adobe.com 


Contributing Editor DAVID BLATNER is the author of Real World QuarkXPress 5 (formerly The 

QuarkXPress 4 Book; Peachpit Press, 2002) and a coauthor of the upcoming Real World lnDesign 2 

(Peachpit Press, 2002). You can find him at www.moo.com. 
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PRODUCTIVITY BY SHELLY BR ISBINSECRETS 

Macs without Lim its 
Perhaps Mac users with disabilities are more devoted to their chosen com 

puter than others are. If you define loyalty as a willingness to put up with 

glitchy software and inadequate tools, then folks with vision, mobility, and 

other disabilities who haven't jumped to another platform deserve a spe

cial shout-out from Apple. But disabled computer users no longer have to 

survive by sheer tenacity-they're getting help from the U.S. government. 


was left out of early versions of the new operating 
system; it returns (with a new name) in version 
10. l, as a pane in the System Preferences application. 
Now known as Universal Access, it includes two 
tools. With Sticky Keys, you can press a grouped 
key combination (such as shift-:ll:-N, to create a new 
folder) as a sequence (see "Built-in Access"). \Nith 
Mouse Keys, you can use tl1e Mac keyboard's arrow 
keys as a substitute for mouse movement. 

And you'll find another 
tool in t11e Keyboard sys
tem-preference pane: Ful l 
Keyboard Access allows 
you to use your keyboard 
to select icons in the Dock 
and buttons in the Finder 
window toolbar. In some 
appli cations, you can also 
use Full Keyboard Access 
to activate and navigate 
windows, dialog boxes, 
and palettes. 

Sti cl..')' Keys is useful for 
people who have trouble 
pressing many keys at 
once. Mouse Keys and 
Full Keyboa rd Access can 
help people who need to minimize the use of pointing 
devices. T hey're welcome basic tools, but they don't 
fu lly address most mobility-impaired users' needs. 

Ricardo Ettore's $27 Typelt4Me X and Script Soft
ware's $20 CopyPaste X aren't expressly designed 
for disabled users, but these ni fty text-manipu lation 
tools offer special benefits for anyone who can use 
a keyboard for some tasks but finds typing difficul t 
or tiring. 

\ Nith Typelt4Me, you create abbreviations for text 
you type frequently. The abbreviations can represent 
words, phrases, or entire paragraphs. For example, 
you can set up the program so that when you type 
myad, it pastes your full address into the open appli- » 

New federal statutes, such as Section 508, are taking 
on the obstacles that stand between disabled people 
and computers. (For an explanation of Section 508 
and its impact, see "Behind Section 508.") And 
although Apple provides only a few tools for dis
abled users now, there's little doubt that this will 
have to change. In the meantime, smaller companies 
and shareware authors have stepped in to try and 
fi ll the breach. Here's how you can put togethe r 
an accessibility toolbox of uti lities, hardware, and 
workarounds. (See "Mac Accessibil ity Tool Kit" for 
more information.) 

Mac Mobility 
Manipulating a mouse and keyboard are the great
est cha llenges for users with motor-skill disabilities 
and those who don't have fu ll use of their hands or 
fi ngers. Some users can effectively press keys with 
fi ngers or poi nti ng sticks but ca n't maintain the 
steady control required to navigate with a mouse. 
Others can use a mouse well enough to activate 
menus and buttons but can't work intensely with 
a standard keyboard. 

Voice Power V!!jth its Star Ti·ek potential to let 
us talk to our computers as if they were old friends, 
speech-recognition software offers great hope to 
people wi th upper-body disabili ties or injuri es. 
Unfortwrntely, 1.he Mac has laggeu behinu \<Vindows 
for years in this area, and it's only now catching up. 
Recently, IBM released the $ 180 ViaVoice for Mac 
OS X ( ..1; Reviews, April 2002), a flawed but power
ful tool for those who want to dictate text and con
trol a Mac by voice. You can make this software 
usable for people with disabi lities, but since few of 
t11e commands necessary for controlling a Mac are 
built in, it takes some work. (See "Control Via
Voice," Secrets, elsewhere in this issue, for tips.) For 

lac OS 9, the only fu ll-fledged option is Mac
Speech's $99 iListen. 

Keyboard Control Easy Access, a control panel 
included \\~th the classic Mac OS installation CD, 
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Steer with a Stare 
With the TracklR 

mounted on top of 
your monitor. and a 

dot that sends infrared 
signals mounted on 

your forehead, you can 
control a Mac just by 

looking at it. 

..:< 

Built-in Access You'll 
find most of OS X's 

accessibili ty tools in 
the Universal Access 

system-preference 
pane. For example, if 

you have trouble hold
ing down more than 
one key at a time (to 

use a shortcut such as 
~-Q), you can use 

Sticky Keys to press 
a key combination 

as a sequence. 
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cation. This works a lot like Microsoft \Nord's Auto
Te:..1: tool, but Typeit4Me works in any application. 
You can even export your Typelt4Me abbreviations 
fi le for use on another Mac. 

Copy Paste cuts down on typing by letting you save 
as many as 100 items on its expanded C li pboards.Just 
cut and paste text or objects as usual, and CopyPaste 
saves these selections, even when the Mac is restarted. 
Neither CopyPaste nor Typelt4Me eliminates the 
need to type, but both can greatly simplify repetitive 
typing tasks. Typelt4Me in particular offers flexibility 
and the advantage of complete customization. 

Mac OS 9 Options Vers.ions ofTypelt4Me, Copy
Paste, and Sticky Keys (in the fonn of die Easy Access 
control panel) are available for OS 9. Ifyou use a 
pre-OS X lac OS, you can also download RJ Cooper 
& Associates' Slo-Mo, a free utility that slows down 
your Mac's operations, thus making it easy to choose 
from menus and draw with the mouse, for example. 
You control the speed via a control panel or keyboard 
shortcuts. Slo-.Mo, like many accessibil ity utilities, is 
extremely good at one task. You can even customize 

0 

0 UH keybovd shoncut1 to tum ul'Wt:rul au.tu rururu on or oft 

WMn using 1ht computtr. 1 hive dlftk\llt.lu with: 

Mou•• 

r0t dlffkuhies prusl.ng more than ol\t key at a timt _ 

Sticky Keys· On O otr 
Truu .a ......net ot mod.iff hY\ .n .a Uy~ 

htsUn;SHlttt...tllMi wrn' ~\y tr,t HOt ol't. 

~ lffp whtn a modlftu Uy 11 " ' 
fil ihow P<HJ.ed keyi on Kru n 
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Slo-Mo settings for applications that require a lot 
of mouse interaction, such as page-layout or draw
ing programs. 

For those who can't type at all , Niemeijer Con
sult's $45 KeyStrokes 2.2 offers on-screen keyboard 
software. Using this program, you can type with the 
mouse (or other input device) in any application . 
KeyStrokes uses word prediction to help speed 
things up. For example, if you type t , you can quickly 
select the word the from a list of possibilities next 
to the keyboard . This software is compatible with 
Typelt4.Me. An OS X version should be avai lable by 
the time you read this. 

Hardware Options \Nhat software doesn't (or can't) 
do to aid users with mobility impairments is often 
accomplished by hardware. Since all modem .Macs 
and PCs have USB ports, access to adaptive hardware 
may actually be greater for today's Mac users than 
it was in the past, when Mac compatibility meant that 
hardware makers had to offer separate devices with 
ADB and PS/2 ports. Now, a company that has a 
mouse- or keyboard-replacement device for Windows 
PCs need only add Mac driver software. 

There are several hardware options for those who 
need hands-free access to a Mac. T he TrackIR ($129 
to $299, depending on the version), from Narural
Point, consists of a USB monitor-mounted device 
and a small dot worn on the forehead (see "Steer with 
a Stare"). The hardware and dot communjcate via 
infrared, enabling you to move the cursor and acti
vate the keyboard with a light beam. (It should be 
available for the Mac by the time you read this.) 
Another infrared mouse replacement is the $1 ,900 
Head.Mouse, from Origin Insrruments. 

Ifyou have the use ofyour hands but find it difficult 
to steer a mouse or hold down the mouse button as 
you drag, try the $2 7 5 Mouse Mover, from Tash (see 
"Serious Switches"). This pointing device can accom
modate five single-function switches or one multifunc
tion switch, which you use to perform mouse functions 
such as clicking, double-clicking, and click-dragging. 
The .Mouse Mover lets you position the S\vitches in 
any way that's easily accessible, and you can control the 
speed of both initial and continuing mouse movement 
on screen. T he Mouse Mover is available in both ADB 
and USE versions; according to Tash, it is compatible 
with all recent versions of Mac OS. 

RJ Cooper's BigKeys keyboards are so named for 
their I-inch-square keys. The USE-compatible 
devices (they require a $19 USB adapter), witl1 soft
ware that turns the alt key into a :It key, are easier 
for some motor-impaired users to manipulate than 
standard keyboards. They can also aid some visually 
impaired people who are not touch typists. The $149 
BigKeys Plus comes in either a standard QWERTY 
version or what the RJ Cooper Web site calls an 
"ABC" (or Dvorak) version. The $165 BigKeys LX 
is a larger, 97-character keyboard. Both are available >> 
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The goal of the U.S. government's Section 508 standards is to 
ensure that hardware and software makers develop products 
that accommodate people with disabilities and provide support 
for additional assistive technologies when necessary. (As an 
analogy, not every restroom stall has to permit access by dis
abled people, but a certain number do.) 

The History In 1998, the U.S. Congress passed a law 
requiring that new computer equipment bought by federal 
agencies accommodate disabled users. Two years later, the 
government published the final standards, which came to be 
called Section 508. Since last June, federal agencies have been 
legally required to buy only computers that meet the Section 
508 standards, with rare exceptions (for example, information 
systems used for national security or military command). 

The Stakes These standards apply even if agencies don't 
employ any disabled workers. An agency that buys a noncom
pliant computer risks costly lawsuits, so computer companies 
that don't provide consumers with Section 508-<:ompliant 
products could lose sales. 

The potential effect on Apple is significant. The U.S. govern
ment is the largest information-technology consumer in the 
world. And wh ile the Section 508 standards apply only to fed
eral agencies, state and local governments often take their cues 
from federal regulators when they adopt rules, further raising 
the stakes. 

Sales to schools, a traditional Apple stronghold, could also 
be in jeopardy.According to the U.S. Department of Education, 
school districts that receive certain government grants will be 
expected to follow Section 508 guidelines. Eventually, many 
public schools may adopt similar regulations, if only to accom
modate disabled students and teachers. 

Inside the Standards 
What makes compliance hard for both federal agencies and 
computer manufacturers is that, as with many government 
regulations. Section 508's rules aren't always clear. 

The regulations cover both software and hardware. OS 9
aided by the Easy Access and CloseView control panels
probably meets the basic software standards. However. OS X 
doesn't yet offer a full suite of basic tools. Here are some 
basic requirements: 

• If a function can be easily described in a few words, it 
must have a keyboard equivalent. Saving a file fits into this 
category; complex operations, such as drawing, do not. 

• It should be obvious what is active on screen (where you 
must cl ick with the mouse or enter a keystroke). 

• Users must be able to choose from a range of contrast 
and color settings. 

• Controls can't be distinguished by color alone. 
Luckily, 508's hardware regulations are easier to satisfy, 

because they involve basic physical and functional require· 
ments for keyboards and other input devices. For example. 
users must be able to discern controls and keys by touch, a 

rule that's met by the raised markers on selected keys. The 
standards also specify that it can 't take more than five pounds 
of force to activate controls and keys. 

Section 508 also requires that expansion slots, ports, and 
connectors comply with "publicly available industry stan· 
dards"-no problem for the Mac, since it now uses USB 
and FireWire. 

Partners Needed 
Section 508's basic requirements aren't very complicated, but 
the rules get tougher when it comes to accommodating specific 
disabilities. These standards are even more critical for Apple, 
because they're difficult to meet without outside help. For 
example. if a computer can't accommodate blind users, it has 
to support third-party assistive-technology devices that can. 

Apple's first chal lenge is to convince the makers of these 
products that investing in the Mac is worthwhile. The platform's 
small market share could appear particularly daunting to 
companies tha are already niche players. 

The company's second challenge is to provide those smaller 
companies with support. Some technology isn't tricky to imple
ment, because it simply replaces an existing device, such as a 
mouse or keyboard. But other devices can't function unless the 
operating system is designed to work with them. For example, 
a screen reader has to know about every bit of displayed text. 
whether it's in a menu, a dialog box, or a file name. 

Enterprising programmers can sometimes reverse-engineer 
an operating system to make it do their bidding. However, 
that's a risky approach, because changes to system software 
can have disastrous effects. Assislive-technology developers 
need documented OS-level support and programming tools. 

The Challenges Ahead 
When it comes to accessibility, Mac OS Xis still very much 
a work in progress. How it will grow into a fully accessible 
operating system that meets the needs of disabled users and 
Section 508-minded organizations remains to be seen. Now 
it's up to Apple.-MACWORLD STAFF 

For many people, the Web is an essential part of the computer. It's a dictionary, a phone 
book, a newspaper, and a shopping mall. For this reason, Section 508 doesn't stop at 
operating systems and hardware. It also offers guidelines for Web-site accessibi lity. 

To comply with Section 508, aWeb site must provide text alternatives to images artd 
multimedia, as well as offer navigation cuesother than co lor. The guidelinesspecify that 
images must have useful alternative (alt) text, for example, and that multimedia presen
tations must have synchronized "equivalent al ternatives" (captions or audio). There are 
also rules for using tables and image maps. 

If you're a Web-site designer, you can use the WebAble accessibil ity monitor (www 

.accessibilitymonitor.com/) to determine whether your site is compliant. For some design 
tips, see "Create a Barrier-Free Web Site," Create, August 2000. 
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<< with high-contrast colored keys (see 
"Easy Typing"). 

If none of these devices fit your 
needs, check out a company that spe
cializes in hard-to-find accessibility 

products-for example, Keyboard 
Alternatives & Vision 

Solutions (800/953-9262, 
www.keyalt.com). 

Visualize Accessibility 
Blind users typically interact with comput

ers via software that reads a screen's contents
Serious Switches 

The Mouse Mover lets 
you arrange corded 
buttons (which are 

purchased separately) 
in any way that's 

convenient for you . 
Program each to 

perform tasks such 
as clicking, dragging, 

and navigating. 

both in documents and on the desktop. For visually 
impaired users, screen magnification and high-contrast 
reverse video are alternatives to screen reading. 

OS X includes no built-in tools for blind or visu
ally impaired users. This is a step back from previous 
versions of the OS, which include the minimalist 
Close View control panel (available on the OS instal
lation disc or from www.apple.com/disability), which 
can magnify the screen and invert its colors. 

OS X does retain the Speech Manager software 
that speech-aware applications can use to read con
trols and documents aloud. However, TextEdit (like 
SimpleText before it) is the only application included 
with OS X that can be read by such programs. With 
a simple command, you can tell TextEdit to read 
documents, using a Speech Manager voice. 

No other companies have stepped in to fill the gap; 
we couldn't locate any screen-reading or magnification 
software for OS X. Alva Access Group's $295 lnLarge 
and $695 OutSpoken, the category's leaders for earlier 
versions ofMac OS, had not been updated at press 
time. Even for OS 9 users, these programs are a bit 
long in the tooth. lnLarge, for example, supports only 
256 colors or grays, making the software difficult to 
use with many color applications. 

Contrast Choices Some visually impaired users 
interact best with their Macs when the screen's 

+ WEB-BASED RESOURCES 
• The Access Board (www.access-board.gov) is the federal agency responsible 

for accessible design. 
• Alliance for Technology Access (www.ataccess.org) is a national assistive

technology network. 
• The Center for Applied Special Technology (www.cast.org) is an organization 

that uses technology to expand educational opportunities fo rdisabled people. 
• DisabilityDirect.gov (www.disability.gov) is the federal government's portal 

to disability-related Web sites. 
• Section 508 (www.section508.gov) explains everything you need to know 

about the federal regulation. 
• WebAIM (www.webaim.org/standards/508/checklist) will help you check your Web 

sites for Section 508 compliance. 

Easy Typing RJ Cooper &Associates' Big Keys has 1-inch keys 
that can aid visually impaired and motor-impaired users. 

colors are inverted, showing light text on a dark 
background. Both Close View and InLarge provide 
this capability for users of the classic Mac OS. And 
applications such as Word and Eudora have prefer
ences that allow you to use high-contrast windows. 

For OS X users who need a lot of visual contrast, 
Michel Fortin's free Black Light does its job well. The 
simple tool inverts the screen, preserving more of the 
OS's natural shading artifucts than Close View ever 
did, without sacrificing resolution. Version 1.5 has a 
screen-dimming preference and lets you hide or show 
the stripes that appear in some OS X dialog boxes. It 
works with all OS X applications and inverts the Clas
sic environment, too. To turn it on and off, just click 
on its icon in the Dock. 

Mac OS 9 Options Ifyou need more customization 
in your visual environment than a high-contrast 
screen can provide, it's best to stick with OS 9. 
You'll find more helpful tools, particularly if you 
have some vision. 

RJ Cooper's $99 KeyRead is what the company 
calls a "junior" screen reader. It can read dialog 
boxes and windows, and it allows you to navigate 
with the keyboard while you use it. You can tell 
KeyRead to read letters, words, and sentences, and 
to move the cursor to dialog-box buttons. But 
KeyRead can't be set up to read entire documents, 
and its navigation controls are incomplete. 

Another RJ Cooper tool, the $99 Biggy, provides 
a greatly enlarged cursor. This is helpful to those 
who often "lose" the standard cursor on screen 
because they have difficulty seeing it. You can use 
your own cursor object, or you can choose from a 
large selection of included pointers. Biggy is not 
compatible with Close View, unfortunately. 

Tiger Technologies' $20 Wmdow Monkey changes 
the background of windows and can be used to con
trast text with background. This is helpful ifyou don't 
use InLarge or Close View to invert the screen but 
would like increased contrast on screen. Its effects are 
limited to Finder windows. 

The Last Word 
The current dearth of accessibility products for Mac 
OS X makes an upgrade to Apple's highly visual 
operating system a bad bet for most blind or visually 
impaired users. For mobility-impaired users whose 
needs are best served by input devices, rather than 
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---- - ----- ---------

Mac Accessibility Tool Kit 
-----··- --·

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICE CONTACT OS COMPATIBILITY COMMENTS 

Mobility Aids 

IBM ViaVoice for $180 A 800/825-5263, www.ibm.com/ Mac OS X Speech-recognition program lets you dictate text and control a Mac. 
Mac OS X software/speech/madosx/ 

MacSpeech ilisten 1.2 S99 B www.macspeech.com Mac OS 9 Speech-recognition program lets you dictate text and control a Mac. 

NaturalPoint TracklR S129-S299 ' 	 5411753 -6645, www.naturalpoint Mac OS 9 ° Hands-free, infrared mouse replacement allows you to control the 
.com computer with a look. 

Niemeijer Keystrokes 2.2 S45 l www.niemconsult.com/ Mac OS 9 ° On-screen keyboard lets you type with a mouse (or other device) in 
Consult KSdownload.html any application; uses word prediction to speed input. 

Origin HeadMouse Sl,900 972/606-8740, www.orin .com/ Mac OS 9 Hands-free, infrared mouse replacement allows you to control the 
Instruments access/ computer with a look. 

Ricardo Ettore Typelt4Me X S27 (Mac OS X), www.users.dircon.co.uk/ Mac OS 9, Mac OS X Text macro tool lets you automate repetitive typing tasks. 
S9 (Mac OS 9) -r-ettore/ 

RJ Cooper BigKeys $149 (Plus), 800/752-6673, www.rjcooper.com/ Mac OS 9 Motor-impaired users can use tools other than their hands to 
& Associates S165 (LX) site-map/index.html manipulate the large keys on this keyboard. 

CrossScanner S99 8001752-6673, www.rjcooper.com/ Mac OS 9 Software works with switches or other mouse and keyboard 
site-map/index.html emulators to enable on-screen mouse manipulation. 

SAM Trackball $164 (ADB), 800/752-6673, www.rjcooper.com/ Mac OS 9 Switch Assisted Mouse (SAM) Trackball replaces a conventional 

Sl 74 (USS) site-map/index.html mouse and includes ports for switches that replace mouse functions. 


Slo-Mo free 800/752-6673, www.rjcooper.com/ Mac OS 9 Program can slow down all, or selected, applications. 
site-map/index.html 

SmartClick $99 800/752-6673, www.rjcooper.com/ 
site-map/index.html 

Mac OS 9 Software clicks for you when you linger over a particular spot 
with the cursor. 

SwitchHopper S99 (ADB), 
S79 (USB) 

800/752 -6673, www.rjcooper.com/ 
site-map/index.html 

Mac OS 9, Mac OS X Hub for input switches has three ports. 

Script Software CopyPaste X S20 E www.scriptsoftware.com Mac OS 9, Mac OS X Tool can reduce the need for typing and mouse manipulation 
by storing text (or anything else) on as many as 100 Clipboards. 

Tash Mouse Mover $275 800/463-5685, www.tashinc.com Mac OS 9, Mac OS X Available for ADB or USB ports, this device allows you to use as 
many as five single-function switches, or one multifunction switch, 
to control mouse movements and cl icks (switches not included). 

Switch Click mo 800/463-5685, www.tashinc.com Mac OS 9 Device (ADB or USB) replaces a mouse-click with a switch. 

Vision Aids 

Alva Access 
Group 

Inlarge $295 888/318-2582, www.aagi.com Mac OS 9 Program can magnify and invert screen colors, making it easier 
to navigate and read text. 

OutSpoken $695 888/318-2582, www.aagi.com Mac OS 9 Screen reader can read the Finder, applications, and documents 
out loud. 

Michel Fortin Black Light free http://homepage.mac.com/michelfl Mac OS X Program inverts video and controls screen contrast. 
english/software/black-light.html 

RJ Cooper Biggy S99 800/752-6673, www.rjcooper.com/ Mac OS 9 Biggy includes a set of large, easy-to-see cursors and allows you 
&Associates site-map/index.html to create your own. 

KeyRead $99 800/752-6673, www.rjcooper.com/ Mac OS 9 Screen-reading program reads dialog boxes and small amounts 
site-map/index.html of document text. 

---~---

Tiger Window S20 E 510/527-3131, www.tigertech .com Mac OS 9 Program allows you to replace the default background in Finder 
Technologies Monkey windows with an image or a high-contrast pattern or color. 

' Upgrade from previous versions, $20. ' No headphone included. ' Available in three packages that include progressively more software, options, and technical support. 0 Mac OS X version 
should be available by the timeyou read this. ' Shareware. 

software, the upgrade makes more sense, and OS X puter companies to better accommodate disabled 
should present no more difficulties than older ver users. As they start to do so, developers who have 
sions of Mac OS did. already created hardware and software for disabled 

Government regulations have a way of forcin g users may get the support they need to update and 
society to change in fundamental ways. Ifyou want a improve their products. And that can only be good 
practical example, just look outside. Sidewalk cutouts news-for all Mac users. O 
for wheelchairs-once rare-are now conunonplace. 
In much the same way, Section 508 will compel com- SHELLY BRISBIN is a visually impaired Mac user and freelance writer in Austin,Texas. 
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SECRETS 

Open Excel to the Web 
There are many ways to manipulate and interpret data in Microsoft Excel, but 
you still have to get the data into the program somehow. Fortunately, Excel 
can automatically grab data-including financial data, sports scores, and 
price quotes-from anywhere on the Web. What's more, Excel can update 
that data every time you open a properly formatted file. 

If you track your investments in Excel, this tech
nique (called a Web query) means that you'll never 
have to import quotes again. Although you can keep 
track of your stock portfolio online or with a per
sonal-finance application such as Quicken, using 
Excel lets you bypass the templates on Web sites and 
in Quicken. You'll have complete control over how 
you organize your data, as well as a link to real-world 
dynamic data. 

Create a Portfolio Worksheet 
Before you can call on the power of the Web query, you1need a workbook with stock quotes. 

:ilW:u. 
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100 111 1--....:..:.= 

~ Cu~l'.l~__L__Curnnt 
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--~sz~z.1 r"' 16,651.00' 
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Our sample Excel workbook (which you can download from 
www.macworld.com/2002/05/howto/excel.html) has a work
sheet with a simple portfolio for someone who invested nearly 
equal amounts in Apple and Microsoft on January 1, 2001 . 

The example uses basic formulas to calculate the original 
cost of the investments a and the initial percentage alloca
tion of each of the two stocks in the portfolio []. The work
sheet also shows how, one year later, the relative value of 
each stock in the portfolio has changed ~-

This exa mple shows how things looked on January 1, 2002, 
but what if you want to come back to this worksheet later in 
the year and calculate changes? You could, of course, look up 
the current stock-price quotes for Apple and Microsoft, and 
then update cells 010 and 011, but thanks to the power of 
Web queries, Excel can take over that drudgery. 

\\Te'll show you how to set up, run, and make prac
tical use of an existing Excel \iVeb query that delivers 
stock quotes to a simple portfolio worksheet. You'll 
also learn how to build your own Web query from 
scratch. The basic steps work in both Excel 2001 and 
Excel X, but we'll use Excel X for our example. D 

I JAMES BRADBURY is a former editor of MacUser and former online 

editor of Macworld. 

2
Choose a Web Query File 
Excel for the Mac can run only presaved Web queries, 
meaning that the query must be saved in a plain-text 
file. It's not exactly an elegant method, but it works. 
Although you can use a Web query to download infor
mation from almost any Web page, in our example we 
use one of the presaved queries that Microsoft supplies 
with Excel. 
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To find the Microsoft-supplied queries, go to Microsoft 
Office: Office: Queries Ei.Then choose the MSN Money
Central Stock Quotes query. (Of the other three Micro
soft-supplied queries, one returns currency values, one 
returns various market-index quotes, and one-Get More 
Web Queries-points to an inactive page on Microsoft's 
Web site.) 
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Use Microsoft Word or a text editor to open the MSN Money
Central Stock Quotes file, and you 'll see code that begins 
WEB 

http://moneycentral.msn.com/investor /external 
/excel/quotes.asp?SYMBOL=["QUOTE", "Enter stock, 
fund or other MSN MoneyCentral Investor symbols 
separated by commas.") 

This code points to an Active Server Page at Microsoft's 
MoneyCentral site that returns whatever stock quotes you 
request. Microsoft doesn't have a MoneyCentral site any 
more (it's now called MSN Money), but this page still exists. 

Run the Saved Query

3	Now that you've found the query you want to run, it's 
time to tell Excel to execute it. 

With your portfolio file open, select Get External Data: Run 
Saved Query from Excel's Data menu.You should get a dialog 
box requesting that you choose a query. Go to the Queries 
folder and choose the MSN MoneyCentral Stock Quotes file. 
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You 'll get a dialog box 
asking where you want 
to put the data. Select the 
New Worksheet option 
a. Clickon the Properties 
button Ill. 

Select the Refresh Data 
On File Open option B 
so the stock quotes will 
refresh automatically each 
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places the contents from 
the MoneyCentral Stock 
Quotes page on a new 
Excel worksheet within 
your example workbook. 
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Organize Your Worksheets 
To make the stock information easier to work with, you 
can rename and reorder the worksheets. 

If everything happened the way it was supposed to, you now 
have a worksheet containing lots of text from the Micros~ft 
MoneyCentra l site, as well as stock quotes for Apple and 
Microsoft a. You can rename this worksheet "Query Result" 
by double-clicking on its tab, as we did. You can also drag the 
tab to the left so it's normally positioned behind the portfolio 
worksheet. This Queries worksheet may not be pretty, but 
since it's behind the portfolio worksheet, you 'l l never have 
to see it unless you want to.The important thing is that some
where on th is worksheet you now have current stock prices 
for Apple and Microsoft. 

Link Data to Your Portfolio 
Although you can now check the stock prices by look
ing at the new worksheet with the Web data on it, 
what you really want to do is seamlessly integrate that 
data into the example portfolio worksheet. If you've 
never linked cells on two different worksheets in the 
same workbook, now's your chance. 
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In the example worksheet, select cell D4, where Apple's stock 
purchase price resides a. Then click on the equal-sign button 
(=) in the Formula Bar. In the MoneyCentral worksheet, click » 
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« 	 on the cell with the Apple price and press return. If you get 
confused, press escape and start over.When you've suc
ceeded, the formula for the Apple price on the Portfolio 
worksheet should be ='Query Result!'D4.That means your 
portfolio worksheet will refer to cell D4 in the Query Result 
worksheet to get the value that's stored there. 
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Repeat the process for the Microsoft stock, and you should 
see the current price from the Web for both stocks. The price 
will update when you open the file. 

Because the data is now up-to-date, you will also replace 
the old January 1, 2001, date text with a function that returns 
the current date. Highlight the cell that shows the date. Type 
=NOW() (l] into the formula bar, and press return. 

The Refresh that Pauses 
Now that you have a Web query associated with your 
Excel workbook, you need a way to manage this new 
element of your worksheet. Although you can't edit the 
query itself, you can change some of its properties (or 
get rid of it altogether). 

In the previous step, you told the query to update automatic
ally every time you open the file. But Excel will pause while 
retrieving the data, so if you have a slow dial-up Internet 
connection, you may want to refresh the data manually when 
it won't inconvenience you. 

To change the auto-update setting, open the External Data 
tool bar (View:Toolbars) and click on the Data Range Proper
ties button 0 to bring up the External Data Range Properties 
settings. Deselect the Refresh Data On File Open option.To 
refresh your stock data manually, click on the Refresh Data 
button [J on the same toolbar. 

The External Data Range Properties box also lets you delete 
an existing Web query from a worksheet; you might want to do 
this if you use a different presaved query. Simply deselect the 
Save Query Definition option and click on OK. (Excel will ask 
whether you're sure you want to delete the query.) Although 
this deletes the query, the data it put on your worksheet 
remains (although it won't be linked to the Web any longer), so 
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example, you could use Microsoft's currency-value query to con
vert your dollars into euros. 

Creating Your Own Query File 
You can also create your own query files from scratch. 
Don't let the complexity of the Microsoft example put 
you off: most of the code in Microsoft's queries isn't 
necessary. In fact, all you really need is a valid URL 
saved in a Word text file. 

Say you want to grab those Apple and Microsoft stock 
quotes from Yahoo's Finance page instead of Money Central. 
You simply open a new Word document, copy the Yahoo 
Finance URL from your browser's address bar, and type 
http:! /finance. yahoo.com/q?s=aapl %2C+msft&d=v1 . 

. . . . . 
h1tp· Ufinancc yahoo .i;iunl1y 
~np://finaocc.yahoo.com/(lls=aapl%2C+ouft&d=vl 

"•' ~· "' 

0

• 

you'll have to 
delete that as 
well by high
lighting the 
cells and using 
the Delete 
command. 

Now that 
you know 
how to select 
a Web query, 
you can exper
iment with the 
other queries 
Microsoft sup
plies and 
import data 
from other 
places on the 
Web. For 

0 0 L Documt ntl 

!Jsaw. As:I Y.thoo Stodt Quotu Quer,i 

Form~r. Text Only 


Where:( U'Documt nts 


0 AoPtnd fl lt extension { Oi>rlons... ) 

You don't need to worry about the arcane parameters 
in the Microsoft example file (such as Consecutive 
DelimitersAsOne=True); Excel sets them by default. 
The important thing is to save your query file as Text 
Only, using a Save As command a. You don't even have 
to save it in the Queries folder. 
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SECRETS 

Master Photoshop's Vectors 
Thanks to the introduction of vector tools in Adobe Photoshop, you can 
now combine sharp-edged vector artwork with antialiased bitmaps to cre
ate extraordinary results. Here's how to get the most out of Photoshop's 
vector tools while avoiding common pitfalls. 

Layer Clipping Paths 
There's a common misconception that Photoshop 
6 lets you draw vector artwork in a document. Actu
ally, every vector shape you create in Photoshop
excluding type-is just a layer clipping path that has 
been applied to a bionap layer (often filled with a 
solid color). Layer clipping paths perform the same 
function as layer masks-that is, they mask out some 
pixels and leave others visible. But while layer masks 
can be soft-edged, layer clipping paths always use 
a hard-edged line. And because the path is a vector, 

the line always matches 
the resolution ofyour 
PostScript printer. 

Applying Vector Paths 
to Bitmaps You can apply 
a layer clipping path to 
any Photoshop layer. Say 
you want to place a bit
map of a beach scene 
inside your corporate 
logo but retain the logo's 
sharp vector edges. You 
could do this simply by 
pasting the logo from 
Adobe Illustrator into 
Photoshop (when Photo
shop asks, tell it to paste 
the artwork as a path, not 

a shape) and then applying those outlines as a layer 
clipping path to your binnap. 

To convert an existing path into a layer clipping 
path, first select the path in the Paths palette. 
Choose the layer you want to affect-in this case, 
your beach scene- and then ~-click on the Add 
Layer Mask button in the Layers palette. Photo
shop applies the path to the selected layer as a 
vector-based clipping path. You can then use the 
Direct Selection tool to edit the path's shape, 
revealing more or less of the underlying image. 
You can even apply layer effects- such as changes 
to opacity and blending mode, drop shadows, and 
so on-to your sharp-edged layer. 

Once you've made a layer clipping path, you'll 
notice that its thumbnail appears in the Layers palette, 
looking suspiciously like a layer mask. You can dis
tinguish a layer dipping path from a layer mask, how
ever, by the small black vertical line to the left of the 
thumbnail (see "Clipping with Vectors"). 

Using Vectors with Adjustment Layers You can also 
apply layer clipping paths to adjustment layers-to 
make your vector logo appear as a duotone over a full
color bionap, for example. To do this, follow the pre
viously described steps to apply a layer clipping path 
to a Gradient Map adjusonent layer located above the 
background image. In fact, if you create an adjusonent 
layer while any path is selected in the Paths palette, 
Photoshop automatically assigns that path as a layer 
clipping path. 

Inverting Your Paths One major armoyance you'll 
encounter in Photoshop is that there's no easy way to 
invert a layer clipping path after you've added it to a 
layer. There is, however, a way to do it. 

With a layer selected, open the Paths palette and 
select the desired path. Next, select the path in the 
document window by ~-clicking inside the path 
with the Shape tool (you can also option-click on 
the path boundary with the Path Selection tool). 
Finally, click on either the Add To Path Area button 
or the Subtract From Path Area button (both are in 
the Options bar). If one doesn't invert the path, the 
other will. 

Laying Bitmaps Over Vectors 
I've always been fascinated by magazine covers like 
those you often see on Time or Sports Illustrated, with 
a bionapped image of someone's head overlapping 
the masthead's vector artwork. But unless you owned 
a million-dollar prepress system, there was no way to 
create this effect on your desktop before Photoshop 
6. Compositing the image in QuarkXPress necessi
tated having a harsh clipping path around the per
son's head-an unattractive option for curly or wispy 
hair. On the other hand, compositing it in Photo
shop meant losing your text's sharp, resolution
independent edges. 
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Photoshop's vector tools now give you the best of 
both worlds-soft, antialiased bimrnps with crisp 
vector artwork. To produce this effect in Photoshop, 
position your type layer (or vector logo) above the 
background image ofyour subject. With the back
ground layer selected in the Layers palette, make a 
rough selection around the area of the image you want 
to overlap the text-in this case, the top of the person's 
head-and press ~-J to copy it onto a new layer. In the 
Layers palette, drag this new layer and place it above 
the vector layer. Finally, remove any excess pixels from 
the topmost bitmap layer by adding a layer mask and 
using the brush tools to paint black over the portions 
that you don't want visible. Using a layer mask is bet
ter than simply erasing unwanted portions of the 
image, because you can paint pixels back in ifyou 
make a mistake (by painting the mask with white). 

What You See 
Although vectors can greatly simplify the way you 
work, they don't come without quirks. For example, 
while Photoshop always attempts to provide an accu
rate preview, you can't trust what you see on screen 
when it comes to vectors. Ifyou magnify the edge of 
a vector line, you'll notice that the edge appears to 
be antialiased with the background, even though vec
tors should remain sharp at any magnification. So 
what's going on? Photoshop is showing you what the 
image would look like if you flattened it (losing the 
vector paths and leaving only pixels). Ifyou want to 
see how vectors will look when printed on a Post
Script printer, save a copy of your file in the PDF 
fonnat and open it in Adobe Acrobat Reader. 

Saving Your Vectors 
Although Photoshop lets you blend vector and bit
map artwork, getting your image out of Photoshop 
and onto the printed page isn't always as easy as it 
sounds. The key is knowing which file format to use 
and which options to turn on. 

Looking Sharp The output quality ofyour vector 
art depends on your printer. Vectors are designed to 
be printed on a PostScript printer (either from Pho
toshop or from your page-layout program). You can 
print to non-PostScript printers, too, but you might 
not see the same hard-edged lines. 

Choosing Your Format Ifyou're printing your docu
ment from Adobe InDesign, XPress, or some other 
program, you need to save it out of Photoshop as an 
EPS, DCS, or PDF file. No other file format supports 
vector artwork. Ifyou save it as a TIFF orJPEG file, 
for instance, it may look as though the vectors were 
saved, but in reality, Photoshop has flattened the 
image into a single layer of pixels-ifyou're counting 
on sharp-edged vectors, you'll be disappointed. 

I prefer saving images with vector artwork in the 
PDF format, because PDF files are often smaller and 
print fas ter. But some programs won't read these files 

Clipping with 
Vectors Photoshop's 
layer clipping paths give 
the illusion of vector 
drawings, though they 
can be added to any 
layer. The vertical line in 
the Layers palette ri.1 
indicates that the 
thumbnail to the right 
is a layer clipping path 
rather than a regular 
layer mask. 

properly (for instance, XPress 4.X can't read PDF 
files created in Photoshop 6 or 7, although XPress 
5 .0 can). In those cases, EPS or DCS is best (use 
DCS 2 .0 if your image also contains spot colors). 

However, it's important to remember that Photo
shop cannot retain the vectors if you try to reopen 
an EPS or DCS file in Photoshop---it automatically 
rasterizes the vectors to pixels. Ifyou use the EPS 
or DCS format, save the original Photoshop file in 
a format that does retain the vector artwork when 
reopened (a native PSD file, for example), just in case. 

Getting the Word Although Photoshop's type
handling features are almost as powerful as InDesign's, 
Photoshop doesn't save type as efficiently. Ifyou save 
your layered file in the EPS format, Photoshop saves 
the type as incredibly complex clipping paths-as 
though the type were a layer clipping path. The more 
text there is, the more complex the clipping paths, and 
the longer your page takes to print. 

You can avoid this by flattening your file or by dese
lecting the Include Vector Data option in tl1e Save As 
EPS dialog box. But doing either turns the type into 
pixels at the resolution of your image (instead of main
taining the resolution-independent vectors). Ifyou 
need sharp-edged type from Photoshop, and you're 
not using XPress 4.X, it's better to use the PDF for
mat, which can save tl1e font information itself instead 
of converting the text to outlines. 

Mixing It Up 
Ifyou're simply placing text or a logo on top of an 
image, there's no reason to add it in Photoshop--
you'd be better off adding those elements in a page
layout or illustration program. But when you really 
need vectors and pixels to interact, there's nothing 
like using Photoshop's vector tools to do the job. 0 

Contributing Editor DAVID BLATNER is a coauthor of Real World Photoshop 1 (Peachpit Press, 2002) 

and Real World lnDesign 2 (Peachpit Press, 2002). You can find him at www.moo.com. 
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SECRETS 

Control ViaVoice 
If ViaVoice for Windows is Superman, then the slow and sometimes flaky 
ViaVoice for Mac OS Xis Charlie Brown. But for OS X users who can't type 
or don't want to, this speech-recognition program is currently the only game 
in town (see Reviews, April 2002). Fortunately, you can make it faster, more 
accurate, and much more useful-with these tips. 

Speed It Up 
Although Via Voice can "type" spoken words directly 
into programs such as Microsoft Word, Apple Mail, 
and Apple Works, tl1e program's speed doubles if you 

dictate into Via Voice's 
stripped-down Speak
Pad application. From 
there, you just say 
"Transfer to Microsoft 
Word," "Transfer to 
Apple Mail," and so on. 
Via Voice briskly dumps 
your dictated text into 
the requested program. 
Take care to open the 
desired program first 
("Open Apple Works" 
or "Launch Microsoft 
Word"); otherwise, the 
"Transfer" command 
opens the recipient 
application, plants the 

cursor- and then stops. (If this happens, you can say 
"Paste iliis" to make Via Voice take tl1e last step.) 

Ifyou want to move text from SpeakPad into a 
program not among the anointed few that work with 
the "Transfer" command (\Nord, Apple Works, Mail, 
Eudora, Netscape, and Outlook Express), you can 
still perform iliis kind of transfer by voice.Just say, 
for example, "Select all, cut iliis, open TextEdit, paste 
this." Via Voice can launch any program in your Mac 
OS X Applications folder-just say "Open Chess," 
or whatever the program's name is. (You must say 
"Launch" for a few applications, such as Word.) 

Ifyou 're technically inclined, you don't have to go 
through all that rigmarole. Instead, you can write an 
AppleScript that does it all in one fell swoop. To get 
up-to-speed, check out "AppleScript for the Pro
gramming-Shy" (Secrets, November 1999). Put the 
AppleScript in your Applications: Via Voice: Utilities: 
Command & Control: Scripts fo lder. Then you can 
trigger it just by saying its name. 

Make It More Accurate 
When you start using Via Voice, its most disconcert
ing aspect may be its attempts to transcribe random 
sounds as words. (Ifyom· the first attempt to ofdictate 
comes out something like ofthis, you wouldn't ifbe alone.) 

Try positioning the microphone at the side of your 
mouth, instead of in front of it, to prevent Via Voice 
from mistaking your breath for words such as a and 
the. Also learn to ride tl1e microphone's on/off switch: 
the F8 key. Turn off the mike for phone calls or throat 
clearing. (To change this shortcut, say "Open Prefer
ences," choose Microphone, and select a new function 
key from the To Activate Speech pop-up menu.) If 
you're in a very noisy environment, though, you may 
still have trouble. 

When you dictate into SpeakPad, Via Voice's accu
racy improves over time: whenever you make a cor
rection, Via Voice learns from it. When you dictate 
into other programs, you can't make corrections at 
all-therefore Via Voice's accuracy never improves. 

If, when studying Via Voice's transcription to check 
for errors, you can't remember what you said, use 
the Dictation: Playback Selection command, which 
plays back a recording ofyour voice speaking the 
selected text. 

If you're sti ll not getting worthwhile accuracy, 
open the Via Voice Setup Assistant program, in your 
Applications: Via Voice folder, and read a few more 
scripts (as you did when you first set up Via Voice). 
As you read more, the software learns to recognize 
the characteristics of your voice. You can also use 
the Analyze My Documents feature ofVia Voice 
Setup Assistant. This tool lets you select, from your 
hard drive, documents of the sort you regularly 
write. The procedure not on ly teaches Via Voice 
new terms but also exposes the program to the 
order in which words appear in your writing. It 
updates the software's prediction routines, further 
improving accuracy. 

Finally, don't miss the slider beneath the Perfor
mance tab of the Via Voice Preferences program (say 
"Open Preferences,'' and choose Performance). To 
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get better overall accuracy, drag the slider to the 
right, toward Exact Match. You will wait a fraction 
of a second longer for phrases to be u-a nscribed, but 
this may prove to be a worthwhile trade-off. 

Use Macro Power 
One of speech-recognition software's biggest produc
tivity payoffs comes from dictation macros. You say 
"Buzz off" into your e-mail program, and the software 
types out "Thank you so much for considering me 
for your 'Earn $5,000 a Week Working at Horne!' 
program. Unfortunately, I'm already extremely busy 
taking low-life spammers like you to court." 

To create a dictation macro in ViaVoice, dictate 
or type the words you want the program to type, and 
then highlight the text. Say "Create macro." In the 
Macro Name field, type the shorthand phrase you 
want to use as the trigger. Finally, click on Save. 

This phrase editor also provides a great deal of con
trol over how ViaVoice transcribes certain words, 
including the spacing and capitalization of each utter
ance. You can use this to your advantage. Ifyou grow 
frustrated at having to say "Capitalize this" before 
each capital letter, for example ("Capitalize this, The; 
capitalize this, Wizard; of; capitalize this, Oz"), open 
the macro editor (say "Create macro" without high
lighting text first). When the list ofmacros appears, 
type a shorter command, such as Cap or Shift key, 

in the Macro Name field. Then click on the Capital 
radio button, so that words you dictate after saying 
your macro name will be capitalized. Click on Save. 

Maintain Keyboard Control 
Keyboard Shortcut Dictionaries (KSD) Editor, a pro
gram in the ViaVoice: Uti lities folder, lets you set up 
vocal triggers for any keystroke. Using this technique, 
you can voice-enable menu commands. 

Suppose you want to crea te voice commands for 
the Rotate Right and Rotate Left commands in Mac 
OS X's Preview program. Open KSD Editor by 
saying "Open KSD Editor." Click on Select, and 
browse to find Preview in the Applications folder. 
Click on Open. Type Preview in the text fie ld to 
name your new voice set. Click on OK. Then click 
on Add to open the Command Inspector dia log box. 

T hen fi ll out the dialog box (see "Keystroke 
Launcher"). In the Preview program, Rotate Right 
and Rotate Left correspond to ~-Rand :11: -L, res
pectively. Save the resulting document in the Library: 
Application Support: ViaVoice: Utilities: Menus 
folder. (Note that you have to quit and restart the 
VoiceCenter program before your new voice com
mand will work.) 

You can take ViaVoice's keystroke-triggering fea
ture even further in programs that have their own 
macro features, such as Word. By assigning an unused 
key combination to a Word macro, you can voice
enable almost any complex series ofword-processing 

steps. For example, you can create a vVord macro that 
cleans up text copied from an e-mail message (see 
"Teach Word New Tricks," Secrets, April 2002), assign 
it the keyboard shortcut shi ft-Fl2, and use KSD Edi
tor to attach a voice command to that shortcut. 

If the menu command you want doesn't have a pre
assigned keystroke, you can use a utility such as CE 
Software's $60 QuicKeys 
X (800/523-7638, www.ce 
soft.com) to give it one. 

Once you're fami liar 
with KSD Editor, you can 
use its Open command to 
customize some of the 
commands that come with 
ViaVoice , the better to 
reassign or delete them. 
(All the commands are 
contained in fi les that have 
a .ksd extension. They're 
in your Library: Applica

tion Support: Via Voice: 

Utilities: Menus fo lder.) And you can share your 

voice commands with a less industrious friend-KSD 

files can be copied. 


Boast Better Looks 
Via Voice's amoeba-shaped VoiceCenter window fits 
in with the OS X design scheme but takes up plenty 
of screen space. 

By clicking on the Zoom button-the green plus
sign (+)globule in the left-hand comer of the win
dow---or saying "Zoom VoiceCenter," you can hide 
the gigantic IBM logo and tum the palette into a far 
less conspicuous flying saucer. By clicking on the Min
imize button-the yellow minus-sign (-) globule---or 
pressing :tt:-M, you minimize the palette to your Dock 
(it's still "live," changing color as you dictate). 

You can also adjust the transparency of the Voice
Center window. Open the Via Voice Preferences pro
gram ("Open Preferences"), choose VoiceCenter, and 
adjust the transparency slider. 

Voices of the Future 
Ifyou want to go beyond the tips offered here, seek 
out the active community of speech-recognition users 
willing to help-start by checking out the Mac Voice 
listserv group (www.themacintoshguy.com/lists/Mac 
VoiceFAQ.html). And keep an eye out for OS X 
programs from the Mac's other developer of speech 
software, MacSpeech (www.macspeech.com). 

Speech recognition in OS Xis, like the OS itself, 
still in its fledgling state. But when configured prop
erly and used shrewdly, ViaVoice can bring useful 
dictation and application control to your Mac. O 

r.!.~<L;,.,6;;:,,s:.y~--=---·--p===:--
llaQtt !tight 
Zoom In 
zoomou1 

Zoom ro At 

Keystroke Launcher 
Make ViaVoice do your 
vocal bidding by cre
ating voice triggers for 
menu commands in 
programs you use 
often. You can also 
create spoken com
mands for useful 
systemwide shortcuts: 
"Cancel" to trigger the 
~-period (.) key combi
nation, for example. 

Contributing Editor DAVID POGUE writes the weekly technology column State of the Art for the New York 

Times. His latest book is Mac OS X: The Missing Manual (Pogue Press/O'Reilly, 2002). 
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SECRETS 

Many Users, One Mac 
Unlike earlier versions of Mac OS, OS Xwas designed to be a multiple-user 
environment. Even if you're the only person who uses your OS X machine, 
you can benefit from the extra security a user account provides. More signif
icantly, if you're not your Mac's only user, having multiple user accounts 
gives you flexibility and security not possible before. 

May I Have Your Permission? Get Used to Users 
The first step in understanding user accounts is \Vhen you install OS X, you're prompted to create 
understanding permissions. Ifyou've used OS 9's File an account and provide a password. This is your user 
Sharing or Multiple Users, you're probably familiar accow1t, which is assigned adminisrrative access by 
with the concept, but OS X inrroduces Uni\'.-style default. After this initial setup, you won't need to 
pem1issions to the Mac world. OS X keeps rrack of enter any information at start-up (tl1ough you can 
who can open and who can edit (or who has "read" change this if you wish). You can leave your Mac set 
and who has "write" privileges, respectively) each up with only tlus single user accow1t and let otl1er 
document and application. \Vhile OS 9's File Sharing users share the account, but if you do, all of your files 
privileges apply only to remote users, OS X's privi will be accessible to anyone who uses the computer. 
leges apply to everyone, local and remote. In addition, you'll miss out on the security, flexibility, 

In Unix, vie\ving and setting file pennissions is an and power that multiple accounts bring to your desk
ugly affair. You can use OS X's Terminal application top. Let's take a brief look at these advantages. 
to work with pennissions, but that's mostly unneces By default, each user in OS X has his or her own 
sary. Instead, you can view a file's privileges simply home folder (located at the root level of the boot 
by selecting a file in the Finder, choosing Show Info volume, at Users: usemame). Documents and otl1er 

from the File menu, and files (applications, MP3s, preferences, and so forth) 
then choosing Privileges stored in your home folder are for your eyes only; 
from the window's pull unless you explicitly change those files' permissions, 
down menu. The resulting no one but you will be able to read or edit them. In 
display shows the file's fact, me desktop in OS X is actually a Desktop folder 
owner (the user with own located within your home folder-anything you save 
ership rights to tl1e file) or move to tl1e desktop will also be inaccessible to 
and group (tl1e users who oilier users (unless permissions have been changed). 
in some way have access to In addition to tl1ese security advantages, user 
the file), as well as the file accounts provide an impressive amount of flexibility 
specific privileges given to in allowing users to customize me OS. Each user's 
the owner, the group, and individual settings-login picture, desktop back
everyone else (those users ground, Microsoft Word preferences, e-mail account 
who have neitl1er O\mership information, and so on- are stored in his or her 
nor group access to the file). home folder. This means that each user's preferences 
The file's owner can use will be activated at login. For a family wiili multiple 
pull-down menus to change users, this can be a godsend-no more reorganizing 
these privileges. (Both your desktop icons because Sally's games change me 

the owner and a user with administrative access can screen resolution , and no more changing the desktop 
change privileges through Tenninal or by using a to avoid looking at Susie's 'NSync picture whi le you 
third-party utility.) surf tl1e Web. 

These pennissions provide conrrol over who can One clever use of multiple accatmts is to create 
read and edit (write) every file on your hard drive. an exrra user account, one tl1at you do not alter, for 
Now that you understand permissions and privileges, rroubleshooting purposes. Ifyou're having problems 
we can talk about why they exist-user accounts. (such as crashing applications or a frozen OS), you 
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can log out of your personal account and log in to 
the troubleshooting account. If the problems dis
appea r, there's something wrong with your personal 
account; if the problem persists, chances are it's a 
problem with the OS itself. Similarly, if you'd like to 
try out some new or beta software without worrying 
about messing up your personal account, you can 
create a testing account. If the software causes any 
problems, only the testing account wi ll be affected. 

Multiple Personalities 
Creating new users in OS Xis easy, but you need 
administrative access to do so. (A~ previously men
tioned, the first person who sets up an account under 
OS Xis automatically an administrator.) Go to the 
Users pane of System Preferences (avai lable from 
the Apple menu or the Dock), and click on the New 
User button. Fill in the person's fu ll name, nickname 
(which becomes the home folder's name), and pass
word (which the user can change later). You can also 
opt to give the new user administrative access, but 
remember to use this option sparingly-it's akin to 
handing someone your most confidentia l documents. 

Sharing the Wealth 
User accounts provide security against other people 
accessing your fi les, but sometimes you want to pro
vide access to others. There are a few ways to do this 
in OS X. First, Apple has provided a common fo lder 
for sharing files, called, appropriately enough, the 
Shared fo lder. It's accessed via the Users directory, but 
unlike the contents of standard home folders, what's 
in Shared can be seen by eve1yone. And fil es created in 
the Shared fo lder are automatically set to allow read 
access to everyone. Files created elsewhere and then 
moved to the Shared folder, however, retain their 
original permissions-if you create a document in 
your home folder and want others to be able to open 
it, you'll need to change its permissions after you 
move it to the Shared fo lder. 

The second way to share fi les with others is by 
using your Public folder. Located inside your home 
folder (Users: 11ser11arne: Public), this directory is 
the only personal fo lder that can be viewed by other 
users-they have read access to its contents. Inside 
the Public folder is a Drop Box folder, which pro
vides even more security. If another user places 
a document inside your Drop Box fo lder, only you 
will be able to see it. Likewise, if you drop a fil e in 
another user's Drop Box folder, on ly that user wi ll 
be able to see the file you dropped. You can't edit 
or view a fil e that you place in another user's Drop 
Box-it's like dropping a letter into a mailbox. 

So what's the difference between the Shared 
folder and each user's Public fo lder? It comes down 
to remote access. With OS X's File Sharing enabled, 
only non-admin users connected remotely are able 
to view Public folders-the Shared fo lder and every 
other fo lder are inaccessible. So if you want others 

example.doc Info 

example.doc 

--( Pr-ivileges •.,,. 

Owner: frakes 
Group: unknown 

Owner: Read & Write •.,,. 
Group: Read only .&.,,. 

~=====::=: 
Everyone: None •.,,. 

to be able to view your fi les remotely, make sure you 
put them in your Public fo lder. 

Regardless of where a fi le is crea ted , only its owner 
can edit it. Ifyou want to share a fi le with others and 
allow them to edit it, you must give them write privi
leges. T he easiest way to do this is to give everyone 
read and write access and then drop the document in 
the Shared fo lder. 

Finally, in addition to user permissions, OS X sup
ports group pennissions-a way to provide a selected 
group of users with access to specific fo lders or files 
(including applications). Unfortunately, setting up 
groups and group privileges is not as easy under OS 
X as creating user accounts and assigning user per
missions. For a quick tutorial, check out www.mac 
observer.com/tipslhotcocoa/2001/200 l 0427.shonl. 

(ln)Secure Storage 
As a general rule, files take on the permissions of the 
fo lder in which you ini tially create them. \iVhere this 
can become a security issue is with multiple volumes, 
since the default permissions for nonboot volumes 
(a second partition or hard drive, a removable vol
ume such as a Fire Wire drive, or a Zip disk) give 
everyone read access. So be aware that saving docu
ments to a nonboot volume is just like saving them 
to the Shared folder. If this is a concern, you can 
always change the permissions for the entire volume, 
for individual fo lders on the volume, or just for 
individual files. You can also create files inside your 
home folder and then copy them-the fi les wi ll 
retain their original permissions. 

User Power 
Multiple accounts can be a powerful tool for file and 
folder security, as well as for troubleshooting, flexi
bili ty, and convenience. Now that you understand 
user accow1ts and how to manage them, you're ready 
to become the true administrator of your Mac. D 

Feeling Privileged 
This document can be 
read and edited by the 
owner and read by 
people in the group, 
but it's inaccessible to 
everyone else. 

More Info: -,'.~· 
For more on Unix
style users and 
security, check out 
http://developer.apple 
.com/internet/macosx 
/securityintro.html. 

DAN FRAKES writes about the Mac, he·s a consultant based in foggy California, and he is still searching 

for tabbed and pop·up windows in Mac OS X. 
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iijrM@@ BY CHRISTOPHER BREEN

SECRETS 

Digital-Hub Revival 
Like the big wheel latched to John Fogerty's Proud Mar1' Apple's digital
hub strategy keeps on turnin'-if not always burnin' .To help you keep 
your i-products chooglin' as Apple intended, this month's Mac 911 offers 
advice about three spokes in Apple's wheel-iTunes, iDVD, and the iPod. 
Not content to stop there, I also help clear the water in regard to AOL com
pression, Entourage identities, and AppleWorks magnification. 

Tracking Tunes 
I love the iTunes feature that 
retrieves track names from 
the Web. But how do I keep 
the tracks in the CD's playing 
order as opposed to alpha
betical order? As soon as 
iTunes saves the album of 
MP3s into a folder on my 
hard drive, they appear 
alphabetically, and Ihave 
to type in all the track num
bers. If I make a playlist, I 
have to type them in a 
second time. 

~ Sean Harri s, Columbus, Ohio 

If the tracks appear to be out of order in iTunes, try 
clicking on the Album heading. Once the tracks are 
organized by Album, you may discover that they 
appear in reverse order- the last track first and the 
first track last. To put thi ngs right, simply click on 
the tiny triangle in the Album column heading to 
reverse the track order. 

T he order in which tracks appear in the Finder 
has no influ ence on how they appear in iTunes. I can 
think of on ly one situation in which Finder order 
makes any difference: when you use Apple Disc 
Copy to burn MP3 fi les to an MP3-formatted CD. 

In such a case, if you drag and drop those MP3 fi les 
to the CD image on your desktop, the tracks wi ll 
indeed appear in alphabetical order. To change this 
list in the Finder so that it appears as it does on the 
album, switch to List view and sort the tracks by Date 
Modified-because the first track was burned earliest, 
it will appear first in the list, fo llowed by the second 
track, and so on. Regrettably, the tracks won't remain 
in this order when you move them to the CD. 

To keep the tracks in album order, you must first 
organize the tracks by Date Modified and then nurn

ber each track sequentially. For example, append 01 
to the first track, 02 to the second, and so on. Even 
though you can do this manually, a program such as 
Frank Reiff's $15 sharewa re application A Better 
Finder Rename (www.publicspace.net/ ABetterFinder 
Rename) >vill automate the process. 

I Boot from iPod 
I have read repeatedly about the possibility of putting a 
bootable version of OS 9 or OS X(or even both) on an iPod. 
How do I do this without damaging the music part of it? And 
how do I boot from an iPod? 
Sebi Meyer, Macworld Forums 

As we used to say in the funked- up seventies, "Ain't 
no thang." (For those of you who aren't hep to this 
jive, it means "this isn't a big dea l. ") Just attach the 
iPod to your Fire Wire Mac. If iTunes 2 doesn't 
pop open on its own, launch it. In the iP od Prefer
ences window, select the Enable Fire Wire Disk 
Use option. 

Now restart your Mac. Once your iPod has 
mounted, insert an OS insnllation disc (either Mac 
OS 9.2 or OS X) and run the installer. When the 
installer asks where you'd like to install the operating 
system, navigate to the iPod and click on Continue 
to step through the rest of the insta llation. W hen 
you want to boot from your iPod, plug it into your 
Mac. Once it's mounted, select it as the start-up disk 
in OS 9's Startup Disk control panel or in OS X's 
Startup Disk system preference. Restart your Mac to 

boot from the iPod. 

Substitute SuperDrive 
I have a 733MHz Power Mac G4 with an internal CD-RW 
drive. I'm interested in burning my own DVDs. My computer 
includes a copy of iDVD, even though it did not come with 
the SuperDrive. If I buy a Pioneer DVR-A03 drive (it's the 
same as the SuperDrive), will it work with iDVD? 
Joseph Minio, Rye, New York 
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According to Apple, no. The company's iDVD 2 new identity in Entourage for OS X, select Switch 
FAQ explici tly states that "iDVD 2 is designed to Identity from the Entourage menu (in pre-OS X 
work on ly with the Apple Super Drive available on versions of both Entourage and Outlook Express, 
certain configurations of Power Mac G4 computers." you'll find th is command under the File menu). 

To which I say, "Fiddlesticks." "When you're greeted witl1 the 
A host of people I trust implici tly (some of them "Are you sure you want to 

employed by this very magazine) have replaced the switch identities?" message 
DVD-ROM drive on their AGP Power Mac G4s screen, click on Switch. In the 
with a Pioneer DVR-A03 (310/952-2000, www resulti ng dia log box wi ll be 
.pioneerelectronics.com) and use it with the original a list ofyour current identities 
iDVD, iDVD 2, and DVD Studio Pro without diffi (if there is only one, it wi ll be 
culty. You can also use Roxio's Toast to burn data to ca lled Main Identity). You' ll Se1 _c~_e
DVD-R discs with this drive. also see the New button. 

As we go to print, the DVR-A03 is sell ing for a Click on th is button to name 
little over $400. Pioneer has released an updated and create a new identity, and 
drive, the 104. "When this drive starts shi pping in click on OK (see "A "Whole 
quantity (it currently ships in tl1e new iMac), you New You"). Up pops the 
should see tl1e price of the A03 drop. Setup Assistant, asking you 

This hasn't been a hitch-free operation fo r every for the settings necessary to 
one, however. In early models of the Pioneer drives, send and retrieve e-mail. 
some users had to update the firmware to version "When you come back from 
1.65 (this update is available on Pioneer's Web site, your next trip, you can go to the home directory A Whole New You 
but you' ll need the assistance of a PC running of each Mac and open Documents: Microsoft User Maintaining multiple 
vVindows to insta ll it). Ifyou purchase such a drive Data: Office X Identities. (If you are running Out personalities might be 
now, the firmware version should be compatible look Express or Office 200 I in OS X's Classic the key to synchro
with your Mac. And the drive-just like the Super mode, look for Identities or Office 2001 Identities, nizing manifold Macs 
Drive-is anything but a speed demon. Shove this respectively.) Copy the appropriate identity to the with Entourage. 
type of drive into your Mac, and you'll find tlrnt it same folder on the otl1er Mac. In this case, you'll 
copies data to your hard drive far more slowly than copy the iMac identity to the iBook and vice versa. 
your old media drive did. \iVhen you perform this copy operation, you' ll 

overwrite the original fi les. If for some reason you 
Sync Different don't want to lose those origina ls, you should move 
A client of mine using OS X needs to synchronize his them to anotl1er location before you start copying. 
Entourage e-mail, calendar, and contact data on the iBook You will now be able to read the other computer's 
he carries on the road and the iMac in his office. Data e-mai l or look at new contacts and calendar events 
changes on both machines when he's traveling (he works by switching identities. Unfortunately, moving data 
on the iBook and his assistant uses the iMac), so rewriting back and forth between identities is anything but 

New Identity 

E.fllo urage 

_1 a_n_•_de_n_ti_ry_. -----~ 

0 1( 

one of the files completely (as OS 9's File Synchronization elegant. For e-mail, you can select all new mes-
would do) is not an acceptable route. 
I'm stumped. Any ideas? 
Jason Tertadian, Madison, Wisconsin 

You mean other than contacting 
Microsoft and suggesting that 
future versions of Entourage let 
you import only new data from a 
copy of Entourage running on 
the network? Well , yes, I have an 
idea, but it may seem clunky. 

In order for these two Macs 
to collaborate, you must create 
two identities on each of them
one for the stay-at-home i.J\1ac 
and one fo r the footloose iBook. 
It just so happens that Entou
rage (as well as Outlook Express) 
allows you to create just such 
multiple identities. To create a 

0 If your printer works in 
Classic mode but not in 
OS X, yet you long to print 
your documents using OS 
X's beautiful Futura and 
Didot fonts, here's a wayTIP 
to print them:OF THE 

In your OS Xappli
MONTH cation, select Print from 
the Fi le menu, and click on Preview in the 
resulting dialog box. Doing so opens your 
document as a PDF file. Select Save As PDF 
from Preview's File menu. 

You can now open and print your docu
ment in any classic application that reads 
PDF files (Photoshop, GraphicConverter, or 
Acrobat Reader 4.0, for example). 
Kate Wheeler, Boston, Massachusetts 

sages, drag them to a folder 
on your desktop, switch iden
tities, and then drag them 
back into tl1e appropriate mail 
fo lder (Inbox, for example). 
Calendar events are even goof
ier. Drag all new calendar 
events into a folder on th e 
desktop, switch identities, 
return to tl1e Finder, select all 
your events, and then double-
click on them. T his process 
will open each event in a sepa
rate Entourage window and 
place it in the current identity's 
calendar. To move Address 
Book entries, once again you 
drag new entries to the desk
top, switch identities, open 
Entourage's Address Book, ;>> 
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After putting together the video intro
duction to a recent Macworld CD, the disc's 
producer contacted me and said that we 
had to change acouple of blocks of static 
text that appeared in this QuickTime 
movie. Could I think of away to swap 
out the old text without interrupting the 
soundtrack? But of course. Here are the 
very instructions I provided the producer: 

Create the new block of text, take a 
screenshot of it so you can save it as a 
graphics file, and use QuickTime Player 
Pro 5.X to import that graphics file into a 
QuickTime movie. Press ~-A to select the 
movie's entire contents and then ~-C to 
copy those contents. Now open the orig
inal movie, select one frame before the 
offending piece of video, and while press
ing the shift key, drag until one frame after 
the clip (you can use the keyboard's right
and left-arrow keys to move one frame 
forward and backward, respectively). 

Select Add Scaled from the Edit menu 
to replace the old text with the new. Save 
the movie, and you're done. 

Why not choose the Replace command, 
which also appears in the Edit menu? 
That won't work because this command 
replaces not only the video portion of 
the movie but also the soundtrack. Add 
Scaled replaces only the selected video 
and leaves the soundtrack in place. In 
fact, if the clip you're adding contains a 
soundtrack, Add Scaled layers that sound
track atop the original. 

And here's a bonus tip:You can turn off 
the second soundtrack by selecting the 
Disable Tracks command from the Edit 
menu and clicking on the On button next 
to the second soundtrack.To remove that 
second soundtrack completely, select 
Delete Tracks from the Edit menu, select 
the unwanted track in the Delete Tracks 
window, and click on the Delete button. 

« 	 and then drag the names into the upper pane of 
the Address Book window. 

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah 
I use America Online as my ISP, and whenever I try to send 
more than one attachment by e-mail, the files get com
pressed into a Stufflt archive. This causes problems for my 
PC-using friends. Can I prevent this from happening? 
John Eddy, Virginia Beach, Virginia 

Regrettably, no. You have to remember that AOL 
is the Internet with training wheels. vVith the best 
intention of keeping you from wobbling and fa lling 
over, AOL's software automatically performs certain 
functions-such as compressing multiple attach
ments. This can be very helpful for those new to 
computing and the Web, but savvier users who 
prefer to dictate their software's actions often find 
themselves thwarted. 

Although AOL lets you choose not to compress 
a single attachment, once you drop another attach
ment into the message, you're stuck-you can 
search from one encl of AOL's Preferences window 
to the other, and you' ll find no way to switch off 
this "feature." 

You could , of course, recommend to your PC
packing pals that they download the PC version of 
Stufflt £;.,'Pa nder from www.stuffit.com/ex'}Jancler 

(and honestly, if they have any interest in remain
ing your friends , they really shou ld). But if you're 
the kind of sa intly individua l who prefers to shoul
der these burdens yourself, you might consider 
compressing your files in tl1e PC-friendly Zip for
mat and then attaching that single archive to your 
outgoing message. 

There are a couple of ways to do tlus. Aladdin, 
the maker of Stufflt Deluxe (8311761-6200, ~T\vw 
.aladdinsys.com), bundles Srufflt Expander, Drop
Stuff, DropZip, and Drop'Iar in a perky little $50 
shareware package called Stuffit Lite, which works 
with OS 9.2 and earlier and OS X. To create a Zip 
archive, simply place the items you want to attach 
into a folder, and drop the folder onto the DropZip 
icon. Ifyou want to use the more full-featured 
Stuffit Deluxe, which lets you do this kind of thing 
via a handy Fi11der menu or contextual menu in OS 
9.2 and earlier and OS X, pay a visit to Aladdin's 
Web site, where Stufflt Delm:e is avai lable for an 
additional $10. 

Alternatively, you can try the $20 Ziplt share
ware program (www.maczipit.com), by Tom Brown. 
Like DropZip and Stufflt Deluxe, Ziplt creates 
Zip archives that a Windows PC can open. Ziplt 
also includes an option that lets you create self
extracting Zip files. I had some clifficuJty creating 
Ziplt archives tliat decompressed on a Mac running 
OS X, but self-extracting arcl1ives encoded for 
tl1e PC expanded properly on my PC running 
\Vindows ME. 

More on Magnification 
Regarding your answer to the "AppleWorks Amplified" 

question (Mac 911, January 2002), how do you choose doc

ument magnification of 150 percent? The only available 

magnifications at the bottom of the AppleWorks page are 

100 and 200 percent. 

Eric Spain, Hong Kong, China 


Eric, please don 't kick yourself when you learn 
how simple this is. It's a fea ture that even seasoned 
Apple Works users routinely miss. Ifyou click and 
hold on the button that reads 100, you will be 
rewarded with a pop-up menu that displays a vari
ety of magnifications. You'll notice an entry labeled 
Other at the bottom of the list. When you select 
Other, the View Scale window presents itself. In 
this window, you can enter any magnification from 
3.125 to 3,200 percent. O 

Contributing Editor CHRISTOPHER BREEN intends to shamelessly 

hawk his hilarious and helpful tips-and-troubleshooting-for-the-rest

of-us tome, Mac 911 (Peachpit Press, 2002), until it cracks Amazon's 

Top 10,000. 

Share tips and discuss Mac problems with other Mac users in the Mac 911 forum (www.macworld.com/subject/mac911). Also send tips by e-mail to mac911 @ 
macworld.com.We pay $50 for tips selected for publication in Macworld. All published submissions become the sole property of Macworld. Shareware and free
ware mentioned in Mac 911 are available at www.versiontracker.com. 
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Faster Apple PowerBook G41·~a 
speeds up to 667MHz! 

FREE TOTAL New Hard Optical AirPort 56K FireWire iTUnes Price • or as 
Order MHz RAM RAM RAM IPhoto Drive Drive Card Modem USB/Ports iMovie 2 Drop! Pnce! low as 

#965206 i 550MH~G~41§.~~-- ' 256MB* 512MB Yes ; 20GB I DVD-ROM i Promo* 56K l One/Two j Yes s200 s1.994' 556/mo
#964271 667MHz G4 , 512MB N/A 512MB Yes : 30GB T"iivo~iiiiM-·r···ve~·-·+·-·55j(--·llii~rrwo f Yes 5200 52,794' 578/mo-
New PowerBook G4 Models-Now with DVD/CD-RW Combo drive! 

. !9~~~.!l-~_; __~~~-1!1Hz._G~J~56~.! 256MB* 512MB Yes --~9p_j_ ,P_Y.lll~J!:~.W I Pr.omo* 1 56K__ j__9_~el[w_o__ .........X~~.....J.~~-V!L s2.294· 564/mo
#966300 : 667~Hz. .~_512M.!!_ N/A 512MB Yes __30GB ; DVD/CD-RW :. x~~---·L. 5_6~ ____ j____Q!l_!l[T_l"'.~ _'.____ .'f~S J~w! 52,994' 584/mo·__ 

-awn a Trtanium PowerBook G4 550MHz DVD for as low as s5&/month with the New MacMall EZ Payment Plan! Call for details. 
ttPurchase an Apple PowerBook and Nikon Coolpix 775 digital camera and receive a $100 mail-in rebate from Apple Computer, Inc. Offer valid through 5/27/02. 'tAdditional shipping charges apply. 

't Mac OS Xv10.1 , 
• only

s119ss 
#963214 


Gall for details. 


We 11l beat any price or competlti1Je promotion on any Mac camputet! ~~:~ 

The New Apple PowerBook 64! 

The new PowerBook™G4 now 
features a DVD-ROM/CD-RW 
Combo drive that lets you edit 

movies, watch DVDs and burn CDs 
anywhere you take your PowerBook! 

A whole new architecture! 
On the inside, the PowerBook G4 

has a whole new architecture: faster 
PowerPC G4 processors, new graphics 
capabilities, more RAM and the world's 
most advanced operating system. 

Super perfonnance! 
• 	 Up to 667MHz PowerPC™G4 

processor with the advanced 
Velocity Engine'" 
• 	 Up to 512MB of PClOO 

SDRAM; exp. up to lGB 
• 	Slot loading DVD-ROM 

drive or DVD/CD-RW 
Combo drive 

. • 	 FireWire®, USB & ports 
plus a PC Card slot 

5 hour battery and 
.;.. JIAl)EON graphics: 

f.eBtures a lithium-ion
' ., tiatt~ providing up to 

%Jio'urs of battery life and 
'ATI Mobility RADEON with 

.' rfripara/leled 2D, 30 and 
'f!iultimedia performance! 

~ 

-_- ~ . MacMall EZ Payment Plan · Fastest overnight delivery! 
,__ •• • • - .._,, ~ 	 v: • ••• • _ .,_,. 
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Authorized Reseller 

The fastest 
Macintosh ever! 
Now featuring dual 
processors up to 1GHz! 
Off-the-charts 30 graphics! 
• NVIDIA GeForce4 MX graphics card 

or AT! Radeon 7500 graphics card 
• Up to 933MHz PowerPC G4; or up to 

dual lGHz PowerPC G4 processors 
• SuperDrive (DVD-R/CD-RW drive) or 

CD-RW drive • AirPort Card slot 
• 256MB or 512MB of PC133 SDRAM 

128MB 256Ma· 384MB Yes 

1NVIDIA Geforce2 MX 5400 
Yes . NVIDIA Geforce2MX 

1 

- 5500 ., 556/mo· 
New Power Mac G4 Models-Speeds up to 1GHz! 

#968041 BOOMHz 64 I256MB 256Me• 512MB Yes ~_!ls~.:.f!W______ ~-- ..+-1.~~ ----r-~eon 7~~0 !~ewl s~94· '45/mo· 
#96.ii046'933MHz G4 . 256MB 256MB• 512MB i- Yes 6068 · DVD·R/CD·RW t Yes ! Yes NVIDIA 6eforce4 MxTNew! 52.294' 564/mo· 
j~6BD51..L1.~!!~~~!. ~.!l~~ MB' 1 e Yes -ao6B}Qvo-~1co-Rw T _Yes__ ~_"jes -~-~v101A G~force4:!!'x r New! '~994' ·~1~--
-0wn a Power Macintosh 733MHz for as low as s37/month with the Hew MacMall EZ Payment Planl Call tor details. 
'$39.99 professional installation fee required for Free RAM and Airl'ort Card offers. tReceive a$30 mfr mail-in rebate and $20 MacMall mail-in rebate with purchase of Epson Stylus Color C80 Printer 
and Mac computer. Offer expires 4/30/02. t'Purchase the Adobe DesignCollection for just $899 (#367214) with any new Apple Power Mac or PowerBook and receive afreeupgrade to Photoshop 7.0 
upon release. Upgrade will be fulfilled by Adobe.Apple and Adobe products must be purchased on the same invoice. Offer expires 8131/02. Call for details. 

Nikon Coolplx 775 
2.11 Megaptxel. 3X optical ~....-
and 2.SX digital zooms. 

as Iowas

s27494 .. 

BMB, Internet-capable. 

only
s39495-1 _____ 

ZR45MC Mini 
DV Camcorder 

! 1ex optical & 360X digital 
zooms, 2.5" LCD. FlreWlre, 
use mage Stabilizer. 

~.....-.~" only$699 
#959509 Gall for details. #958013 Cs/I for deta11s. #964598 Cs/I for details. #968282 Cs/I for deta11s. 
'free shipping refers to UPS ground only on peripherals shown above when ptJChased with any Mac computer...After Apple.mall-inrebate with purchase of iBook or PowerBook. call for details. -while supplies last. 
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Authoriz.ed Reseller 

Fin.al Cu:t Pro 3 Editing Systems! 
Power Mac 933MHz SuperDrive 
Final Cut Pro 3 Editing System 
• 	Power Mac G4 933MHz 

768MB RAM/60GB HD/SuperDrive 
• 	Apple 17'' Studio Display 
• 	Final Cut Pro 3.0 • Boris Graffiti 
• 	Contour ShuttlePro Multimedia 

Controller • Matrox RTMac Video 
• SmartSound Sonicfire Pro 
• 	Sony 14" NTSC Monitor 
• 	Harman/Kardon 3 Piece SoundStick 

~ 

all this for only $6,494#968234 

Power Mac Dual 1 GHz SuperDrive 
Final Cut Pro 3 Editing System 
• 	Power Mac G4 Dual lGHz 

lGB RAM/80GB HD/SuperDrive 
• Apple 17" Studio Display 
• 	Final Cut Pro 3.0 • Boris Graffiti 
• 	Contour ShuttlePro Multimedia 

Controller • Matrox RTMac Video 
• 	SmartSound Sonicfire Pro 
• 	Sony 14" NTSC Monitor 
• 	Harman/Kardon 3 Piece SoundStick 

PowerBook 550MHz DVD/CD-RW 
Final Cut Pro 3.0 Editing System 
• 	PowerBook G4 SSOMHz/512MB RAM 

20GB HD/Combo DVD/CD-RW Drive 
• Final Cut Pro 3.0 • Boris Graffiti 
• 	Contour ShuttlePro Multimedia 

Controller • SmartSound Sonicfire Pro 
• 	dvcreators.net-The Secrets of Final Cut 

Pro and Final Cut Pro Powerstart CDs 
• 	Port Mobile Plus Carrying Case 

5 
all this for only 4,494#966860 

Power Macintosh Models Featuring CineWave Video Systems! 

Power Mac 933MHz CineWave 
Analog SD System (Uncompressed) 
• 	Power Mac G4 933MHz 

768MB RAM/60GB HD/SuperDrive 
• 	 72GB MaxArray LVD 
• 	Adaptec SCSI Card 

• 	Ecrix Tape Back Up 
• CineWave Base System 
• 	CineWave Analog (BOB) 
• 	Final Cut Pro 3.0 • Cleaner 5.0 
• Contour ShuttlePro Multimedia Jog 

and Shuttle Controller 
• 	SmartSound Sonicfire Pro 
• 	Apple 22" Cinema Display 
• 	Sony 14" NTSC Monitor 
• 	Harman/Kardon 3 Piece SoundStick 

all this for only $18,494#96&236 

Power Mac Dual 1 GHz CineWave 
Digital SD System (Uncompressed) 

This video editing solution includes 
all the components of tl1e powerful 
Power Mac 933MHz CineWave Analog 
SD System-but features a Power Mac 
witll faster dual processors, more RAM 
and a larger internal hard drive! 
• 	Power Mac G4 Dual lGHz 

lGB RAM/80GB HD/SuperDrive 

all this for only $19,294#968237 

High Quality Professional Broadcasting Products from MacMall! 
DSR-11 DVCAM Compact VTR Sony Professional V11ls 	 Sony Professional V11ls

This VfR features botll NfSC and #962506 DSR-V10 CALL FOR PRICE! #961665 UVW1800 CALL FOR PRICE! 
PAL playback and reGording capabili #961471 DSR-11* CALL FOR PRICE! #961677 DSR2000 CALL FOR PRICE! 
ties. It includes iLINK"' connectivity #954867 DSR-20* CALL FOR PRICE! JVC Professionaland can record and play back eitller 

#962504 DSR-30* CALL FOR PRICE! #959658 HR-DVS2U 51,19995 
DVCAM or consumer DV formats! 

#962505 DSR-40* CALL FOR PRICE! #961456 SR-BS20U 51,549" 
#961140 DSR50 CALL FOR PRICE! #961452 BR-DV600UA '2,999" 

SONY. 11961472 DSR-1500* CALL FOR PRICE! Panasonic Professional 
#961474 DSR1800* CALL FOR PRICE! 1961457 AG·DV1000 
#964316 UVW1200 CALL FOR PRICE! #951051 AG·DV2000 

#961467 AJ-D230HFN'Rebate available. Gall for details. 
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Composite Inputs New at MacMall-Professional Video Products! 

Digital camcorders Video Editing Decks• High resolution 
11959033 Canon ZR20 CALL!bfi500 TV lines 
#959031 Canon ZR25MC CALL!• Features 4:3 and #958075 Canon ZR30MC CALL!16:9 switchable 
#962843 Canon Elura10 CALL!aspect ratios 
#962842 Canon Elura20MC CALLI 
#962245 Canon 0 tura 100MC CALL!SOny PVM14N&U #51450 Canon GL1 CALL!Color Video Monitor #961437 Canon XL1 S CALLI 
#958485 JVC GR·DVP3U '1.099'5 
#956547 JVC GR·DV2000 51,34995 

11960569 Panasonic PV·DV851 51,199'5 
#959745 Panasonic PV-DV901 '1.34995 

Vi.deo Monitor #959308 Panasonic PV-DV951 51,69995 

#959655 Sony DCR·PC9 CALL! 
#955800 Sonl DCR·PC110 CALLI 
#80283 Sony DCR·VX2000 CALLI 
#37986 Sonl DCR-TRV900 CALLI 
#959075 Son~ Pro. DSRPD100A CALL! 
#961666 Son~ Pro. DSRPD150 CALLISony PVM20N5U 
#963802 Sony Pro. DSR25DENGN1 CALLICol.,.- Video #963799 Son~ Pro. DSR300ENG14N1 CALL!Monitor #963804 Sony Pro. DSR300ENG17N1 CALLI

CALL FOR #963803 Son~ Pro. DSR300ENG18N1 CALL! 
l'RICE/#962493 #963806 Sony Pro. DSR500ENG18N CALLI 

~~ 

We·~ll beatanyprice or competitive promotion on any Mac computer!~~~ 
I jI U Priority Code: ZMWD253 
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Sony DCR-PC9-Memory 
St ick and MPEG Movie mode! 
• Mini DV recording-records up to 

500 lines of horizontal resolution 
• Features an advanced 1/4" HAD'" CCD 

with 680,000 pixels 
• Memory mode with Memory Stick~ 
• Capture A/V directly to Memory Stick 

media in MPEG Movie mode 
• Video E-Mail mode (160 x 112 resolution) 
• Presentation mode (320 x 240 resolution) 

Color Video Monitors! 

14" Trinitron Color SONY. 
Video Monitor • 
• High resolution of 500 TV lines 
• Features both loop-through 

composite and Y/C video Jnputs 
• Color balance stability 

Sony PVM14N5U 
Color Video 
Monitor 
CALL FOR 
l'R/CE!#96o939 

14" Monitor with SONY. 
· • 

• Features both RGB loop-through 
composite and Y/C video inputs 

CALL FOR PRICE/#57985 

20" Trinitro.n Color SONY. 
• Ee~tures both 1oop-through 

composite and Y/C video inputs 
• Flexible video input connectivity 

• High resolution 
of 500 TV lines 

Canon XL 1S DV Camcorder
includes 22 new features! 
• 3 CCDs with Pixel Shift Technology 
• Interchangeable lens system 
• FireWire • Three shooting modes 

Canon XL1 SDV Camcorder 
CALL FOR l'RICE/#961 431 

JPEGs with its 

#961665 Son~ Pro.UVW1800 CALL! 

Sony DSR-PD150 SONY. 
DV Camcorder 

Provides quality acquisition in the 
DVCAM component digital format, 
as well as in DV, for up to 40 minutes 
recording on one tape Mini DVCAM 
tape or over 1 in the DV mode. 
• Three new 1/3" 380K pixel CCDs 

Store up to 60 

4MB MemoryStick! 

Sony DSR-PD150 
CALL FOR 
l'RICE/#961666 

#959658 JVC Pro HR-DVS2U 51,09995 

#961 456 JVC SR-BS20U 51,54995 

#961452 JVC Pro BR·DV600UA 53.199'5 
#961457 Panasonic Pro. AG -DV1000 51.139'5 
#951051 Panasonic Pro. AG·DV2000 52,199'5 
#961471 SonyPro. DSR·11 CALL! 
#954867 SonyPro.DSR-20 CALL! 
#961472 Son~ Pro.DSR-1500 CALLI 
#961140 Son! Pro.DSR50 CALLI 
#961474 SonyPro.DSR1800 CALL! 

#961677 Sony Pro. DSR2000 CALLI 
Profess/anal Video Equipment 
#962523 FS-1 Firestore DV/ 

Hard Disc Interface CALL! 
NTSC Studio Manitat5 
#57985 SonyPVM14N6U CALL! 
#961664 Sonr PVM20N6U CALL! 
#962486 Sonr PVM14M4U CALL! 
#962491 Sonl PVM20M4U CALL! 
#962486 SonyPVM14M4U CALLI 
11962481 Sonl PVM14M2U CALL! 
#965960 Sonl PVM4B1U CALL! 
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New flat panel iMac G4 
with SuperDrive! 
The New Apple iMac 64! 	 your digital lifestyle. You can do it all in 


one place on your iMac G4.


The all-new iMac'" is here and fea

tures a brilliant flat-panel display Flicker-free flat panel display! 

and phenomenal performance. The new iMac features a flicker-free 


This is the first computer built from the display that offers nearly the same 

ground up to be the ultimate hub for viewable area as most 17" CRT displays, 


with twice the brightness & sharpness! 

Powerful perfonnance! 	 The Apple iMac 63 Classic! 
• Up to SOOMHz PowerPC™G4 processor 	 • Up to 600MHz G3 PowerPC"' processor
• 	NVlDIA GeForce2 MX graphics with • Up to 256MB of memory

32MB of dedicated video memory • 	Up to 40GB hard drive storage
• SuperDrive (DVD-R/CD-RW), CD-RW • 	Built-in 15-inch CRT display

or Combo drive (DVD-ROM/CD-RW) • 	AT! RAGE 128 Ultra graphics
• 128MB or 256MB of RAM; exp. to lGB accelerator with 16MB of SDRAM 
• New iPhoto™, iMovie'" 2 and iDYD'" 2 • CD-RW drive or 24X CD-ROM drive 

Freedom to move: • 10/lOOBASE-T Ethernet port 
With just one finger, you can rotate the • 	Includes a slot for an AirPort™Card 
screen 180 degrees, tilt it 35 degrees and 
adjust its height by 7 inches, up or down! 

Apple iMac 64 starting at 

$1,294! 
FREE TOTAL New Hard Optical 56K FireWire/ Apple Pro • or as 

Order MHz RAM RAM RAM iPhoto Drive Drive Modem USB Ports Speakers Pnce! low as 

-~~7054 il!IOMHz G.•q j_28M!_ 256Me· 384MB Yes 40~~~-!!W. -·"--y~ l ~__j___~o 
#967055 700MHz 64 256MB 256MB' 512MB Yes 40GB DVD/CD-RW I Yes i 5/2 ! Yes-···T··-----,-·- 
#967056 BODMHz G4 256MB 	 · ·s-ail-S-Tsu. eriiriv~ vtis--s a ~es 

CD-RW ss94· '25/mo· 

Yes CD-RW ss94· '25/mo· 


FREE TOTAL New Hard Optical 56K FireWire/ Price • or as 

Order MHz _ RAM RAM RAM iPhoto Drive Drive Modem USB Parts _-. Drop! Pnce! low as 


1 - - #961594 600MHz G3 I256MB 128MB' 384MB Yes 40GB J CD-RW Yes 2/2 ! s300 sg94· '28/mo· 


hOwn an iMac G4 700MHz for as low as 137/monlh wilh the New MacMall EZ Payment Plan! Call for details. 

Toasts 
Titanium 

only

s79ss
AlrPort Base Station 

~..-.....JI!!'!: Call for details. Call for details. #963236 Call for details. · nty$299#965277 
#944700 #975774 

I~1961594 ~595 i!i61595 6oiiMHz G3 2~Wie 12aMii· 384MB Yes · _4oG}i] _ co:_riw ·=:!-ves.. T.. 212 r s30Q ·· sg94· 528/mo· 


We 1JI beat anyprice or competiti'le promotion on any Mac computer!:~~ 
-	 -- - ·-- - 

_ . . . ~ c_· MacMall EZ Payment Plan · Fastest overnight delivery! 
-	 . 
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Authorized Reseller 

Sports a dazzling 14.1 11 screen! 

Jump-start your digital life and let 
your imagination run free with the 
new iBook, sporting a dazzHng 14.1 

inch TFT XGA display! 
Quickly connects to hundreds 
of high speed devices! 
• Up to 600MHz PPC'" G3 processor 
• Up to 256MB of PCIOO SDRAM; one 

open slot for up to 640MB total RAM 
• DVD-ROM/CD-RW Combo Drive or 

24X CD-ROM drive 
• ATI RAGE Mobility 128 graphics 

controller with 8MB SDRAM 

Apple iBook 63 starting at 

14.1" Display 12.1" Display 
1024 x 768 pixels 1024 x 768 pixels 

Uthlum-lon battery: 
Lasts up to six hours between 
charges-making the iBook 
the perfect companion 
for road trips! 

si194! Powerful Software: 
Mac OS X v10.1, new 
iPhoto, iTunes, iMovie 2, 
AppleWorks 6 and more! 

FREE TOTAL New Hard Optical 5&K FireWire/ Screen Price • or as 
Order MHz RAM RAM RAM iPhoto Drive Drive Modem USB Ports Size Weight Drop! Pnce! low as 

#9647_~7 I 500MHz G3 128MB 128MB* 256MB Yes CD·ROM Yes 2/1 12.1" 51,194' s34/.,.
#964798 ~!l!M~z G3 128MB 128MB" 256MB Yes DVD·ROM ._J es 2/1 12.1" 4.9 lbs. 51,394' 
#964799 I 600MHz G3 . 128MB 128MB " 256MB Yes DVD/CD-AW Yes ! 2/1 . 12.1" I 4.9 lbs. 51,494' 
#967057 f 600MHz GJ iS&MB : N/A 256MB Yes - 2DGBDVDtCD-RW Yes·- -r-- 2f1-=-:r 1fil 6 lbs. New! · _ .79 '51,_,,,=4

··0wn an iBook 500MHz for as low as 534/month with the New MacMall EZ Payment Plan! cai1 for details. 

'$39.99 professional installation fee required for Free RAM offers. tReceive a$30 mfr mail-in rebate and $20 MacMall mail-in rebate with purchase of Epson Stylus Color C80 Printer and iMac or 

iBook. Offer expires 4/30/02. ttGet $100 cash back by mail from Apple via mail-in coupon with purchase of any new Apple iBook and Nikon Coolpix 775 Digital camera. Both nems must appear on 

the same invoice. Price of camera before rebate is $374.94. Offer ends 5/27/02 or while supplies last. 


539/mo

' --::c=::.:· 

Nikon Coolplx 995 ZR45MC Mini 
3.34 Megapixel, 16MB, DV Camcorder 

4X optical and 4X digital 18X optical & 360X digital 

zooms. 1.8" LCD, USB. zooms, 2.5" LCD, RreWire,


6MB, Springboard~ USB Image Stabilizer. only expansion slot. 

s59999 
only$229 

#959506 Call for details. #963311 Call for details. #968282 Call for details. 

For your best price call 1-800-217-9492 macmall.com 
~-" - -- - - . ._...,. - - ·- - 
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Indulge your creativity with a new 
paint engine and art studio brushes! Adobe 
The new, Mac OS Xcompatible Adobe• Photoshop• 7.0 
software helps you worll more efficiently, explore new 
creative options and produce the highest quality images 
for print, the Web, wireless devices and anywhere else/ 

New File Browser 
New Healing Brush 
New Patch Tool

'6Ma#f • New transparency and 
rollover capabilities 

upgrade 
as low as 

cll~~~1764 
mail-in rebate. 

Adobe Photoshop 7 (Full) 

independent publishing! r'-!=~= 

AppteWatfcs s.2.2 I • I • 
AppleWorlls combines 6 ~-- \ 
core capablllties-painting, word _ • • 
processing, page layout, databases, 
spreadsheets and presentations
into one application! 

only
$7799

#965129 

Adobe lnDesign 2.0 
- '-·•••I Delivers the page layout you 

a/ways wanted! Apply drop 
shadows & other transparency 

. settings to any object/ 

r~~ as Iowas 
Adobe $399*#966162 

After $300 rebate for Quarll users. 

Adobe InDesign 2.0 Upgrade 5149 

Adobe Acrobat 5.0 
The best way to publish online 
or share across platfonns • 
while maintaining the r..... 
original look and feel of "' ~ 
your documents. Adobe 

upgrade $8799
#957596 ===--

#957605 Adobe Acrobat 5.0 (Full) 521889 

MacMall i'.syour #1 source for the greatest deals 

on hot Macintosh:software &hardware solutions! 

Visit Our Sit I Incredible Deals on Top Selling Software! 

only

sisoo 
#968426 

Office 21J01 fat Mac 
Created specifically for the Mac 
and designed so you can simply and 
effectively do more: Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint and Entourage e-mail 
and personal infonnation manager! 

upgrade 526999 
#849861 

#849799 Office 2001 for Mac (Full) 

V" Featuring all the new 
products from Apple! 

And So uclt lf/lorel 
V" Fastest overnight delivery! 
V" 100% Apple Gold Certified, 

best trained sales staff! 
V" 	 s2 billion in inventory

over 125,000 products! 
V" 	 Custom configuration

we will build your CPU to 
your specHications! '-

AfacMallEZ 
Payment Planl . 

Photashop 7.0 

• 
• 
• 

.,...,.• 

liilliii~!ll · · · 

UMmJll-.-.- ~ ~
#968095 

QuarlcXPress 5.0 
Brings your workflow 
into the world of media

Features Web document, a new 
QuarllXPress document fonnat 
that lets you publish Web content! 

only $79994
#965797 

Now at MacMall! 

-	 . - - - 

~-~~-- :=- . . MacMall EZ Payment Plan · Fastest overnight delivery! 
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Apple Titanium PowerBook G4 
667MHz with Connectix Virtual PC 5 
{Windows 2000} 
The advanced tools every computer consultant needs to be 
compatible with every client-all in one place for one incredible price! 
Includes: 667MHz PowerPC G4 Processor, Connectix Virtual PC 5 Windows 2000, 
512MB SDRAM, 3008 Ultra ATA Drive, Slot Loading Combo Drive, 10/100/1000BT, 56K, 
15.2" Screen, Two USB Ports, One FireWire Port and Mac OS X. 

Add More Connectix OS Packs! 
#961422 Connectix OS Pack with Windows 98 
#961421 Connectix OS Pack with Windows Me 

New Apple iPod MP3 Player! 

Takes full advantape uf 
lhe Mac as xdesign! 
• Holds over 1000 songs 
• 	Plays your music up to 10 hours with 

20 minute skip protection 
• Weighs just 6.5 oz. 
• 	Transfer the music of an entire CD in 

less than 10 seconds 
• Auto-synch your music with ffunes 
• 	Charge with the included power 

adapter or over FireWire 
• High-fidelity sound earbuds 

5
only 394#964598 
#964602 Additional Power Adapler 549 . 

f. 

r.ikes full advantage uf 
Microsoft·. lhe !lac as xt/esljn! 

Microsoft Office v. X is a fully native 
Mac OS Xproductivity suite that offers 
complete support for the modem 
architecture of Mac OS X, includes a new 
Aqua user interface and provides many 
new feature enhancements! 
• Easy cross-platform file sharing 

upgrade as low as 

526899 
#208616 

Sys. req.: PPC 120MHz or better, 128MB 
RAM, 160MB HD, Mac OS X v.10.1 or better 

#208615 Microsoft Office v.X (Full) 544419 

LaCie 32x10x40 .,.., ,p:l j'fl f ~ Boa FireWire Crescendo/VIS 63 
F"treWue/IJSB 	 llVD-RW Upgrade card 

Upgrade your Power8ookCD·RWDrive 	 Combo Drive 

~ 
G3 with a 500MHz G3

only I processor and a 1MB 
L2 backside cache! 

I~ l@!t
52~!1: only s599~62061 only s3997tJ616s2 ' 

100MB USB Zip Drive 	 Mulliscan 6520 SONY. 
• 	Compatible with 21" Display

both IOOMB and • 2048x 1536250MB Zip disks max. res. @BOHz 

Promotional offers cannot be combined. Please check individual promotion details for ending date and other restrictions or call your Account Executive for more information. Prices, specifications and 
promotional offers are subject lo change without notice. Limited to stock on hand. While we do our best to check errors, mistakes mayoccur--{Alll to verify pricing. 'Proof of ownership of OuarllXPress 
3.x or higher required for $300 mfr. mail-in rebate. Offer expires 6110/02. Gall for details. 

we~11· beat an¥ price 01 competitive promotion on any Mac computer!~~ 
Priority Code: ZMWD253 
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•• 

NEW Power Macs! Up to 1GHz Dual Processor 

Apple®Power Mac"' G4 
The new Power Mac G4 is a digital powerhouse designed to accelerate your workflow like never before. From the 
high-performance PowerPC G4 processor and AGP graphics cards to Gigabit Ethernet and SuperOrive, the Power 
Mac G4 is designed to help you do more, faster.And all these advanced capabilities come together seamlessly in 
Mac OS X, which delivers superior reliability, improved system performance and leading-edge technologies for 20, 
30 and video graphics. Call Mac Zone to order your new Power Mac and take advantage of our special offers. 

Monitor sold 
separately. 

FREE 
Up to 512MB RAM 
A S30 prof~sioo<tl in\tallation fee 
appfies. Ott er subject to change due 

G4 Processor 800MHz 

Hard Drive 40GB 

RAM 256MB 

Optical 
Drive CD-RW 

Graphics AT! 

Card Radeon 
7500/32MB 

Cache 256K L2 
-

ONLY 5159498 

#147864 

933MHz Dual1GHz 11 

60GB 80GB 

. 256MB 512MB 

SuperDrive SuperDrive 
CD-RW/OVO-R CD-RW/DVO-R 

NVIDIA NVIDIA 
GeForce4 GeForce4 
MX/64MB MX/64MB 

256K L2 2X 256K L2 
2MB L3 2MB L3 

5229498 5299498 

#147865 #147866 

Apple Studio $69998** 

17" Display #139208 

• • Atter $300 Apple rebatewith Power Mac purchase. 
Low Mac Zone price: $999.99. OHer good through 4/30/02. 

Quicksilver G4 

Starting $159498 
At Only 

to memory price volatility. Call for latttl offers. 
While supplies la~ . 

-Plus-
FREE 
Speakers 
While supplies last. 

•include s $100 instant savings plus $909.92 savings compared to purchasing Adobe Design Collec tion 5.0 products separat ely. FREE Adobe Photoshop 7.0 upgrade via Adobe Technology Guaran tee. Oller good 2124/02 throug h 8/3 1/02. 

Now with a dazzling 14.111 display 

Apple®iBook"' 
With its eye-soothing 14.1 " screen, the new iBook is 
the perfect place for everything from working on 
spreadsheets to displaying your movies and digital 
pictures  in millions of colors! And since you'll be 
taking your iBook everywhere, it's good to know 
that Mac OS X is designed for life on the go. 

Purchase a NEW Apple 
iBook and receive: 

FREE 
Up to 256MB RAM 
A S30 PJOfessM>nal Installation I~ 
appl~Offer subject to change due 
to memOfY price vola lllity. Call for lates1offers.. 
l/lhltes~p ! ieslast. 

Starting $119498 
At Only OR FREE 
PRICE DROPS! 

Up s200 Call lorto details. 
On select iBooks.While supplies last. 

t9tl!.,t11. 
QuarkXPress 5.0 
New Web features! 
Runs in Mac OS X 
Classic mode 

#147199 s79997 

Up to 128MB RAM 

+ Speakers• 
• FREE Speakerofftor 
not available with !he 
CD·ROM model of the iBook. 

EW•/ 
Adobe 
Photosho~ 
7.0 UpgraCle 
Mac OS X Reserve

•
native 

,/ 600MHzwith
NEW• 1 ~4.1 " Display 

G3 Processor 500MHz 600MHz 600MHz 

Hard Drive 15GB 20GB 20GB 

RAM 128MB 128MB 256MB 

On-chip Cache 256K 256K 256K 

Optical 
Drive CD-ROM 

Combo 
CO-RW/OVD 

Combo 
CO-RW/DVD 

FireWire/USB 1/2 112 1/2 

AirPort Ready Yes Yes Yes 

Ethernet 10/100 10/100 101100 

TFT Display 12.1" 12.1" 14.1" 

ONLY 5119498 

#147862 

5149498 

#147863 

5179498 

#147855 

r~~ · 
Adobe 

Yours 
Now! 

#141955 

Final Cut 
Pro 3.0 
Pro digital
video editing 

#136153 s99999 

Credit cards are nol charged unl1l lhe order 1s shipped. Most producls ship the same day (barnng syslem la1lure , ere ) Shipping opl1ons include Ground. 2nd Day and Overnight
delivery Freight 1s based on average product we1qhl. Handling extra. Insurance available. S ecial orders may re une s ecial slupping and handling charges. Call !or 1nternal1onal 
shipping rales. Pmes and product ava1lab1lity subject to change without nolice Specials an~promotions may be ~1m11eS lo slock on hand. Nol responsible for lypographical errors. 
All producls sold by Zones, Inc. are third party products and arc subrect lo Ille warranl1es &represenlal1ons of the applicable manufaclurers 2002 Zones, Inc. All nghls reserved 
Unauthomed duplical1on 1s a vmlalmn or applicable laws. Apple. the Apple logo, Macinlosh and PowerBook are registered trademarks ol the Apple Compuler. Inc. 

-



•• ~100<----=--
Rebate' ·. 

l)j 

$ 
98

•269 

EPSON CSO 
Inkjet Printer 
iPhoto compatible 

Purchase a NEW Apple 
iMac G4 and receive: 

FREE 
Up to 256MB RAM 
A S30 prof~! inualla tion 
foe applies. Offer subject 

~~~~a~y:t~i~ ~rrr:r~iest 
otters. Wh ile supplies ~ 

Plus 
50-Pack 
CD·R Mediat 
IF1et media no t available 
on lMac G4f700 CO -RW. 

Completely redesigned 

Apple®iMac™G4 
More than a flattened iMac. the ultimate hub for your digital lifestyle offers you a even 
shorter route to the Internet, easier way to make great movies, and faster means to burn 
your own CDs. Using Apple's new iPhoto software, you can even shoot edit store and 
share digital photos with iMac-ease.And the iMac G4/800 comes with iDVD 2 and the 
SuperDrive (DVD-R/CD-RW) for creating your own DVDs, the user-friendly, Macintosh way! 
Completing the new version of theworld's most popular computer. an all-digital 15 " LCD 
monitor changes position with a mere touch of the finger. 

G4/700 G4/700 G4/800' 
G4 Processor 

Hard Drive 40GB 40GB 60GB 

RAM 128MB 256MB 256MB 

Optical CD-RW Combo SuperDrive 
Drive CD-RW/DVD DVD-R/CD-RW 

FireWire/USB 2/3 2/3 213 

ONLY 5129498 5149498 5179498 

#147856 #147857 #147858 

I 

Starting $129498 
At Only 

PRICE DROPS! 
up $450 Call tor to details. 

On select iMac G3s.While supplies last. 

Now with DVD/CD-RW Combo Drive and Gigabit Ethernet 

Apple®Titanium '. CD-RW/DVDPowerBookrn G4 NEwl• Combo Drive! 

Starting $229498 
At Only 

•includes $100 inslant savings plus $909.92 savings compared to purchasing Adobe Design Collection 5.0 products separately. FREE Adobe Photoshop 7.0 upgrade via Adobe Technology Guarantee. Oller good 2124/02 lhrough 8/31102. 

G4 Processor 

Hard Drive 

RAM 

Optical Drive 

Graphics 
Card 

FireWire/USB 

Video Ports 

Ethernet 

AirPort Card 

ONLY 

SSQMHz .....
_fl 

FREE 20GB 

Notebook Case 256MB 
+ Speakers 
+ SO·Pack CD-R 

CD-RW/DVD 

- OR - ATI Mobility

FREE Radeon 
16MB DDR...,......., 112A ! JO professional 

installation fet applies. 
VGA/S-videoOffer subje<t to change 

due to memo price , 
vol'1tiliXhcau7or latest Gigabitoffers.. ile supplies last 

- OR - Ready

FREE 5229498 
AirPort Card 
A S30 professional #136156lns1allation lee appties. 

FREE 

+50-Pack 
CD·R Media 

Otter subj«t to change 
WMe supplies last 

30GB 

512MB 

CD-RW/DVD 

ATI Mobility 
Radeon 

16MB DDR 

1/2 

VGA/S-video 

Gi abit 

Included 

#136157 

Nikon. 
Nikon Coolpix 

-
~v 

775 Digital Camera 
iPhoto compatible 
with 2.14mp CCD 
•After $100 Apple mail-in rebate \\ith purchase of an $14998* 
i8ook or PowerBook. Low Mac Zone price: $369.98. 'After S30 mfr. mall·in rebate. #859764 
Oller good through 5127/02. #136988 Low Mac Zone price: $179.98. Oller good through 4/30102. 

Lacie 32x10x40x 
FireWire & USB 
CD-RW Drive 
Blazing fast 
CD burning 

Corporate bids welcome! Order by Phone Order Online Today 

~ 11!111 1.800.436.0606 www.maczone.com 

#147843 

http:www.maczone.com


Apple" iMac" G4. 

• 700MHz PowerPC™ G4 processor 

• Memory: 128MB std., 512MB max. 

• 40GB hard drive 

• CD-RW drive 

• 10/100 Ethernet 

• Mac OS 9.2/0S X 10.1 

Authorized Reseller 

51295.00 CDW 358238 

·Speakers sold separarely 

CDW carries the full line of Mac- and Mac compatible 
products. Call your CDW account manager or visit us at 

www.cdw.com for more information. 

Ajlplf. the Apple logo, Mac, Mac OS, Pow Ma; ntOlll and Powor8ook '" rtgkter.O tradem.irks of Apple Com!"'ter, Inc. 
AlrPort. iBook. iMac. iMovie and Power Macare trademarks of Apple Compuler, Inc. PowerPC1111 and the P:iwePC logo'" are 

tJademarks of International Business MadilntS Corporation, usedurlder licen~ there fron1. 

www.macworld.com 

http:www.macworld.com
http:www.cdw.com
http:51295.00


New technology now at CDW 


GL1 
3CCD Mini DV camcorder 

a20X optical, 1 OOX digital zoom 

aFlexible 2.5" LCD and color viewfinder 

aFireWire interface 

aProfessional L-Series Fluorite lens 

a	SLR-style flash fhotography (requires 
use of optiona Canon speedlites, sold 
separately) 

Canon 

52499.00 CDW 321971 

128MB 
Memory Module 
For Apple iBook notebooks 

t SDRAM Non-Parity 144 pin 

aViking technical support 24 x 7 

aLimited lifetime warranty. 

s

VIKING' 
COM,.O N tNTS 

$89.13 CDW 182268 

Apple iPod 
SGB MP3 player 
aUp to 1000-song capacity 

a32MB memory cache 

a10-hour battery 

a20 minute skip protection 

aWeight: 6.5-oz 

aIncludes: iTunes 2 software 

Authorized Reseller 

5399.00 CDW339745 

@ www.cdw.com ® 800-509-4239 


All pricing subject to change. For all prices and products, COWt> reserves the right to make adjustments due to changing market conditions, product discontinuation, Computing Solutions 

manufacturer price changes or typographical errors in adverttsements. All products sold by COW are third pany products and are subject to the warranties and representations of 

the applicable manufacturers. Please refer to www.cdw.com for additio nal terms and conditions. Built for Business• 

02002 COW1' Computer Centers. In~ 200 N. Milwaukee Avenue. Vernon Hill~ IL 60061 MW881 SA/B 05/02 

www.macworld.com I 	 Choose 2 at VN1W.macworld.com/gelinfo May 2002 J MACWORLD [ 97 I 

http:www.macworld.com
http:www.cdw.com
http:www.cdw.com
http:52499.00


App1e• 1pocr 
Parllllle MP3 Player 
~568HD, daublesas o fieWn• "«•rm,""n. 
ti 65 oz,.,,_. 2solrMre .......,lllNn pctjllllf banery •Slereo lmlpbines 

'39999 
WPMBS13lVAl 

'"'"-..,..-::=-o::llol ""'""' llHIH" N,,,,_. IP.r Case 
llllGlllHll!J INDIGO f.2499 ecr. 

•m~mnlBI 116111Hllll GUPHITT 
rr-10SH r,,,·UW,....,Dl;lr/bofo MP3 Player 

llllikteslpi •l28M8 lknh memort •Voi<e reairilfll •4<n0de EO 
........ ....flig li!ploy eUS8 ofuWW-./11« 

ISlldl!l $'99.99 

..600 °"""~ ,,,.,.
164111 -.y ~llll/llllJ. foiniots~ 
--slfpfM otlSl pm1 off./lltx~~ 

a!02'0ll41 .. $ro9.99 
S70 Iii /din h6ate Available 

1lrv 6/30/02!.......
EPSON• Stylus• 

Photo 1280 
Color lnkfet Printer 

"IJp IO 2880 • 720 dp •6-<alor Miao l'ie10 

~ltedmoiogy •Approl 11 0se</pog&<Olo! 
• 13° '44· max. pm!QllO 

oUS8/ poraW i:terioc.e •W..X,.,f/hx." 

'49999 
(EPS C3930 ll ) 

Apple• IBook• G3/600 
128/2068/Combo Notebook Computer 
•600Mllz Powe<PC" G3 proctsSOI 
0 11.r m •11BMB SDWI 
•1068 HO /ClliW <010> 
•10/100 [Iheme) •V.90 .....tom 
•lhx" OS 9/0S X(vt0.11 

$149999 

!APPMBS99U/0 
3· Year AppltCor'° 
ProttctJo.i Plaa lot /loo/(' c.,,,,.,,,, "'•r."'""" 
•3 yemol phone "W'Jf1 (edended !ram 90 dafl iniblld wnfi product), 
3)'!Qll chrn<t ""'"'II' l1 VoJ1 beyo.-.l w1ed w<rnrt1),le<\loal! by M<rocMi CD &cxress 1a 

14-lr. fnlem•l "W'Jfl l/Jl' MlOHUfll .. . $249.99 

Apple• 04 iMac• 800 
256/6068/Super Drive 

AIHn-One Compact Computer 
•aoo.wtz l'ow!rf\ 64 p!O(!ISOI 

•156MB SD!Wil •bOCB tm 
ofll'D-ll/ IDIW Sup« OM •10/1 00 E~<me! 

•V,90 modem ·~ rto Speolm 
•15" LCD ll:Jlsa"'1 •lltx°OS9/ff> XMO.I) 

$I 79999 
WPM853SU/Al 

J·Yw ApplNre" Protl<f/H Pim IOI /Moc c..,.t,,. 
•3 YIU ol phone~ (exl<fldtd hom ?O lkr11id.didwiiliptoi*xt), 3yci. ol-e """"!IO 

(1 yeon beyoOO lmik<I W1J111111j ), lf<hfook by MiacmaT CD &o«m 10 Ww. 1n11met 511ppr11 

W1'1!78f?U/I). ....... .. $ '49.99 

Apple• Power Mac· 0 4/800 
256/4DGBICll·RW/BlgEMlnllower 
oBOOMlll '-fC" 64 flOUllOI 
•256MB S8tAM "40fill Ii) •321811.111 
.Y.911 modin •10/100/1 000 i..... 
<Mal" OS9.2/1)SX •10.l oMolllor llld 1..-i1t 

$1599'"' W'l'llllOSU/AJ 

Sony 
DCR·PC120BT 

MlnlDV Handycam
Camcorder 

• l.5MP -Corl Zeiss" vn5omcr l iens 
• l Ox~licol/l lfu.Qgilol IOOlll 

•2.S' SwiYelS<ceen· oBlleiOOlh" aimedMty 
• llBrny Slid• oColoi v1M'lld!f otJS8 



I 

~Seagate. 
ULTRA SCSI INT. 
18.4GB 7200 2MB ST31841 8N !182 
36.9GB 7200 2MB ST336918N !279 10.0GB 9.Smm IBM 07N8324 
ULTRA 160 SCSI 20.0GB 9.Smm IBM 07NB32S 
18.4GB 7100 2MB ST318438LW Sli2 30.0GB 9.5mm IBM 07N8326 
18.4GB 10,000 4MB STI18406LW $195 40.0GB 9.5mm IBM 07N8327 
18.4GB IS,000 8M8 ST318432LW S349 lO.OGB 9.Smm Hirachi DK23CA1036.7G8 7200 2MB SD36938 LW $179 20.0GB 9.Smm Hilachi DK23CA2036.7GB 10,000 4MB ST336706LW sm 30.0GB 9.Smm Hitachi !JK23CA3036.7GB 15,000 BMB snmmw S56S 
73.4GB 10,000 4M8 ST37l40SLW S699 10.0GB181.6GB 7100 16MR ST11816mWV $1439 20.0GBIDE ULTRA ATA/100 JO.OGB20.4GB 7100 1MB STJ200 11 A S87 
40.SGB 7100 2MB ST340016A 194 
60.0GB 7100 21\.\B STI60021A S125 
80.0GB 7200 2MB STJB0021A $162 

Visir our website ar 1wm.megahaus.com/seagare 

~ 
ULTRA 320/M SCSI 
18.4GB 10,000 BMB f.'W018l2 1195 
36.7GB 10,000 BMB KWOJ6l4 1345 
73.4GB 10,000 BMB KW073l8 l 71S 
IDE ULTRA ATA/100 
20.0GB 5400 lMB 4K020H1 176 

40.0GB S400 1M8 4K().10Hl 184 3.5 HARD DRIVES W/CASE (5400 RPM) 

60.0 GB S400 2MB 4K060HJ S108 20.0GB FW20GBS4 $189
81.9GB 5400 2MB 4K080H4 S14S 40.0GB fW40G8S4 $205
IDE ULTRA ATA/133 60.0GB FW60G8H ms
10.0G8 7200 1M8 6l01011 S79 80.0GB FW80GBS4 ms
40.0G8 7100 2M8 6l().10Jl S95 120.0GB FW120G8S4 Sl59
60.0 GB 7200 2MB 6L060JJ Sl lO 160.0GB FW160GBS4 1419
80.0G8 7200 2MB 6l080J4 S1S9 3.5 HARD DRIVES W/CASE (7200 RPM ) 120.0GB S400 2M8 4G120H6 S11S 10.0GB FWlOGB72 S10S160.0G8 S400 1MB 4G160H8 ms 40.0GB FW40GB72 S1 19 FLUID BEARING HARD DRIVE 

60.0GB FW60G872 ms20.0GB 7200 2M8 6l020l1 S90 80.0G8 FW80G871 S19S40.0G8 7200 2M8 6l().10L2 S108 110.0GR FW120GB72 S39560.0GB 7200 2MB 6l060l3 Sll4 
80.0G8 7200 2MB 6l080l4 $174 SPECIAL 

Visit our website at www.megahaus.com/max $799 
~--~-~- -- __ _ MEGA-RAID 
==--=~= WO 1394 PO Card W01\0002RNWULTRA 160 SCSI 

9.1G8 10,000 4MB 07N6360 1187 WO 1394 CardBus WDAOOOJRN\V 
18.3G8 10,000 4M8 07N6350 1205 ATA 66/100/133 
36.7G8 10,000 4MB 07 N6l40 S37B 5onnetATN100 PC! TAT-100 
73.4GB 10,000 4MB 07N6300 1772 A Ca rd ATNIOO PCI AEC·6280MIDE ULTRA ATA/1 00 

ACud RAID/66 PC! AEC·6860M 
60.0G8 7200 2M8 07NB083 Sl28 Sonnet RAID/66 PCl TAT-066R 
80.0GB 7200 2MB 07N8084 S1 60 A Card ATNI 33 PCI AEC·6880M 
120.0GB 7200 2MB 07N8086 1279 

40.0GB 7200 2MB 07N8082 S104 

Sonnet RAID/1 J3 !'Cl TAT· 1J3R 
Visit our website at www.megahaus.com/ibm SCSI ULTRA/WIDE/ULTRA 160 

ACa rd Uhra SCSI AEC·6712TUM 
~.;.:: Western• 

,\ C.11d Wick SCSI AEC·6712UWMjjl",r. Digital 
ACard U160 SCSI AEC·67 160M 

IDE ULTRA ATA/100 Ad;ip1ec Ul 60 SCSI APD29 I60MAC
20.0GB S400 2MB WD200EB S7S 

tld~JCL<: Dual U 160 SCSI APOJ9160MAC20.0GB 7200 2MB WD20088 S79 
40.0GB S400 2M8 W0400E8 SB7 
40.0GB 7200 2M8 W040088 S95 
60.0GB S400 2M8 WD600AB SI03 
60.0GB 7200 2M8 WD60088 $1 25 
80.0GB 7200 2MB W080088 $1 62 
I00.0G8 7100 BM8 W01000888 sm Yamaha 24xl0x40, Extern• l light Spe«l 2 Drive Kil 
120.0GB 7200 2MB 11'01 20088 1229 CRW241040EZ S318 
120.0GB 7200 8MB W01200J8 S259 CD Cyclone 32xl0•40 w/Sofn1~re, Cable & Media 

Visirour website or www.megnhaus.conv\vd 7060 1239 
TDK 24x10x40VeloCD Drive KitFUJITSU FE-241040BX 

ULTRA 160 SCSI SCSI REWRITEABLE 
18.4GB 10,000 BM8 MANJ 184MP $169 Ple•tor I2x 10xl2 P,icket Write, 4MB Buffer, Tray loading
36.7G8 10,000 8MB MANJ367MP S309 CYBERSHOT F707Int. PXW1210TSB Sl9973.SG8 10,000 BMB MAN37JSMP 1729 

Ext. PXW1110TSBX S2S9 WI CARL ZEISS 
18.4GB 10,000 BMB MANJ 184FC mo With Toast ~-\aslering Software VARIO-SONNAR LENS 
ULTRA 160 FIBRE CHANNEL 

1200x600 DPI 
36.7G8 10,000 BMB MAN3367FC ms Int. PXW1210TSM C7769BOSC-F707
73.SGB 10,000 BMB MANJ 7JSFC S749 Ext. l'XW1210TSXM $2089$975Yamaha 24x10x40 !'Jcket Wrile, BMB Buffer, Tray lo.1ding 

Int. YCRIV3200S $259 
Ext. YCRW3200SX S3 I 9 • 

www.megnhaus.conv\vd
www.megahaus.com/ibm
www.megahaus.com/max


Welcome to the Apple 
OS XShowcase 
Macworld magazine, in conjunction with the Apple Developer Connection, 

built this very special Mac OS X Showcase section to keep you, our valued 

reader, apprised of the hottest products built especially to take 

advantage of Apple's new operating system. You can rest assured 

that this new section will grow with each passing month, spot

lighting the coolest new products for Mac OS X. Be sure toMac 
check the Mac OS X Showcase monthly for a wide variety of 

new and innovative solutions that will make your Macinto~A 

and Mac OS X experience as enjoyable as possible. 

STONrn fSIGN NATIVt fOA MAC OS X WWWSTONt.COM 
STONE STUDIO'" 7 APPS THAT SET YOU FREE TO DRAW, TWEAK, 
PROCESS AND PUBLISH YOUR IDEAS. ON PAPER OR ON THE WEB. 
(AND THEY HELP YOU GET PAID TOO) II!!; 

Create' 
ANDREW STONE » 

GIFfun" FOUNDER & CEO 
STONE CESIGN 

PackUp&Go~ 

SliceAndDice" 
PhotoToWeb' 

treakln' DOWNLOAD SOFlWARE TimeEqualsMoney'" 

Awsome OR ORDER Co.ROM 

MacAcl<hct AT WWW.STONE.COM PStill '" 


http:WWW.STONE.COM
http:WWWSTONt.COM




SIGGRAPH 

Tr*2CD2~ 

LEARN the next generation of powerful hardware 

and software. UNDERSTAND how technical 

innovations are changing your work, your profession, 

your company. APPLY your new knowledge to 

creative and business breakthroughs. When you leave 

San Antonio , your future will be transformed. 

"Ww..w.siggraph.org/s2002 

Conference: 21-26 July I Exhibition: 23-25 July I Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center I San Antonio , Texas, USA 

8 



Fi rewireDEVELOPER showcase 

OS X Showcase Hood! • CllJ)Ollltillf• hoodmanusa.ccm Postcard Press postcardpress.com Red Light Runner redlightrunner.com 

Stone Design stone.com Nmi LEGO DilcU pldstore.com MedlaS<hool mediaschool.com MegaMacs megamacs.com 

CMS Produas cmsproducts.com Dr Sott drbott.com Sharpdots sharpdots.com Mac of all Trades macofalltrades.com 

Developer Showcase Gi'>f•n gefen.com Bae Jack backjack.com MacP10 mac-pro.com 

Mace G1oup macally.com 
F;~ape la~ ' es kapelabs.com Modern Postcaf~ modernpostcard.com TD Cu rran tdcurran.com 

formac formac.com 
griffintechnology.com La zarus lazarus.com Po.verOn Computers poweron.com 

mcetech.com Creative Juices bigposters.com PowerMaxWorth Data barcodehq.com powermax.com 

acphysics.com Total Recall totalrecall.com 
Shreve Systeni\ shrevesystems.comMus1te> musitek.com/ 

marathoncomputer.com Present.ition Se1vices imagers.com 
G1an11e Digital scsipro.com Data Memor1 Systems datamem.com 

Pilotti(~ photo-control.com Dr ive Save1s d1ivesavers.com 
t,Ery1t11ng ·?ad everythingipod.com 

T1mP "1l timepalette.com Copy Craft copycraft.com
Lind Electronics csolutions.com 

ADS Tec~nolog1e1 Direct Showcase 1-800-4-Me 

G 

r~~ ~1 
~~ 

' ~ 

G acally

&[iQ'S tick 
f-..A! 

G 

hocklr 
Macally is proud lo bring you t e latest USB and FireWire peripherals for Mac use r s. Our full l ine of 

product s are speci f ic ally designed to improve your productivity . Please visit our website lo see what 
Macally has to offer. We w o rk hard to p rov i de you wit h the best peripherals for your Mac . 

Call us for dealers near you 1-800-644-1132 or visit us at: www.macally.com 

Choose 159 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 

www.macworld.com Apnl 2002 MACWORLD ~ 

acally'· 

acally 

optical 
G acally

all 

http:www.macworld.com


Fi rewire DEVELOPER showcase 
Mobile Computing 

Shop Formac! 
Visit our website fo r theeasiest and most convenien t 
way to buy the best products for yo ur ~l ac. Or call us 
at l-877-4Formac (that's J-877-436-7622). 

www.formac.com 

~allery 1740 
• 17.4" M\\\ displayguarantees ultra-wide viewing angle with accurate colors 
•Superior picture quality: higher brightness (220cd/m2) and contrast (400: 1). 
• SXGA resolution: 1,280 by 1,024 pixels 
• Industry-leading pixel response (I0-25ms) 
• 2-port USB-hub 
• Digital interface (ADC or DVI) 

gallery 1740 CAL 
• Includes Fom1ac Gallery 1740, Ga llery CAL 

calibration software and Spyder LCD calibrator 
• World's first LCD to work accurately with 

monitor calibrator from PANTONE COLORVISION 
FGD 1741-1 •

Record DVDs and CD-RWs with your Mac! 

devLdeon superdrLve 

YOUR 
PRODUas 

TO 

M3CiOrld 
READERS 

CALL NOW 
1· 800 •597•1594 
'SOURCE: INTHUQUEST CIMS v.8.0 

eliminates noise of drive 
• Compatible wiLl1 i'l1.mes and 

DiscBurner 
• Ultra-fast FireWire technology 

• Fonnacdevideon AuLl1oring Software for OS9 and OSX 
• Record DVDs and CD-RWs wiLl1 your G3, G4 or iMac 
• Share your movie producti ons with family and friends on 

virtuallyanyDVD Player! 
FDD 1194-1 

• Highest MPEG 2 audio qual ity 
• Quiet: l-lem1elicallysealed enclosure vi rtually 

_____ ________www.macwor~d .comJ 

http:www.macwor~d.com


Simply add your IO E drive 
to our case and you have 
a n instant FireWirc Drive. 

Two models, 3.5'' a nd 5.2S ". 
Supports Hard Drives, 
CD·Ro ms. tape.a nd a 

variety o f o the r d evices. 

• SO Watt PO\\·erSupply 
•40MB/s Fan FircWire 
• 1 Vear W.uranty 

Caies come with 
additiona l face panc l1. 

• Supplies power to bus 

I 

Now with ATA-6! 
Fire Vue· FireWire Bridge Boards 
If you have a n 
cxirt ing case or if 
you want to have 
a n int ernal dr ive 
connected to the 
FireWirc bus the n 
this is the solut ion fo r you. It plugs into any IDE 
Hard Drive a nd convern it to FireWire. With its 
super fast 40MB/s opera t ion it the fasten choice 
o n the marke t to date. 

• Up to 2 Drives 
supported 

• Large Ca pacity 
Drives Supported 

• Fast 40MEJ/s 5peed 
•Mounu in any case 

Fire Vue"'FireWire to PC/ Host 
$6 9 GM?s yoo f00< 1394&pinF•ewi"'comcc

,. 
1 

ton. IEEE Standard compliant with at.D<il
laty "°""" comectOI 00 c.io"d Suppons up 
to 400Mb <peed. Wc.-ks wit11 Mac OS &6 
"'newer. just plug i1 h Mosupp0<1> 
W...00... 98SE. ME. 1000, ond XP. 

• Po/iodets for all sc:si types 
• F'~es lGI Coble Problems 

Doubles Coble Lcogth (up to 18') 

II 
SCSI Vue '"Gold 

Diagnostic Cables 
, Ben<.•!lts : 

~q}... • No Loss Of Importan t Data 
~'(;) • Faster Performance 

"> • Test Ca ble Integrity 
?1 FeatLKes : 

~o ,--.; • Diagnostic lndicaton • Large Ferrite Filter!> 

From : ~"' . ~~~~~~~re~~ 
$39 • ExtraHcavy26GaugeW.. • 100Styles"1 Stod< 

Gold VHD Ultra320 SCSI Cable 
l rom: 

F<otures : ) 109 
• New .&rm Lltra 320 SGI Cor....aor 
• Triplo~ (Uricµ? Oe5ig1) 
• Double Gold 20,,. Plated Comectors 
• [);ag1osticlndiolto<> • la!)l! Femte filtoo 

L\,D-Tf'O Teflon Internal Cables 
Benefits : rrl11m •1i J .ertghtf'tTdf1<11km.etkrtlOul'ofl l 

• l.e5s Errcn. Ultimate Performance 
• Silver Wire Improves Signal Quality 
Features : 

From: 

$39 
• Perfect 90a 1320hm Impedance • Custom in 1 Day 
• Triple Pronge-d Connector · Gotd contacts Sitver' Wire 

Custom Cables 
U /DE an Fi i rroirn c 

Our NEW FireWire RAID Systems will transfer 
data at speeds up to 1OOMB/s!! ! 

Fire Vue" FireWire RAID 
systems offer up to 800 gig
bytes of storage. Using the 

second generation of FireWire . 
We are now able to get a true 

40MB/s data transfer rate; 
using 3 channels our data 

transfer rate hits 100MB/s! 

800 Gigabyte 8 Hot-Swap Bays 

8 · Bay Tower holds 800 $3 9 9 9 
Gigabytes of Hot-Swappable System 
Orive.s. Bays incorporate $1 5 9 g 
ucluliv~ Blue Neon light . Case Kit 

400 Gigabyte 4 Hot-Swap Bays 

4 · Bay Tovm holds 400 $S1999 
Gigabytes o f Hot ·Swuppablc ystem 
Drivel. Bays Inco rporate $] 9 9 
eKdusive BluQ Neon light . Case Kit 

200 Gigabyte 2 Hot-Swap Bays 

2 · Bay Tower holds 200 
Gigabytes of Hot·Sw.1ppable 
Drives. Bays Incorporate 
eJtclus1ve S!ue Neon light . 

Fire Vue"' FireWire Adapters 

These Snap-In FireWire Cables 
.._....,,~-.....allow you to easi ly install a 

Fire Wire d rive into any existing 

$999 
System 
$399 

Case Kit 

~~~e1 ~~ c1~~.p~~~r . $1395 

Our Hot-Swappable 
RAID System s offer quick and 
easy bay int erchang ability and 
complete fault tolerance. Each 
Hot-S wap Bay includes 2 fans and our 
exclusive Blue Neon Light. Systems can 
be custom configured to your specific 
needs. Our RAID Systems use standard 
IDE ATA 100 Drives offering low cost 
and high reliabi lity. 

Oiagnostk LED monitors pov-.ier on the 
Firewire cable. Gokt Connectors, Ferrite 
Beads, and p<rfoo cable charactcristio. 
Lengths up to 32'. both 4 and 6 pins. 

Our 32' 6 pin to 6 pin Cable is a 
Granite ekd usive. These cables 
go longer because they are 
made better! 2 x Specifica! ion . 

LED shows that 

1 
power is being supp lied 

6" Patch Cable connects External 
Cases o r Internal Drives In Raid Cases. 
Large Ferrite Bead protect ca b le fro m 
stat ic and no ise interference. 

ULTRA 320 SCSI PRODUCTS 
SCSI Vue· Ultra 320 SCSI Cases 

~ 
• Ultra 320 LVO 

Ca ble Kit 
• Dual Hot·Swap 
Redundant PS 

• Hot-Swap SCSI 
Bays w I Bracket 

• 2·3 Fan Bay 
Coolers w I Brk 

· Temp Alarm 
System 

• Ultra SCSI Custom Te flon Cable Available 
• Cunom Enclosures in 1 Day for Ra id & Arrays 

SCSI Cable Tester- LED Readout 

This Dig ita l SCS1 Coil ble Teste r 
can test all the popular cab le 

styles fo r opens, shorts, and 
unre liable ope rat ion. Battery 

powered fo r easy use an 

S p eci•:i·~~·3~ $9 9 
Three m odel s t o choose : • 50 IOC • 50 Cen • 68 MD 

SCSI Vue™ SCSI RAID Enclosures 

Granite Products Are The Best Because They're Engineered Right. 

Fire Vue"' Fire Wire Hot-Swaps 

Additional TRA VS 

$29 95 
Fire Vue "'FireWire 
Hot-Swap Case Kits offer versatility and 
low cost transportable data storage. 
You simply buy the kit and as many extra 
bays to hold all the storage you need. 
Perfect for video production jobs, just 
dedicate a drive and bay for every job. 
With the low cost of IDE storage th is sys
tem is one of the most cost effective 
"on-line" storage systems available. 

Hot-Swap w/ 60 Gig IBM $3 9 9 
Hot-Swap w/ 100 Gig WO $519 
Hot-Swap w/ 120 Gig IBM $579 

NxNe systems indud<, """Y!hing needed to plug and play 
oo •rTt Mac 0< Wlfldows 98SE. Mf. 2000, XP platform. 

I 
Fire Vue" FireWire Hot-Swap Bay 

The Hot·Swap FireWire Bays fit a ll 
$ 159 standa rd S 114" openings. Can 

be used in any stand ard enclosu re 
~ co mpu te r opening. Comes 
~~ ' withNeon glow bar indicator, 

41!!1rl•l"" ti~~r:P~~~.~On~~~~7i~:~~~~~-

Fire Vue'" FireWire 6 Port HUB 
The<? Fin>Mre 1394 HUS I Repcat<r 
anow you to comect up to 6 
devices. They can also be wired 
together to offCf unlimited capabili
ties.. PaNer Supply guarantees prop- ttu...·" Sovrt" 
er operation of many devlces at the Im ludi.>d 

same time and "'juvenates the lines. $9 9 

SCSI Vue'"Active 
Terminator 

OprkJn. ' 
ff'lU!\•/),jp/J) 

From: 

$39 
Seven models availa ble withoptional Remote LEO 
Pak. These a re the finest terminators ava ilable. 
they fix SCSI problems and improve re lia bility. 
Benefits : • lmptoves SCSI Bus Performance 

• Less~k'loreRefiableOataTransfer 
• Dlagnooes P.oblem< • Analyzes Signal Quaroty 

FeaMes: • Active Regulation • Fart50&1\JstW<ie 68 
• Status lncfKatOB • Go&d Contacts 

at Swap Powered Terminator 
Now you ca n safely remove any 
SCSI device fr om a SCSI chai n by 
simply clicking a switch. Optional 
Power Supply p rovides t ermina· 
tio n powe r to porta bl e setups o r 

lOC' when tenn ina t ion µowe r Is not 
being supplied properly. 

Gold Diagnostic Adapters 
l rom: • 68 Pin Drivc to SOPin lOC
) 3 9 (runs wide drive as narrow) 

• BO Pin SCA Drive to 68 Pin 
(converts SCA to 685 or LVD) 

Ult ra-320 
For Adaptec Uttra Wide Cards ... , 
• Adapters witll partial 
termination built in for 68 to SO "'' rin 10 \o ,..., CttitrDll~ 
converters (oonvcrts Host Adapter) or so l'ln MkroO Miplfl"l 

FREE Technica 
Support!!! 

Available to everyone, 
~ustomer or not. <Gr nlte

Granite "Tile Soltition Company" 3101 Whipple Rd. Union City, CA. 94587 Ph: 510-471-6442 Fax 510-471-6267 

Choose 186 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 
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Fi rewire DEVELOPER showcase 
Mobile Computing 
iPod Accessories 

The NeoPod'~ 

Neoprene iPod"'Case. 

Available In 
Four Flavors: 

. Apple Red 

. Indigo 

• Graphite 

11 Licorice 

*New
Smaller - Lighter 

Powerbook Auto/Air Power Adapters 

Rugged I.ind ndaptersfcnturc: 
Durable ABS housing 
Fault protection circuitry 
witlr Automat·ic resel 
Ng lan carrying rose 
3 year warranty Aduplers tu s tock 

f or all G4s, G3s & illooks! 
Now only $79.95 

Order online at: 
www.lindelectronics.com 

or Call 24hr/7days a week to order: 
#800-897-8994 

USB Instant Video 
• Capture video/audio from your analog 

camcorder via your USB port 
• Turn you camcorder into a Live Web Cam 
• Edit and Share your videos over the 

Internet or save your videos to CD 

PYRO 1394 WebCam 
•Take advantage of your Mac's FireWire 

port and deliver the clearest images on 
the Net 

• Includes software for cross-platform 
video conferencing 

PYRO DV RAID 
• Speed up video render time 
•Enclosure holds two IDE hard drives 
• Includes Charismac RAID software 
• Supports both striping and mirroring/ 

RAID 0 and RAID 1 

PYRO 1394 Drive Kit 
• Add extra storage space for your large 

video files 
• Convert any IDE hard drive 

or CD-ROM drive into an 
externalFireWire drive 

Cerritos, CA • 800-888-5244 
www.adstech.com 

Connect, Create, and Store 

I ·Mac ! 
~ 

FireWire" 

www.macworld.com 

http:www.macworld.com


DEVELOPER showcase Mobile Computing 

Road Tools Pod iu m CoolPad '"review by MacHome Magazine, March, 2002 

"all PowerBook owners should consider this as mandatory gear" 

"There are certain accessories thatall PowerBook own screen is elevated to abetter viewing angle (with Lego
ers should consider mandatory gear. The Podium Cool Pad style stanchions) , so you can keep your head upright 
isone. and maintain ahealthier viewing anglewithout neck 

The Podium CoolPad does severalthings to your work pain. Simple, neat, effective ergonomics. 
ing environment that makes it indispensable. First, by Rubber cushions hold the laptop firmly in place 
elevating your laptop above adesk'ssurface, the CoolPad on the CoolPad and the desk. Abuilt-in pivot allows 
creates an air space for heat dissipation. Cool laptops are you to turn the laptop 360 degrees to share the screen 
more likelyto be healthy laptops. Second,by placing your witl1 others nearby. 
laptop's keyboard on an incline, the CoolPad allows you Road Tools guarantees the Podium Cool Pad for life, 
to type without craning your wrists, and this may help although it's hard to imaginetl1is simple structure ever 
prevent carpal-tunnel syndrome. At the same time, the needs repair." 

Avai lable at all Apple"' stores, ask for the PodiumPad·· 


To order from H0/\1)1001.S™... www.roadtools .com or call 1-877-696-9600 toll-free 24/7 

Patent Pending 

Place your ad here. Call today to reach 
our active buyers. • ()(, 

SHOWCASE 
YOUR PRODUCTS TO OVER 

2 MILLION READERS 
•SOURCE: INTELLIOUEST DIMS v. 8.0 

Macworld 
800.597.1594 

. ! 
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Adjustable swivel 
podium for your 

laptop. 

Adapters 
Plus other power 

solutions for 
Apple Laptops 

877 .611.2688 Visit us on the web: 

503.582.9944 www.drbott.comDr. ~otte 
RESELLERS! Dr. Bott has a great reseller program. Contact us for more information. 

Choose 173 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 
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DEVELOPER showcase Digital Visual Interface 
Multimedia 

USB 

Gefen Inc. 

800-545-6900 
www.gefen.com 

Supports all legacy computers with VGA graphic cards 

download new OS X software at www.eskapelabs.com/tech.html 

You've got to see it to believe it! 
www.eskapelabs.com 

.M;IM.RMMM ~~~9..~~~~: f@DEPOT_ 
- ClohMae· IOutpostliji!i1i ceMP~ 

PowerWave 
USI AUDIO AMl'LIPllR & INTIRFACI 

The PowerWave USS Amplifier combines 
the highest quality audio recording and 
playback capabilities with powerful 
amplification for your sfereo speakers 
or Apple Pro Speakers. Incorporating 
ground breaking doss T digital audio 
technology, with the best USB codec, 
and a DSP, the PowerWave is the 
perfect addition to your home or 
professional audio. 

iMic

USI AUDIO INTIRFACE 

The iMic is the ideal audio 
interface for Moes without 
audio input capabilities. 
You con use it to connect 
virtually any audio device 

to your USB equipped Moc. 

GRIFFIN 

TECHNOLOGY 

PowerMate 
UaB AUDIO COllTROL & INPUT DIVICI 

This programmable USB device 
provides volume adjustment capabilities 
for USB Audio and features a dick 
button for endless control possibilities, 
including power-on. Cool blue LED 
works as on at-a-glance status 
indicator, and pulses hypnotically 
when the computer sleeps. 

615.399.7000 

info@griffintechnology.com 1619 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, Tennessee 37210 www.griffintechnology.com 

www.macworld.com Ap!il ~MACWORLD 109 1 
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Combo Hard Drives 

I "o• 1 I11Slf:!!'I 

Portable .storage 

and Accessories 


use s19.ee 
Aexltght 

High-Speed Portable Storage 20GB 30GB 40GB 48GB 60GB 

MobileStor ~~~ s149 S199 s279 s399 s549 
Xcaret Pro 63 ~~~:ai S279 S329 s399 s499 S649 
Transport Pro ':::~~S279 S329 s399 s499 S649 
MADSONI/NE -s20 

GenerationGap 
G3 to G4 

AC Adapter Converter 

PowerBook G4 Titanium iBook 

• SSOM Hz G4 • 15.2' TFT Display 
• 256MB SDRAM memory 
• 600.B Ultra ATA hard drive 

• 600MHz G3 • 12.1" TFT Display 
• 128MB SDRAM memory 
• 40GB Ultra ATA hard drive 

• Gigabit Ethernet • 56K internal modem 
• OVOICD-RWCombo Drive S2699 
• FlroWlre port • 2 USB ports 

• 10/100 Ethernet • 56K Internal modem 
• DVO/CD·RW Combo Drive $1699 
• Fi reWlre port • 2 USB ports 

• 667MHzG4 •15.2" TFTDisplay • 600MHzG3 •1 4.l " TFTDlsplay 
• 512MB SDRAM memory • 256MB SDRAM memory 
• 60GD Ultra ATA hanl drive • 40GB Ultra ATA hanl drive 
• Glgabit Ethernet • 56K Internal modem • 101100 Ethernet • 56K Internal modem 
• OVD/CD·RW ComboDrive 53299 •DVD/CD·RW Combo Dr1 ve 51999 
• FireWire port • 2 USB ports • Fi rcWire port • 2 use ports 

AABS IF 
1
• $AA.SS . SportFolio II iPod SportSuitpor o10 .,... Heoinnec.se Neoinnei!aseror il'od 

~=G4 fO'cluaHISSiBool< : ~~~;): S3B! 
• Easy &ccess lrnnl pocket • Prntocttve plastic Inner shell 
• Roomy, ripper!d badl: pocket • Padded tor d·arouod protection 
• Latge.seanlnteriorpodtot • Shock.ab:sort*'Q5h0lllderstr;tp 

Klear Screen 
PowerBook Sueen deoner 

Choose 184 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 

~-~o@@UliiJ

secure onllne ordering 

TECHNOLOGIES 

iBookMCE Battery Charger for 

The Perfect Companion 
for your iBook! 
• 	For iBook (1 2" dual-USB ) Li- Ion batteries 
• Charges two batteries 

simultaneously in about 3.5 
hours from full discharge 

• 	Indicator lights provide 
instant user feedback on 
cl1arge status 

• 	Lightweight and compact 
design makes it easy to carry 

• Sleek white fin ish matches the iBook 
• UniversalAC adapter included 
• MSRP $149 

MobileStor 
• GJnveniently lights 


Hard Drives for PowerBookSZ;: up your keyboa1d1 

• 	 The BEST lntemal ' Jg 

• 	 Red and white 
both included 

• 	 Up to 6088 

Rnd other great MCE products 

at www.mcetech.com 

800.500.0622 • 949.458.0880 IC . ClnbMae· MacMaU 

Portable FireWire 
16x1 Ox24 CD-RW Drive 

• Unique clear industrial design 
• Ultra-slim and Ultra-lightweight 
• 16xWrite, 10x Re-Write, 24x Read 
• Buffer Underrun Error Prevention 
• AC adapter not requiredon aself-powered FireWire bus 
• Compatible witl1Apple's iTunes and Disc Burner software 
• Compatible with Mac OS 9, Mac OS X, and Windows 98SE or later 
• Toast CD burning software and FireWire cable included • MSRP $349 

~.	 Portable Firewiretuss-. nsport PrtlUI _ 
• Ultra-fast Oxford 911 FireWire bridge ctip 
• Small enough to frt in U1e palm of your hand : 
• So lig l1~veight you won 't even notice it ••-· 
• AC adapter nOI re~uired oo a seli-powered FireWire bus 
• 20GB. 30GB, 40GB,48GB and 60GB capacities ava'lab!e 
• Full 2 year warranty 

: 1_10 j MA~WORLD i May 200_2 ___ 	 ~ www.macworld.com 1 
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DEVELOPER showcase Peripherals 
Business Tool 

G•Rack for G4 

COMPUTER 
a•atho1 

{l t:· www.marathoncomputer.com I t 5 Oil 

emai l: info@morothoncomputer.com 

800·832·6326. 6 l 5·367·6467 
Choose 164 at www.macworld .com/getinfo 

Time Palette"' 5.0 

PUMP UP THE 

VOLUME 

"I have to give Macworld 
Showcase part of the 
credit for our four-fold 
growth last year ... 
There ls no substitute 
for an ad in Macworld" 

ERIC PRENTICE, CEO 

DR. BOTT LLC 

D 
Macworld 

1.800.597.1594 

"Macworld Showcase 
has been been the 
very best advert ising 
dollar our company 
has spent since we 
went into business . .. 
no other ublication 

givecs us the results we 
get- rom Ma~world.'' 

T~D '3 Mt~CHAM, CEO 
!PROOF SYSTEMS 

1.800.597.1594 

Pu ll -out rack mount sy tern for desktop G4s and B&W G3s 
Easy access to inside without unmounting. Simple one-person 
insta llation. 

Only $2-W + s/h 

Td: 303-679-7351 

L~.macworld.c~ April 2002 MACWORLD ~ 

www.macworld.com/getinfo
mailto:info@morothoncomputer.com
http:www.marathoncomputer.com


CALL SILICON VALLEY CD 
FOR CUSTOM SILKSCREEN ED BLANK CD-R DISCS, AND ••• 

CD/DVD MANUFACTURING CD-R DUPLICATION WITH Busi nessCordCD™ 
AND PACKAGING CUSTOM PACKAGING OPTICAL BUSINESS CARDS 

Why use Silicon Valley CD? Listen to a satisfied customer: 

We handle a varie ty of projects for our clients, and our most 
recent multimedia CD project was a big success thanks to the 
professional attention we received from Silicon Valley CD. 
Thanks/ 

- Juliann Furtado, President, Klein Design, Inc. 
November 30, 2001 

CALL TODAY! 

800-255-4020 
WWW.SVCD.NET 

FAST Turnarounds 
EASY Ordering 

Ill · 
ORDER BLANK CD·R DISCS AND 
SUPPLIES IN OUR ONLINE STORE! 

~ SILICON VALLEY
V.. CD since 1992 

44799 lndu•lrlal Drive, Fremont, CA 94538 Tel: 510-933 -1224 Fox. 5 10-933-1225 

a 1 Don't let your data disappear a c ( BackJack provides daily, fully 

J 1 
automated. secure, off-s ite 

ac ( "" backup of your mission-critical 
Mac files. 

onlinc lx1ckup service for Macintosh 

w \\" w . b a c k j a c k . c o m 
toll free - 88' 421 0220 

1ODO Full Color 
BizCards - $60! 

• Superthick Stuck 
•&lossy UV 
• No film chaf1e 
• Friendly Service 
• Free Samples 

1000 Color 
Postcards 

$145 
black imprint on back 

FREE! 

' 

TO OVER ;;,Ii 

2· ·MI LLl@N. . 

EADl[R 
'SOURCE: INTULIOUt:Sr DIMS v. 8.0 

Call Now 1·800·597·1594 

Macworld 

Choose 21 B at \YWW.macwarld.com/getinfo 



Data Recovery in hours. 


We are your one-source solution 
for direct mail with postcards. 

• Postcards 
• Mailing Services 
• Lists 

All in-house 

FREE SAMPLES! 

Visit our website or call NOW 

for your postcard kit! 


modern· 
POSTCARD 
800.959. 8365 
modernposlcord.com 

Choose 207 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 

I 
•Over 10 years al experience with 

clients worldwide including Apple,
I NASA, HP; anjl FedEx. 

•We've recove1e.d mor11 .than half·!I•
I million megabytes af Mac Data alane. · 

•Yau anly pay When tftera's a recovery.I • Express One-;Oay SelVice i;11 available. 

I •Call 24 hours a day. 
itS-495-5558 •FAX 4)~5553 • RESTRJCJIDNS ~y APPl.Y 

1~,:311 Clementina StrUt •San Francisco, Calif"""* 9'11D .... __ - -
SHOWCASE SUCCESS 
"Macworld Showcase has been been 
the very be.st advertising dollar our 
company has spent since we went 
into business." 

TED BIRMINGHAM, CEO 
IPROOF SYSTEMS 

Macworld , 

1.800.597.1594 


-

T H E D A T A R E C 0 'l E R ll C 0 M P.• A M y -

We recoverit 

oritsFREEr 


CALIFORNIA• COLORADO• NEW YORK• UKRAIN E 

Choose 199 at www.macworld.com/gotinfo 

Printed From Your File 
mlmacw •.. Discover the excellent print quality 
improved Indigo Ultra digital color press! 

Dh?ital Services! 
Offset CMYK Color Printing 
Large Format Color Posters 
Hi-Res Film Scans To CD 
Color Laser Printing 
Digital Photographic Prints 
Slides/4x5-Neg,Pos, B&W 

• INSTANT Online Quotes 
• OVERNIGHT Services 
• Submit Jobs Online 
• ExPert Tech HelP 
•A Price You'U Like! 

7good reasons to choose DriveSavers: 
• Paste t, mosl successful data recovery 
service available. 
• Recommended and certified by

all drive companies maintain the 
warranty. 

• Advanced, proprietary recovery 
techniques. 

~:..-....._..""! • 24-hour, onsite, and weekend 
service available. 

• Retrieve recovered data instantly 
over secured Internet lines with 
DATAEXPRESSTM. 

• Featured on CNN, 
BBC, Forbes; 
also in MacWorld, 
MacAddict, Mac
Week, PCWorld, 
InfoWorld, Popular 
Mechanics and 
many others. "Restoring Dara 

and Peace ofMind 
"We Can Save It!" - ~~~o~:acts. Since 1985 " 

•·•~~M.;W.illitWfitiliMitU•

~ - - ---------- - - - --- -------------- ~ 

www.macworld.com/gotinfo
www.macworld.com/getinfo
http:modernposlcord.com


• Flexible ...,,__,~~-
• Waterproof 
• Portable & oh-so-cool! 

AVAILABLE ONLYat 
Coo/MacStuff.com 

USB Models in Translucent 

Ice White or Stealth Black 


Toll Free: 866-266-5622 


MAC 
OF ALL 

TRADES 
.COM 
~ 

BUY or SELL 

ONLINE 

sales@macofalltrades.com 

www.MAC•PRO.com 
Sy1l•rn• & Sortw•r• 

Buy • Sdf71·~pg-~. ~- e.w •rade -Repair• Bed 

800-525-3888 
sales@mac-procom Fax 1108-369-1205 

1000 FULL COLOR BUSINESS CARDS FOR $100 !~;$~i 
1000 FULL COLOR POSTCARDS FOR $149 !~; 1:~ 

Printed waterless at 300 line screen from your 
computer files on Super Premium 12pt. Kromekote 
with our FREE scratch-resistant aqueous coating. 

• 	BUSINESS CARDS 
•	 POSTCARDS 
•	 CD INSERTS 
• 	CD TRAY UNERS 
•BROCHURES 
•	 BOOKLETS 


NEWSLETTERS 

• 	POSTERS & MORE 

FEATURING 300 LINE SCREEN 

WATERLESS OFFSET PRINTING 


Rates for Brochures, Booklets and Flat Sheets are also available. 

·~PJ'~aH 
GARPHICRATS ~ ~ 

PRINTERS , INC . Se HablaRYRILRBLE 
4413 82nd Street• Lubbock, TX 79424 •FAX:806.798.8190 Espanol 

Email your requests for printing quotes lo request@copycraft.com 

1.800.794.5594 

CALL TODAY FOR AFREE COPY OF OUR NEW 32-PAGE FULL COLOR CATALOG 

Visit www.copycrafi.com for more Specials...in English or Spanish! 

http:www.copycrafi.com
mailto:request@copycraft.com
http:www.MAC�PRO.com
mailto:sales@macofalltrades.com
http:Coo/MacStuff.com


InkJet Cartridges 
EPSON compatible 

T017201 Black Stylus Color 777 
TOl 8201 C/M/Y Stylus Color 777 
T007201 Black Stylus Photo 780/870/1270 
T008201 C/M/Y Stylus Photo 440/640/740 
S020189 Black Stylus Color 740 
5020191 C/M/Y Stylus color440/640/740 
T003011 Black StylusColor900 17,95 HP Toner Cartridges 
T005011 C/M/Y Stylus 900 111.95 C4127XLI 4000, 4050 Series $65 

T013201 Black Styl us Color 480/580 16.95 • 
T014201 C/M{Y Stylus Color 480/580 19.95 92274A LI 4L/ML,4P/MP 135 
T009201 C/M{Y S~ius Photo 1270 116.95 C3900A LI 4V, 4MV 539 

. WfiiY C3903A LJ SP/MP 135 
HP Compatible ~ C3906A LJSL, 6L, 3100 136 
51626A Black Deskjet 500, Designjet 230, 250C 119.95 C4092A LI 1100, llOOA,3200 549 
S1629A Black DJ680C, 690C, DW600C,695( 120.95 C4129X LI 5000 165 . 

51625AC/M/Y Deskja 300 &500 Series 119,95 92298A W4/M,4 Plus/M Plu1,l /M/N 139 
51 641A C/M/Y Des~et 810/850/855/870 119.95 C4096A LJ 2100 Series 169 
5164SA Black Deskjet800/1600 Series 117.95 92291A 111Si/MX,4Si/MX 135 
51649AC/M/Y Deikjet612C,660,680C, 690C 119.95 C3909A LJ 5Si/MX, 8000 149 
C182lD C/M/Y Deskjet 722,810,880, 890,895 119.95 and MorelJust ask. 

C661 4ABlacl:Des~et600 C·Seriei 119,95 ,Cre~te your ow~ 
C66lSABlackDe1kjet700 C-5eriei s17.9S F1reW1re liard Drive 

Connect your old 3.5' IDE drive to 
IDE Hard Drives one of our new FireWire enclo

3.2GB 5400RPM s49 sures andgive it anew 
8.4GB 5400RPM s35 on life. With the 

Oxford 911 chipsetour30GB 7200RPM s109 
firewire case doubles60GB 5400RPM s129 the data transfer rate 

80GB 5400RPM s170 compared to earlier 
100GB 7200RPM 5245 FireWire drives. 

120GB 7200RPM s3 29 nowon1)99.95 

MacOS8.5CD 
,fftl£WEB UPGRAPI TO 8.6 

!.)-') 

· ~~10 
OEMiftULL lltSTAU. 

Mac OS1ACI .:, ~Sl' 
OQllF!jl\.~AU . ,, 

Mac OS 8.0t:D ~'{ "l/' 
lac as ileli:1 Y-1if' 

Q{JllA1U lKS'l>U. ~ 

63/233 Beige OT IMac 500 MhZ Bundle 
Lowest Priced G3 Availabl&Sr-? lnclud&s: iMac & Color USB Printer 

~~ 

64 MB RAM 
4 GB HO • 24x COROM 

· 

-

lllurb 

256 MBRAM 
Serial · SCSI • 10/100 Et11eme1 20 GB HO • Appl<! CORW 

USS• FireWin! • Ethernet • 56k V.90MOREG3DWS MORE IMAC DEAlS! IDJZDazlllpDT~ ··--"""-"'"DUI 
a.-111pDT~ ··--"""--· 411.11 IMacG3/Z33Mhz-333Mllz ............. .. .... .... CAii. 
G3/266Mhz Beige OT 121M:i - _.., m.• IMac ov G3/3-1~ .. .... --·-· 499.99 
G3/350MhzB&WMT1:!M.Tll ---.... ... . - .. ._. 1MacDVG31-1~ .. .. --·-·-· 549.99 


·g~:==~=:==~i=~-::: == :::~g~g~:==::::::::: ~rn 
$159·99636"11 "0 . - $79·99W100i mon1ror 

lllJTPACDGE DEALS-------
s l'ld: _,_.nr111111r (II 15511 s Pack -•111111r111r (II $700 
101'1d: a&l'l-W15"111111r (I) flB 10Pack -•llHl15"11tr (II $1400 
2Dl'ld: IM'l-Wl&"llllllr Ill SID 2Dpack ~-.f115"1mt (111 $2400 

916-677-6227 800-673-6227 

http:nowon1)99.95


Why PowerMax? 
We've built agreat reputation as asupplier of hlgh·end, customized 
Macs, designed especially for the most demanding customers In the 
world. But what some people don't know Is that we also are one of 
the few authorfzl!d dealers who also offers great deals on used and 
refurbished Mac systems. Because sometimes you don't need an 
elephant gun to kill afly, and we understand that. Simply surf to 
www.powerrnax.com for adally·updafed list of all our great deals, or 
give us acall. We're pretty sure we can make you glad you did. 
Other things we like to brag about 
• HundredS of Mac models to choose from • Knowledgable, non·pushy 
salespeople • Great tech support • No voice mall (during office 
hours) • We consult on all Mac hardware & software • no rebate 
games or hidden charges • Every Mac system Is thoroughly bench· 
tested, and then personally verified and approved by your specific 
consultant. • We answer the phone: "how can we help you?" not 
"may I take your order?" • We live In Oregon, where there Is no sales 
tax and the people are friendly and polite • We take trade-Ins, and we 
sell every type of quality Macintosh possible. • All we do is 
Macintosh- our company Is run entirely on Macs. 
•And all this for the Satl16 or /OWfll prices as the no-service guys! 

"Snow" IBookNdeals G4 Tower deals Great deals on Fantom &Micronet hard drives!500 Miiz, 64 RAM, 10 Gb, CO .. .. .......$939 64/466, 128 RAM, 30 Gb, CD·RW .. .. .$1099 Factory refurbished 
500 MHz, 128 RAM, 15 Gb, C0 ........ ..$988 641533, 128 RAM, 40 Gb, co ........ ..$1199 unlt~/nc/uds aon~ year 
500 MHz, 128 RAM, 10 Gb, CO·RW ...$1129 64/733, 128 RAM, 40 Gb, CD·RW ..... $1299 upgffd:b1:'f:fhr~e! c.Q 

Ask about: ~ 1ne o1 Frewlre, use, r.IWIr.tcronat AdVllllJl8 
'""~ ... ~ 11111 SCSI Hal'd Ortv81, aHIW, USB+Flrewtre Hal'd Dr1VB1 take 

and DVD prodlct1. coonecllYlty ta awtwlanew levellI • 
 90 
~·"("""' days Bxllx32 Tac Rrewlra CIHIW.......8189 8068 Flr9Wlr8+USB 7200rpm ...... 8229 

The many same 1Bx1Dx40 Rrewre aHIW ...........8188 8068 Flrlwlre+USB 7200rpm _...8279 
benefits of as 1Bx Rl'eWi'e DVIHIOM ·---·8228 1•Arewn+USB ~.-8355 
AppleCarel cash! 120Gll Rl'eWi'e Ill nlD'llm- 88711 120Gll Arewn+USll ~ ....8389 

180Gll Rl'eWi'e Hal'd lll'ln _ 8483 180Gll lftwh+USll 6400r!ll ....S478 
Customer appreciation days: 
Free PowerMax Gift Pack 
with every new G4 tower! 

Hot lode Displays 
• Ragtime Software 19 Blue 
!his poge layoul sol1ware Is $399 

22 Blue 
$999 

MOH OYll Quarti & Adoba, 

TradeUp We'll lake your Mac os1: G~x2 computer in trade toward 
~ , ··, G3 ° the purchase of new 

~~~{.'?~- With product. Call one of our 
,t.@)" p M expert Mac consullants ower ax! for lull dela1lsLocal: (503) 624..1827 • Fax (503) 624..1635 

email : sales@powermax.com WWW POWERMAX.COM 
, • Daily specials &blowouts • Bar9.ain Basement Deals 

• Don't have the cash? No problem! • • New, used & relurb lisls • Digital video packagesKnowl e dge is Power 
AllhmnJl'<:<dh We've got great terms available! .......... Plus important national Macinlosh news updated dally! 


• Personal Financing • Fast P.O. Approvals • Business Leasing • Weekly specials on our web site • Order on line or call one of our Mac experts 

Are you a member of a User Group? 
Macintosh User Group members enjoy access to a very special Apple· sponsored web site featuring super 
deals on the latest Apple products as well as factory refurbished and discontinued Macs, and much more! 
If you are not currently a member of an Apple User Group and would like access to the MUG Store specialg goffers, discounts, and resources, contact an Apple User Group near you to sign up. 

The MUG Store. Acoogerative venture between Apple and PowerMax to bring MUG members exclusive deals 
on the latest Mac products and special offers on discontinued and factory refurbished computers. 

·I C ' e S ...,, OR. 

Choose 208 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 
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f,,tc>rf'C?t !(~!!! t&s9 to Use?!!! 
Various Colors available! 

AS LOW AS $599 
1.44 SuperDrives 

STARTING AT 

~~ $5! 
a.0 ~~0 ~ NO EXCHANGE'°"" REQUIRED! 

Firewire 3.5" Drives 
20/30 GB availa 
Call for best price 

G4s starting at 
iust $1299! ! ! PowerBook 5300csCALL TODAY! FREE CARRY 


BAGI 

• Supports ext. video 
• 24MB RAM 
• 750 Hard Drive Generic ADB MouseONLY$99• 100-MHz 603e ONLY $29 
• Dual-scan color 
• Refurbished 

HP Deslljel 890 CM. NEW ........................................$249 

Apple SlyfeWriler 1200. refurnished . • . $129. 

AppleSlylewriler 1500, factory refurbished ..... , .$179. 

Apple Slyle \Vriler 2400, <x>lor incl.. refurt>ishe<f ...$229. 

LaserWriler llnl. relurt>ished Toner no1 included ...$149. 

LaserWri!er Ill w/5MBRAM, refurbished . ...•..•.$399. 

LaserWri!er Ilg w/5MB RAM, refurbished . . .. . . $549. 

Texas lnstrumenls Micro Laser Pro E llEW ....•.$449. 


Laser toner cartridges sold separately 

IMAGING PRODUCTS 

Apple Ouicl<Tal<e 150 refurbished . .. . . ..... ..$149. 
AppleOuicl<Take 100 refurbished . .. . . . . • • ••..$99. 

GJ logic board, No Processor, No ROM . • . . . .. $349. 

7200/90 logic board, refurbished . . . .. . $149. 

LC logic board, refurbished .. .. .......... .$49. 

LC II logic board, refurbished . .. . .. ........ ..$83. 


Mac LCll l logic board, refurt:ished, exchange . . .$99. 
Perlorma 630 ,No Processcr, refurbished . . ..$49. 

Quadra 950 logic board, refurbished . .. ....$ f 79 

7100/66 logic board, refurllished . . .. . .. . . . .. . $99 

6200/75 logic board. refurbished . . .• . $99 

APPLE PC COMPATIBILITY CARDS 

Pentium 100-MHz. refurbished .. . .. . . .. .......$99. 
Peniium 166-MHz, 12" PCI card, relurt>ished • . , • . $149. 
586 100-MHz, 7' PCI card, relurt>lshed .$99. 
486 66·Mhz for 6100 senes. NEVI • . . . . •..•. . . $29. 

Apple 14' AN refurt:ished . . .. .. $129. Ouadra 660AV NuBus Adapler . • . . . . .. •$49. 
Apple 14' Multiscan, refurbished . . . . . .. .$99. Ouadra 610 Nubus Ad ap!er . . . .. .. . .. ..$49. 
Apple 15' Multiscan, refurllished... .. ........... .. .....$119 llsi Nubus adapter with math co-processor . ...$49. 

Apple 15· AV, factory refurt>ish ed............................$1 99. 
Apple MulliScan 1r. refurllished........... ......... $179. 

VIDEO CARDS 
E·Machines DoubleColor SX Nubus Card NEW . . ..$29.Apple 850, refurbished . . . . . $499. 
Diamond Javelin3200 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .....$79.Radius lnlelliColov2De. faclory refurbished . . .•. . . $999. 
'P1n1'0ftJac HPV Card (1MB) ....... . .. . . ......$79. 
Voion 14' Multiscan NE w . ' ' ..$69. 
'PowerMac AN Card (2MB) . .. .. .. • • .. .. .. . ..$99.Voxon 15" Multiscan NEW .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .$99. 
'Radius Precision Color 611600 .. . ..... . . .. . . . $79.Powar Computing 15' refurbished .. ' . . $1 19. 


Power Computing 17' refurbished . • . ' . '.$1 49. 
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Camera Memory 
DIMMs 
MacCPU Upgrades 
Iomega Stuff 
Modems 

................... 
Networking 

• ClienVServer Systems 

lntuos2 6x8 Tablet 
Get the latest technology from 
the industry leader in graphics 
tablets - Wacom . Now 
includes a 2D mouse! $309 

Macromedia Web Design Studio 
Dreamweover 4, Fireworks 4, S189Flas h5, and Freehand 10. 

Maxon Cinema 40 XL 7 
Turn your co mpute rinto o30 $289 
animation studio with one program! 

Adobe Web Collection 
Monitors 
Networking 
f'l:MoerBook Memory 
Printer Memory 
SD RAM 

• Ethernet Cards & Conns. 
Photoshop 6, Ill ustrator10, SAVE S 
Golive 6, ond Livemotion 2. 

SIMMs 
Storage Drives 
Surge 
Suppressors 

Choose 213 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 
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r=
1200 RPM ATA/ IOO ID! IHTIRIW. $ 9S 
1200 RPM AU/ 100 ID! IHTIRIW. lSI 
1200 RPM AU/ 100 ID! IHTIRIW. 229 
HOllBOOll DRM - 9.SltUil 1ll 
HOllBlJOK DRM - 9.SltUil 249 

6068 HOllBOOK DllM  U.S ltUil rn 
Mm AHY ID! DRIVE IHTO .1M EXTIRIW. FIRll'llRI 19 

www.hdpros.com 
PowerBook" G4 
PowerBook9 G4 
G4 Qu icksilver 
G4 Quicksilver 
iBook9 G3 
!Book• G3 
IMac• G4 
iMac• G3 Indigo 

Computer Model or 
Socket Type 
G41Mac" 
G4 AGP 466-Dual 1GHz 
PowerBook" 64 
G3/G4/iMac" 350-600 
PowerBook" G3 
IBook"/iMac" 233-333 
168 pin DIMMs 
72 pin SIMMs 

RAM 
256mb 
512mb 

733 128mb 
Dual 1GHz 512mb 
600 128mb 
600 128mb 
800 256mb 
50aMllll!UJA 128mb 

RAM 

C!tP.f'.i? 011ui1P /011 Arlooe@ g. !l1i.<!J11)M~ rliJcotmlJ of 1.1/l lo SO%/ 
Amorphium Pro $99 Drive 10 $69 Lightwave 3D 7b $889 
Boris FX 6 $295 El Universe 4 $479 Norton Utilities 6 $59 
Bryce 5 $79 EndNote 5 $99 Painter 7 $199 
Cleaners $289 EyeCandy4000 $69 Poser4 $119 
Codewarrior Pro 7 $109 Filemaker Pro 5.5 $149 Sibelius $229 
Cubase VST/32 $349 Final Draft 6 $125 TechTool Pro3.0.6 $79 
Director 8.5 $329 Finale 2002 $199 Vectorworks 9.5 series $89 
Dreamweaver 4 $98 Flash 5 $98 Wacom Graphire2 $84 

Knockout 2 $147 (PC titles available/) 

Use MW55 to save 50% on ground shipping. 

I ~oo '.)'.)'.) ~r?'/ FAK/P'gl PO'g fO 
-01 -aaa-our, Sl2- 4S0 026J 

Choose 180 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 

Prices listed by module MB size: 
Type/Description 32 64 t28 256 512 19bKtt 
PC ·133168 pin CLJ - - 166 '104 '229 
PC-133168 pin CL.3 - 123 139 '68 '104 '207 
PC100144 pin Cl2 - - 139 172 '219 
PC-133168 pin CL.3 112 123 139 '68 '1 04 
PC-100144 pin Cl2 - 123 139 168 1119 
PC-100144 pin Cl2 - '23 139 '68 1148 

117 '24 139 
' 17 149 Size RPM T~Qe lnte rnaVE xternal Price 

plus, FREE Shipping on these newApple CPUs!· 40gb 7200 fireWlre• Oxf 911 E $174 
60gb 5400 FireWlre• Oxf 911 E 202 

Free Total Optical Hard 80gb 7200 FireWlre• Oxf 911 E 235 
RAM RAM Drive Drive Price 120gb 7200 fireWlre• Oxf 911 E 316
256mb 512mb CD ·RW/DVD 20gb 2,199 20gb 4200 Toshiba 9.5mm/1.aptop I 119 
n/a 512mb CD-RW/DVD 20gb WOW ! 40gb 4200 Tosh iba 9.5mm/1.aptop I 259
512mb 64amb CD·RW 40gb 1,299 60gb 4200 IBM 12.Smm/laptop I 489
512mb 1024mb BOgb WEB 
256mb 384mb 20gb CALL Mac•os 8.6 w/Free 8.5 CD'59 IAirPoll" Base Station $199256mb 384mb 20gb DEAL Mac•os 8.1 CD only 19 Sonnet ZIFF G4 500-1 369
n/a 256inb 60gb SAVEi Mlc rosolt Word 2001 179 MacAlly US8/fW card 73
n/a 128mU 20gb 775 Mac•os 9.1 w/Free 9.0CD 49 Wacom Specials Web 
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• RetaillWholesale 
• Mail Order/DistribUlion 
• Rentafs/Se~r 
• Light Manufaauring 
• PayrolVCheck:Printir:ig 

Choose 16S at www.macworld.com/getinfo 

Macintosh web hosting & Quicklime streaming - Host your site on secure Mac 
servers - Publish your RleMaker database on the web -Access like an iDisk! · 
Stream QT Movies - Plans start @$100/year w/SOMB of space. 
www.macserve.net 

Reach 400,000 circulation for as little as $250.00 a month. Place a Classified ad in 
the Macworld Showcase! 
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continued from page 120 > 

Open-source software is like independent filmmak
ing. It can produce w1ique fits of splendid brilliance 
like Clerks or American Movie bur not a sprawling, pol
ished, crowd-pleasing epic like The Lord ofthe Rings. 

The Open-Source Threat 
I can't help but think about the fo lks at Microsoft, 
though. They're worried about how they're going to 
sell software in the future. People have a tendency to 
buy an app once and then , irritatingly, never buy 
upgrades. For that reason, vVindows XP contains an 
infrastructure that turns Microsoft's operating system 
and applications into subscription services requiring 
online renewal every now and then. And while the com
pany once grudgingly accepted the ubiquitous piracy of 
Microsoft products in public schools, these days Micro
soft (through industry watchdogs) is diligently-some 
might even say eagerly-suing school systems to get 
tlrnt dough. It all begins witl1 a lawyer's demands for an 
exhaustive, districtwide system audit, which itself would 
bankrupt an underfunded school system. 

But open apps will always be there, witl10ut sub
scription fees. You just need a geek to manage 'em for 
you. Every high school has a creepy old custodian who 
keeps tl1e boilers running and builds tl1i.ngs tl1e school 
needs. How about pairing tl1at person off with a creepy 
old geek who, when a teacher 
needs to teach a geography unit, Maybe it's time tocan locate open-source code 
and build and install compatible found that Apple
apps for each of the school's sev
eral hundred machines? based religion. 

It can happen. OpenOSX 
.com (760/935-4736) sells an 
"Office" disc that has Word- and Excel-compatible 
word processors and spreadsheets, as well as GIMP 
(you can discover on your own the war raging 
between OpenOSX.com and MacGIMP.com)-all 
for 30 bucks, a mere morsel of the cost of M icrosoft 
Office and just a third of Apple\i\Torks' price. 

The other Big Win of putting open-source apps in 
schools is that kids will tl1ink of tl1ose programs as the 
crud The Establishment forced them to use, and, 
seeking an outlet for rebellion, bango, they'll buy 
PowerBooks and join a new Toronto-based religion 
tlwt's also a political party and body-piercing system. 

T hat's a big opportunity for Apple. They've already 
got tl1e operating system, Steve Jobs is ten times the 
charismatic leader L. Ron Hubbard ever was, and cre
ating a political party is just a question of paperwork. 

As for tl1e piercing, it's nothing tl1at anyone witl1 an 
ice cube, a lighter, a straight pin, and a staple remover 
can't address. But tlrnt was another bet (and an entirely 
different story). D 

When at a restaurant, Contributing Editor (and soft-drink aficionado) ANDY JHNATKO 

(www.andyi.com) always asks for a Coke in "the biggest glass you've got." 
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I it You Can't Beat 'em, Cheat 'em 

Open-Source Showdown 

IF YOU CAN'T BREAK AJOB DOWN INTO 24 12-0UNCE UNITS 
of effort-or so the theory goes-then surely it's not worth doing, if indeed 
it's doable at all. In fleshier tones, this means that whatever the job is, be it 
installing new server software or laying a transatlantic 
fiber-optic cable, you should be able to get it done 
before you finish one case of your favorite beverage. 
Crack open the first Coke while you're mulling over 
the task's basic parameters, and then apply additional 
cans to the problem as needed. You should be opening 
your last can to toast the job's successful completion. 

This highly advanced theory of project manage
ment is one my pal Joe and I developed a while ago, 
possibly while under the influence; neither he nor I 
are drinkers, but now that I read it here in black and 
white, I can't deny that the idea has an undeniable 
hops-and-barley sort oflogic to it. 

Naturally, it didn't take long for us to morph our 
theory into a way of regularly testing each other to 
see if one of us might just be a colossal wuss. 

The Challenge Is Made 
"What you don't get about OS X," I explained, sens
ing that Joe just didn't get something about OS X, "is 
that thanks to its rich, nougaty Unix center, the Mac is 
now an open home for open software. Don't you agree 
that this is an elegant way to restore Apple's presence 
in markets that are hard to evangelize?" 

He sighed. "Yeah, yeah-but bringing an open
source app over to OS Xis a nontrivial exercise," he 
said. And then he double-crossed me. Instead of allow
ing himself to get drawn into the hour-long argument 
I'd hoped for-letterman was a rerun that night-he 
challenged me to build an OS X version of GIMP (the 
popular open-source image-editing app) within one 
case of beverages, and then he hung up the phone. 

I mean, what kind of a friend is that? 

The Battle Is Joined 
I downed the first Coke while downloading source files 
from SourceForge.net. I drank the ninth as I decided 
that I had to go back to Darwinfo.org to brush up on a 
lot of fundamentals. The seventeenth Coke went down 
as I realized that simple submolecular entropic fluctu
ations in my hard drive's magnetic fields would create 
an executable binary of GIMP sooner than I would. 
And I enjoyed the rest of the Cokes as I watched Space 
Camp (the 1986 epic starring Kate Capshaw), mocking 
its technical inaccuracies in an effort to restore some 
sirred of my flagging self-image as a major geek. 

So compiling open-source apps to run on Mac OS X 
is nontrivial. I mean, holy cow, you almost have to actu
ally know what you're doing and junk. I'm a simple, old
fashioned sort of guy. I go to see new Star Wars films 
on the first screening of the first day; I drink the milk 
after I finish a bowl of Cocoa Puffs; and when I get 
Unix dirt under my nails, it's usually from messing 
around with the command line, not from installing and 
maintaining window managers and other GUis. So 
while I've built open-source stuff before, I was in over 
my head with Darwin and GIMP. 

I was so browbeaten (and admittedly jittery from all 
the phosphoric acid, high-fructose corn syrup, cara
mel color, caffeine, and natural flavors) that even 
after I caved and downloaded Fink (http://fink 
.sourceforge.net), a tremendously nifty package man
ager that more or less automatically builds and installs 
Unix software on OS X, I still couldn't get everything 
working-and then I realized that I had forgotten to 

log on to OS X as root. This is the Unix equivalent of 
trying to walk through a door wicl10ut first twisting 
the doorknob. 

In the end, I just bought MacGIMP (www.macgimp 
.org). You send $30, and MacGIMP sends you a CD 
that installs the utility and all its required support sys
tems (including cl1e Darwin version of Unix's win
dowed GUI system). 

If You Can't Win, Cheat 
Of course-getting back to my pal Joe's 24-can chal
lenge-this gambit was technically (or to put it 
another way, totally) cheating. But that was nothing 
I couldn't smooth over with an 
intense and highly aerobic session 
of lyi ng. 

At least I acknowledged reality. 
Open-source software will prob
ably never have a direct effect on 
the masses. Even a world where 
apps are built from open-source 
software but sold and installed 

Cheating is nothing that 
can't be smoothed over 
by intense and highly 
aerobic lying. 

like traditional software is no paradise. MacGIMP 
works great. For 30 bucks, you get an app that brings 
you 80 percent of Adobe Photoshop's functionality. 
But it's not a true Aqua app. It lacks OS X's cleanli
ness, simplicity, and style. < continues on page 119 
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what will you make of it?"' 

'""" GRAPHICS 
,.'""' Inspiration is everywhere. How wi ll you bring it to life? 

Corel GRAPHICS SUITE 10. Intuitive and powerful graphics software specifically designed for Mac" OS X. 

* Corel DRAW 10 • Corel PHOTO-PAI NP' 10 WCorel R.A.V. E:'· w ww.corel.com/inkblot 
Choose 79 at www.macworld.com/getinfo 
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Base model. 


Flyllghf Platinum: 
You 'll see the difference. , 

Especially when you're 

In the dark. 
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